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INTRODUCTION

In this book we discuss classification results for piecewise linear and

topological manifolds. These topics have formed one of the main lines of

development for the past 2 decades in the area of algebraic and geometric

topology, and recently many of the major problems here have been essen

tially solved.

Initially our object was to present results on'the structure of the piece

wise linear and topological hordism rings. However, the need for a fairly

comprehensive introduction to the basic algebraic topological results in

the theory forced us to expand the discussion considerably. Now the first

8 chapters (the main part of the work) present the homotopy theory of the

'surgery classifying spaces', and the classifying spaces for the various re

quired bundle theories.

The modem development started with the work of Kervaire and Milnor

on surgery and the observation of J. H. C. Whitehead on the probable im

port~nce of the structure of the normal bundle in classifying structures on

manifolds. The Browder..Novikov theorem applied the surgery techniques

to show how to classify all PL manifolds in a given homotopy type, and

showed that if we have a (simply connected) space X which satisfies the

homology conditions f~r an n dimensional clo;ed manifold (Poincare

duality) with n~ 5, then there is a PL manifQld M in the homotopy

type of X if and only if a certain fibering Y -+ X with fiber having the

homotopy type of a sphere can be replaced by a piecewise linear fiber

bundle.

This pivotal result reduced the basic questions to questions involvin~

classifying homotopy sphere bundles, finding effective ways of telling

when they reduce to PL bundles, and then (for estirpating the number of
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manifolds in a homotopy type) counting the number of distinct equivalence

classes of PL bundles which correspond to the original homotopy sphere

bundle.

A theorem of Stasheff ident,ifies the equivalence class of a sphere

bundle y ~ X with a homotopy class of maps

¢: X ~ BG

where BG serves as a classifying space for spherical fiberings, fixed

and independent of X. Moreover, there is a similar classifying space for

PL-sphere bundles BPL, a map p: BPL ~ BG so that PL structures

on the given sphere bundle correspond to homotopy classes of commutative

diagrams

BPL ----~.BG

It is customary to denote the homotopy fiber of the map p as G/PL and

the equivalence classes of diagrams above are in one-one correspondence

with the set of homotopy classes of maps of X into G/PL.

Thus, the basic problems were reduced to problems in homotopy theory,

and attention turned to the study of these spaces, as well as the maps

between them.

By the mid 1960's it was realized (by Sullivan and others) that the re

suIts of Kervaire and Milnor showed that in dimension ? 5

{

z i == 0(4)

"i(G/PL) = 0 i == 1(2)

Z/2 i == 2(4) ..

and results of Cerl and an exact sequence of Hirsch and Mazur then ex

tended this to all i.

D. Sullivan attacked and solved the problem of determining the

homotopy type of G/PL -introduced ideas of localization into the
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theory-and obtained much information on the homotopy type of BPL when

localized at odd primes.

Milgram at this point began studying the cohomology groups of BG

after work of Milnor and Gitler-Stasheff had given some low dimensional

information, and he obtained H*(BG; Z/2) .

Madsen then examined the infinite loop space structure of G/PL and

BG, evaluated their homology operations and described the Pontrjagin

rings H*(BG; Z/2i ). J. P. May and A. Tsuchiya gave complete informa

tion for H*(BG; Zip) and May later studied H*(BG; Z/pi), when p is

odd.

At this point results of Kirby, Kirby-Siebenmann and Lashof...Rothenberg

showed how to include topological manifolds into the picture, by providing

an analogous theory with the space BTOP classifying topological sphere

fiberings, the map p': aTOP -+ BG and the homotopy fiber of p', G/TOP.

Kirby Siebenmann showed that the natural map G/PL -+ G/TOP has

fiber the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z/2,3) and then obtained the

homotopy type of G/TOP also. (See [65] Annex B.)

At this point Sullivan's results, together with those of May and

Tsuchiya gave a fairly good cohomological picture of the story at odd

primes, but not much was known at the prime 2.

In 1970 Brumfiel, Madsen and Milgram began the study of the map

i: G -+ G/PL at the prime 2. The induc,ed map on Z/2 cohomology was

calculated and these results later enabled Madsen and Milgram to complete

the study of i at the prime 2.

In particular, these results, combined with the results at odd primes

give effective methods for deciding when a homotopy sphere bundle Y -+ X

can be replaced by a piecewise linear or topological bundle, as well as

allowing the determination of a large part of the piece-wise linear and

topological bordism rings.

Here we present the theory outlined above and determine the torsion

free parts of the oriented bordism rings n;OP/Torsion (= O~L/Torsion).

We give an explicit set of generators: the differentiable generators, a set
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of exotic projective spaces, and the "Milnor manifolds" of index 8. We

also obtain integrality theorems for characteristic classes on piecewise

linear and topological manifolds extending the now classical Riemann

Roch theorems for differential manifolds.

Much of the material covered in this book appears in print with de

tailed proofs for essentially the first time. In Chapter 3 we give a direct

method for calculating the homology of G and BG at the prime 2. This

somewhat non-standard treatment owes much to discussions with Ben

Mann. In Chapters 4 and 5 we review results mainly due to Sullivan on

G/PL and MSPL and their topological analogues. In particular the 're

sults in Chapter 5 have no comple.te proofs in the literature. Moreover,

our proofs seem somewhat simpler than the proofs outlined by Sullivan in

[135]. Chapter 6 is a very brief introduction to the theory of infinite loop

spaces and homology operations, and in Chapter 7 we prove the result,

basic to our theory, that,. B(G/TOP) w'hen localized at 2 is a product of

Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. This implies that the 2-local part of the ob

struction to reducing a spherical fibering to a PL bundle is purely a

characteristic class obstruction.

In the later chapters we put these results together with some rather

unpleasant calculations to study the integral cohomology of BPL and

STOP. These results answer the questions of exactly which polynomials

in the Pontrjagin classes are integral topological invariants, and are

applied to give fairly complete information on the torsion free parts of the

piecewise linear and topological oriented bordism rings.

Finally we would like to thank Erkki Laitinen for his helpful comments

and for preparing the index, and above all Greg Brumfiel for vital sugges

tions and help when we were mired in difficulties.

IB MADSEN

R. JAMES MILGRAM
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CHAPTER 1

CLASSIFYING SPACES AND COBORDISM

A basic technique in topology is to reduce a geometric classification problem
to a homotopy classification of maps into an associated uclassifying space" or
universal object. In this chapter we review the classifying spaces for various
bundle theories and the connection between the cobordism classification of mani
folds and the homotopy groups of the associated Thorn spectra.

A. Bundles with fiber F and structure group n
Suppose we are given a topological group n and a fixed action of n

on a space F. By an (F, n)-bundle we shall mean a locally trivial bundle

with fiber F and structure group n (cf. Stee~rod [129]). A principal

n-bundle is an (F, D)-bundle with F = n and with the TI-action given as

the usual product in II.

DEFINITION 1.1. A space B is said to be a classifying space for (F, n)
bundles if there is an (F, n)-bundle E over B such that for any (F, n)
bundle E over a finite dimensional CW complex X there is a unique

homotopy class of maps f: X ~ B with f*(E) S!! E.

In this definition one may suppress F since associated to any (F, II)

bundle E there is a principal "-bundle Prinn(E) which determines

E, E = Prinn(E) xU F. Indeed Prinn(E) is the space of (F, ll)-bundle

maps

F-----..• E

I I
*-----.... X
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II -) En ~ Bn

Hence B classifies (F, II)-bundles if and only if it classifies principal

II-bundles.

In the generality of 1.1 there is no reason to assume B is a CW complex,
but if B 1 is the geometric realiza tion of the singular complex of Band

p: B 1~B the natural map then p*: [X, B1]~[X, B] is a bijection for any finite

dimensional CW complex X. Moreover, two CW complexes B 1 and B2
which both classify principal II-bundles are homotopy equivalent. (To see this

let B~i) be the i-skeleton and consider the unique ho,?otopy class of maps

ki : B~i) ... B2 classifying the restriction of E 1 to B~l). The homotopy e~tension
theorem guarantees an (in general non-unique) map k: B 1 -+B2 with kl B~l) ~ ki
for all i. Similarly, we get a map e: B2 ~ B 1 and the compositions k of and

f 0 k restrict to maps homotopic to the inclusions on the i-skeleta. In particular
B 1 and B2 are weakly homotopy equivalent hence homotopy equivalent.)

It is standard to denote by Bn any classifying space for principal

ll-bundles and similarly write En for the II-bundle over BII. The

spaces BII, Ell exist for any topological group n. The original con

struction is due to Milnor [98] and is based on the following "recognition

principle" [129].

THEOREM 1.2 (Steenrod). Let E be a principal n-b~ndle over B.

Then B is a classifying space for principal II-bundles if and only if E

is connected and 17i(E) = 0 for i > 0 .

Alternatively, the existence of BlI follows rather easily from Brown's

representation theorem (see e.g. [30], [45]).

More generally, Dold and Lashof constructed a principal quasi...fibering

(see [48])

when II is a topological monoid which is either path connected or whose

set of path components forms a group, and Stasheff [128] proved (see also

145])

THEOREM 1.3 (Stasheff). Suppose F is a finite CW complex and let

~I(F) be the monoid 01 homotopy equivalences f: F -+ F equipped with
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the compact-open topology. Then for a finite dimen,sionaI CW complex

X, [X, BH(F)] is the set of equivalence classes of homotopy F-bundles

over X.

Here a homotopy F-bundle over X is a map f: V... X so that when we

convert f into a Serre-fibering the fiber has the homotopy type of F, and

two such bundles are equivalent if there is a homotopy equivalence

h: V ... Y'" with f"'h=f,

Id
X--..........- .....• X

hy-----... y'

If

We now give an alternative construction of the classifying space BU

which has certain formal advantages over those above (cf. (119], (131]).

We will assume that n is a topological monoid or group with identity e

and we require that e be a neighborhood deformation retract (N.D.R.) in

n. (Specifically this means there is a function f: n ... [0, 1] with

£-1(0) = e, £-1[0, 1) = N and a deformation H: n x [0,1] ... n with

H(N'x [0, 1»( N, H(n, 1) = n, H(n,O) = e and fH(n, t) = tf(n) for nl N .)

This condition is satisfied by any Lie group or a CW complex. It is

trivially satisfied if n is discrete.

Let' an be the standard n-sirnplex coordinatized as the set of points

(t1 , ••• , tn) l In with 1 ~ t1 ~ t2 ?: ... ?: t n ?: O. Its i'th face c1i ~ is

then specified by

t 1 = 1 if i = 0

t· = t i+1 if O<i<n
1

tn = 0 if i = n
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Now, set
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where each aD x nn x n is given the compactly generated topology ..

(That is to say U is open if and only if its intersection with each com

pact set K of aD x nn x n is open in the induced topology on K.)

We define an equivalence relation in EOn by

We give En = EOn/"" *) the quotient topology which is also compact

ly generated. In particular, there is a compactly continuous function

En x n ~ En

coming from the action of n on EOn defined on points by

We set Bn equal to the orbit space of this action. Alternately, BII can

be described in terms of an equivalence relation similar to 1.4 on

BOn = n an x nn.
n>O

The following theorem is proved in [131]. (ein is supposed to be an

N.D.R.)

*)As a categorical construction the space En can be regarded as the
balanced product (tensor product) of the unreduced bar construction of n ([SO],
p. 248) and the ca tegory fI whose objects are the r.fl and whose morphlsms are
(Ienersted by) the face maps di and the deReneracy maps 81 : <fl -+ ffl- which
omit the coordinate li.
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THEOREM 1.5. (a) If II is a topological group then Ell ~ an is a

princ;pal n-brmdle.

(b) If n is a topological monoid then En -+ an is a principal n

quasi-Iibering,

(c) Ell is contractible,

(d) B(01 x "2) = BIll x Bll2 '

when the cart~sian products are given the compactly generated topology.

(e) The construction is natural in the sense that if f: n ~ r is a

continuous homomorphism then there are induced maps Ef: En ... Er and

Bf: Bn ~ Br satisfying the usual functorial properties. *)

The contraction in (c) comes from H
t

: EOO -+ Eon defined by

where t = t if t <1 and t = 1 if t 2: 1. Property (d) is proved by checking
directly that

is a homeomorphism, where 'n'. is the projection on n., and of course
1 1

The more difficult part of the proof is establishing (a) and (b). This is where the
N .D~R. assumption on e comes in.

*)Among the natural properties of an is a filtration (BIj<n) = image ofII ff1 x IF in an). Filtrations give rise to spectral sequences and thus one
k<p
h;s a natural spectral sequence associated with an. One can check that with

field coefficients k, its E I-term is the' Ibar construction" on H* (n; k). Hence

its E
2

-term is TorH*(ll)(k, k) and

TorH*(n)(k, k) ;> "*(BU; k) •

In cohomology we have dually

ExtH.(U)(k, k) ~ H*(aII; k) .

These are the Eilenberg-Moore spectra1 sequences [115], [151] and are extremely
powerful computational tools.
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EXAMPLE 1.6. Let n be a discrete group; then En ~ an is a principal

ll-bundle. Since En is contractible, En is the universal covering space

of Bll and 11'1 (Bn) =n, " i(Bn) = 0 for i> 1. Moreover, BD is a CW

complex with cells of the form [gIl··· I~] (gi ~ e for all i) correspond

ing to an x (gl' "', gn)' The cellular "boundary relation" is

n-l

a[gll···l~] = [~I···I&n] + ~ (-l)i[gll· .. I&;.gi+ll···I&n]+(-l)n[gll···lgn-l].
i=l ·

EXAMPLE 1.7. Let D be abelian so that the multiplication Jl: nxn~n

is a homomorphism. Using 1.5(d) we have

BJL: all x aD ~ Bn

which makes an into an associative abelian H-space with unit. More

over, BII is a CW complex so it satisfies the N.D.R. property for the

unit and we can iterate the construction. In particular, if n is a discrete

abelian group, then K(ll, 1) = all is an abelian topological group,

and BK(TI, 1) = K(ll, 2) is again such so we can construct all the

Eilenberg-MacLane spaces by iteration.

EXAMPLE l.8. The classical Lie groups Un' On and SOn give

classifying spaces: BUn classifying principal Un-bundles or equivalent

ly complex vector bundles, BOn classifying principal On bundles or

real vector bundles, and BSOn classifying oriented real vector bundles.

These spaces have been extensively studied. We need certain facts about

them which we will recall after the next two examples. For now, note that

U1 = SI = K(Z, 1) so BUt = K(Z, 2) = Cpoo and °1 ::: Z/2 so BOt =

K(Z/2, 1) = Rpoo
•

EXAMPLE 1.9. Let TOPn be the topological monoid of homeomorphisms

f: Rn • Itn . reO) I, 0, with the compact-open topology and let Gn denote
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the set of homotopy equivalences of Sn-l also with the compact-open

topology. T~en B TOPnand BGn classify Rn.bundles with a zero

section and homotopy Sn-l.bundles (also called spherical fibrations),

respectively.

9

EXAMPLE 1.10. For the piecewise linear homeomorphisms of Rn one

has to proceed a little differently: the compact-open topology is not

suitable. Instead we let PLn denote the simplicial group whose

k-simplices consist of all piecewise linear homeomorphisms f: ~kx Rn -.

~k x Rn commuting with the projection on ~k and preserving the zero

section. The geometric realization of PLn again denoted PLn is a

topological monoid whose classifying space BPLn classifies piecewise

linear Rn·bundles ([68], [69]).

B. The classifying spaces for the classical Lie groups

At several later points in the book we will need some more or less

standard results on the spaces BUn' BOn which we collect here for

convenience. Most of these results can be found in one form or another in

e. g. [54], [102].

To begin there are Whitney sum maps

1.11
cPn,m: BUn x BUm -. BUn+m

cPn,m: BOn x BOm -. BOn+m

induced from the homomorphisms

given by

(AO °B)·cPn,m(A, B) =

Iterating this we obtain maps
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B ¢ n: BU1 x··· X au1 -+ BUn

BcPn : BOt x ···x BOt -+ BOn.

Now, BUt = K(Z, 2) ~ Cpoo has cohomology ring H*(CpOO
; Z) = Pld},

the polynomial algebra on a 2-dimensional generator. Similarly, 01 = Z/2

and B01 == K(Z/2, 1) ~ Rpoo has cohomology ring H*(RpOO
; Z/2) = plr I,

where f is I-dimensional.

Let T: lit x U1 -+ U1 X U1 be the inter.change map, then cP2 0 T ~ cP2
since setting Ht = R(~"t)-t · cP2 · R(~1Tt) where

(

cos (~TI t)
R(~1T t) =

-sin (~11 t)

sin(~1T t»)
cos (~11t)

gives a 1-parameter group of homomorphisms Ut x U1 ~ U2 starting at

t = 0 with ¢2 and ending with 4>2 0 T at t == 1. By the naturality

property 1.5(e) this gives a continuous 1-parameter family of maps

BUt x BUt ~ BU2 starting with B¢2 and ending with (8<1>2) 0 T. Iterat

ing this, if ,\: BU1 x .... x BUt ~ BUt x ... x BUt is any coordinate permu

tation then (B4>n) 0 A ~ BcPo . (Similarly for On.)

Thus the image (B<Pn}*(H*<BUn; Z» is invariant under the action of

the symmetric group In' and conversely we have

THEOREM 1.12. (a) B¢* injects H*(BUn;Z) into Pld1,···,dnl as the

subalgebra of invariants under the symmetric group Itn .

(b) B¢* injects H*(BOn;Z/2) into Plft,···,fnl asthesubalgebra

of invariants under I,n.

For a proof see e. g. [102]. Usually this result is proved by first constructing
the Chern classes and Stiefel-Whitney classes. But a proof based on the general
ized transfer of Becker and Gottlieb can also be given [34].

DEFINITION 1.13. The i'th Chern class ci ( H2i(BUn; Z) is the class

so that Bel> *(ci) "; "i(d1 , ... , dn). The i'th Stiefel-Whitney class in
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. *H1(BOn; Z/2) is the class so that Bep (wi) = 0i(f1 , ••. , fn). (Here 0i de-

notes the i'th elementary symmetric polynomial in the stated variables.)*)

From 1.12 we then have

H*(BUni Z) P{c1 ,···, cn l

H*(BOn; Z/2) = P{wl,···,wnl

The Whitney sum maps in 1.11 induce homomorphisms

BcP~,m : H*(BUn+m) -+ H*(BUn) 0 H*(BUm)

BcP:,m: H*(BOn+m) -+ H*<BOn) ~ H*(BOm)

given by

1.14 B¢:,m(Ci) = ~ Cj~Ci_j,
j=O

B¢:,m(Wi) = ~ Wj~Wi_j ,
j=O

where we take Cj (H*(BUn) and Wj f H*(BOn) to be zero if j> n .. This

all follows from 1.12 by simple diagram chase. Note in particular that if

Bi: BUn -+ BUn+l is induced from the inclusion then

since Bi can be considered as the composition

REMARK 1.1 S. It is worth noting tha t BOn has the homotopy type of the univer

sal Sn bundle over BOn+1 , and there is a homotopy equivalence

f: BOn -+ Universal Sn-bundle

so that T1f ~ Bi: BOn ~ BOn+1 .

Indeed the sphere bundle is given by

*)It is a classical theorem that Plxl' ••.• xn I~n = Pial' •••• anI for field or
integer coefficients.
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This is the universal (Sn,On+1)-bundle and a mapping X ~ EOn+1 xo Sn is
n+1

equivalent to specifying an Sn-bundle over X along with a section. Hence the

associated Rn+1 bundle is the Whitney sum of an Rn-bundle and a trivial line

bundle. This gives a map

EO +1 xo SO ~ BO
n n+1 n

which is a homotopy equivalence. Moreover, if we identify EO +1 Xo Sn with
n n+l

BOn then 17 is identified with i. Similar remarks apply to BUn -+ BUn+1 and

BSOn -+ BSOn+1 ·

Consider the disjoint. unions W(U) = II BUnt W(O) = II BOn' The
n>O n>O- -

map IIBcPn,m make these spaces into associative H-spaces with unit

* = BOo = BUo . This makes H*(W) into an associative ring with unit,

and dualizing 1.12 we have

H*(W(U); Z) Plb2,··,b2n1 ···t x Z+

"*(W(O); Z/2) = Pie!, ''', en' ···1 x Z+

where b2n f H2n(BU1 ; Z) is dual to dO and en f Hn(BO t ; Z/2) is the

non-zero element. The "group completions"*) of W(U) and W(O) are the

classifying spaces au x Z and BO x, Z for complex and real K-theory,

classifying virtual vector bundles (BU = lim BUn and 80 = lim BOn)'
~, ~

In particular

1.16
H*(BU; Z) Plb2 , b41 ···1

H*(BO; Z/2) = PI e1 , e2 , •.• J

We have inclusions r: Un ~ 02n and c: On 4 Un associated re-

*)This is a fundamental notion introduced by Barratt [15], Barratt-Priddy [16]
and D. Quillen [112]. There are two approaches. It is easily checked that the
Npaces W( ) above are free associative unitary monoids. Such an object embeds
uniquely into" minimal topological R;roup-itf.'1 group completion. Alternatively, the
"roup (~()mpl~ti()n" eun ht, dcfinE~d QA the loop Rpal~c 11nw( ) (see also r120]).
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spectively with realification which regards Cn as R2n and complexifi

cation Rn -+ Rn 0 C == Cn . The compositions

cor: Un -+ U2n

roc:On -+°2n

are conjugate to the inclusions

1.17 (A Ox),A ... 0

H*(BO;Z)/Tor == P{P4,···,P4i'···}.

On the classifying space level we obtain maps c: BOn -+ BUn and

r: BUn -+ B02 n and the compositions cor and cor are homotopic to

the maps induced from 1.17 (cf. 3.11).

In terms of these maps the Pontrjagin classes P4i are defined by

Reduced mod 2, P4i == ~~i. The complete cohomology structure of

BO == lim BOn can now be summarized in
~

THEOREM 1.18. (a) The torsion in H*(BO; Z) is a vector space over

Z/2 and

(b) The diagonal in H*(BO; Z)/Tor induced from the H-space struc

ture is given by

I/!(P4i) ~ P4j 0 P4(i-j)
j = 0

(po = 1) ·

*)It is customary to denote the i'th Pontrjagin class by p. rather than P4.'
1 1

In this book, however, we find it convenient to always have the subscripts indicate
the dimension of the characteristic classes. Indeed only in Chapter 9 are there
any exceptions to this rule.
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Proof. From 1.12 (b) it follows that the Bockstein f3: H*(BO; Z/2) ~

H*(BO; Z/2) maps w2n to w2n+1 + wI w2n and w2n+1 to Wt' w2n+1 .

Sll1c~ fl is a derivation it is easily checked that the homology of the

chuin complex (H*(BO; Z/2), fj) is the polynomial algebra

p Iw~ , w~, "', w~n' ... J. But w~n is the reduction of the integral class

P4n by previous remarks. Hence the mod. 2 Bockstein spectral se

quence ([23]) for BO has E2 = Eoo so the 2-torsion consists of elements

of order 2, and

(Z(2) is the subring of fractions alb l Q with denominator prime to 2.)

On the other hand comparing H*(BO; Z) with H*(BU; Z) via realification

and complexification we see that there is no odd-primary torsion in

H*(BO; Z). This proves (a).

The second part of 1.18 follows frol11 1.14 upon noting that

2c*(c2 i+t) = O.

Theorem 1.18 remains true if we replace BO with its two fold cover

ing BSO = lim BSOn . The mod. 2 cohomology of aso is also easy.
~

REMARK 1.19. For the spaces Hn of 1.9 and 1.10 we also have

"Whitney sum" maps

(If Hn = Gn then the Whitney sum is the fiberwise join of spherical fibra

tions.) The BcPn,m induce H-structures on the associated stable objects,

BH = lim BHn .
~

C. The cobordism classification of closed manifolds

A large part of our discussion after Chapter 7 will deal with the

cobordism rings of topological and triangulated manifolds. Also, throughout
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the next chapters, particularly Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 we will need some

basic facts on the cobordism rings for differentiable manifolds. In this

section and the next two we collect the facts we will need. Good refer

ences containing more details are [40], [102], [133].

Roughly, two closed manifolds M~, M~ are cobordant if there is a

compact manifold Wn+1 with aw = M1 UM2 (disjoint union); but this

needs some elaboration. First, by manifold we could mean either smooth

manifold, piecewise linear (PL) manifold or topological manifold-the

three basic manifold categories. Second, manifolds can come with extra

structure, e.g. be oriented, have Spin structure or be weakly complex. Our

prime concern is the case of oriented manifolds in any of the three cate

gories. However, to avoid unnecessary repetition we shall simply talk

about (H)-manifolds without further specification of the structure (H).

We call two (H)-manifolds equal if they are "isomorphic" (e.g. for

oriented PL manifolds this means PL-homeomorphic via an orientation

preserving map).. For our (H)-manifolds there is a 1-1 correspondence

(via restrictioo) between (H)-structures on M = Mx 0 and (H)-s tructures

on Mx I. The inverse (H)-structure, denoted -M, is the one induced on

Mx 1 C Mx I when Mx I is given the (H)-structure coming from M = Mx 0

Our (H)-manifolds have an associated (H)-"bundle theory": There is

a sequence of topological monoids Hn with BMn classifying H-bundles

(with a zero section), e.g. Hn = SPLn with BHn classifying oriented

PL Rn-bundles. The universal (n-plane) bundle over .BHn is denoted

y~. If Vk c Mn+k is an (H)-submanifold and the codimension n is

sufficiently large then there is an (H)-normal bundle vn = vn(Vk: Mll+k)

([96], [66]) and a classifying diagram

'"g

g
V -----... BHo
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f: (W,oW) ~ (X, Y)

DEFINITION 1.20. Two closed (H)-manifolds Mf and M~ are called

(H)-cobordant if there is an (H)-manifold Wn+1 with oW = M1 U (-M2)

such that the (H)-structure of W restricts to those of M1 and -M2 •

The cobordism relation of 1.20 is an equivalence relation and provi

sionally we denote the set of equivalence classes by T~. It becomes

an abelian group when we set IM?1 + {M~J = {MrU M~J.

A singular (H)-manifold in a space X is a pair (M, f) consisting of

a closed (H)-manifold and a map f: M ~ X .

DEFINITION 1.21. Two singular (H)-manifolds (Mr,f1) and (M~,f2)

are called cobordant if there is an (H)-manifold W with aw = M1U(-M2)

and a map F: W-+ X so that FIMi = f i .

Once more cobordism of pairs (M, f) is an equivalence relation and

the resulting equivalence classes form an abelian group T~(X). If

(H)-structures on M, N induce a unique (H)-structure on Mx N (which is

isomorphic to the (H)-structure on Nx M) then T~ = T~ (pt) becomes

an associative, commutative, unitary ring and T~(X) becomes a

~-module: \M\·\N,fl is the class of MxN~ N -L x.
The final group we wish to construct is T~(X, Y) for a pair of

CW-complexes YC X. This is given by taking equivalence classes of

pairs (W, f),

where W is an (H)-manifold. The cobordism relation is given by an

(H)-manifold V with aV=WIUaVOUa-W2 and a map F:(V,Vo)~(X,Y)

W
t ~--------------...,,

I,,,
awt --'" ----------------------' aW2v.

v

aw t---------------aw2
Vo
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There is a long exact sequence

17

where atw,fl==taw,flawl and i* and i* are the obvious inclusions.

Moreover, given g: X-. Z, then g induces a map g*: T~(X) -. T~(Z)

by g*{M, f I == 1M, gf I and one easily checks that if gl ~ ~, then

gl * == ~ * so T~( ) defines an additive homotopy functor.

Next, we examine the excision properties for ~. Write T~ for the

kernel of T~(X) -. T~(pt) and let

cY == Yxl/Yx I

be the map which sends {W, fl to tw U-W, fU gl. Here g: W-.cYC XU cY
a

is an extension of flaw, mapping a collar [0, 1] x awc W to cY by

Id x f and the rest of W to the cone point. We want to construct an in

verse to 4>,

For this we need transversality to hold for (H)-structures.

Let Z be a complex, suppose an (H)-bundle gk with base space X

is embedded in Z, and let Mn+k be an (H)-manifold. Recall that a map

f: MD+k -. Z is called transverse to X if f-1(X) = Vn is an

(H)-subm~nifoldof Mn with (H)-normal bundle v k and if there is an em

bedding of vk into a tubular neighborhood of Vn in Mn+k so that

Pf lvk : vk -. ~ k is an (H)-bundle map.

We say that the (H)-category satisfies transversality (of codimension

k) if every singular (H)-manifold in Z,

f: Mn+k -. Z

can be deformed slightly ,to a map transverse to X.

We use this for a singular (H)-manifold f: Mn -. X U cY with

ek = Yx I, the trivial I-dimensional bundle. Then f can be deformed to
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a map f1 transverse to Y x Y.z and V = f11 (Y x Y.z)_ splits M, M- V =

WUaw', and after further deforming we get a map f: (W,V) ... (X,Y). We

set AIM, f I == {W, f I, and it is not hard to see that A is inverse to ¢.

Summarizing we have,

LEMMA 1.22. If (H)-manifolds satisfy transversality then T~( ) is a

(generalizec1) homoloMY theory.

Recall that a spectrum E = IEk, fkl consists of a sequence of based

spaces Ek and (structure) maps fk : sl A Ek ... Ek+1 . Associated to a

spectrum there are (generalized) homology and cohomology theories ([4])

1.23

Ei(X) == lim [Sk+i, x+ A Ekl*) ,
-+
k

Ei(x) = lim [Sk A x+, Ek+i ] ,
-+
k

where [-,-] denotes based homotopy classes and x+ == XU (*).

Essentially every generalized homology theory (defined on finite CW

complexes) is represented by a spectrum as in 1.23. This follows from

Brown's representation theorem upon using Spanier-Whitehead duality (see

e.g. [3]) to convert homology into cohomology. Thus under the assumptions

of 1.22 we have a spectrum MH = {MHk, fkl such that

T~ = lim 1Tll+k(MHk) = 1T~(MH)
k -+ 00

giving an abstract homotopy interpretation of the cobordism groups T~.

The spectrum MH above is the Thorn spectrum for the univer~al

(H)-bundles: Removing the zero section from yk we have a spherical
H

fibration and we take MHk to be its Thom space,

*)It is customary to denote Ei(X) also by the symbol 17~(X+A E) where the

K meunR Rtablc homotopy iroUP.
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THEOREM 1.24 (Thorn). Suppose the (H)-category satisfies transversality

(of large codimension), then T~( ) is represented by MH,

T~(X) = lim [sntk, x+ A MHk] = "ri<X+ A MH)
k~co

Proof (Sketch). By assumption every homotopy class [y] of maps

y: Sk+n ~ X+ A MHk (k large) can be represented by a map transverse to XXBHk

We get a diagram

1.25

where Je is the (H)-normal bundle of V n in Sk+n and VO = y-l(X X BH
k
). The

pair (Vn , f) then represents the element of ~(X) associated to [y]. Converse

ly, if (VO, f) is a singular n-manifold in X then the associated homotopy class

is represented by the composite

c diag fA M(v)
Sk+n --~) M(J') --~) v+ A M(Je) ) X+ A MH

k

where Vn C Sn+k is an embedding with (H)-normal bundle Je, .c the Pontrja gin

Thorn collapse map onto a tubular neighborhood and v: ~ ~ ~ the classifying

map for v k •

Examples which satisfy transversality are PL-manifolds by the result

of Williamson [146], and in dimension n 1= 4 topological manifolds by a

result of Kirby-Siebenmann [65], as well as smooth manifolds from Thom's

original results [137].

In the unoriented cases it is customary to denote the corresponding

cobordism theories by n~L, lIrop and 1l* and in the oriented cases

by n~L, 0IOP and {}*. From 1.24 we have
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O*(X) = rr~(X+ 1\ MSO)

n~L(X) = rr~(X+ A MSPL)

nrOp(X) = rr:CX+ 1\ MSTOP),

and similarly in the unoriented cases with MSO, MSPL and MSTOP re

placed by MO, MPL and MTOP.

As a final example we have the almost complex manifolds. These are

smooth manifolds M whose stahle normal bundle is given a complex

structure, that is, a homotopy class of liftings 11: Mn ~ BUk of the normal

bundle 11: Mn ~ B02k for k sufficiently large. The cobordism theory of

iilmost complex manifolds is denoted n~ and again we have

Q~ (X) = 1T~(X+ 1\ MU) .

Let K(A) denote the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum for the Abelian

group A with i'th space equal to K(A, i). Then, in the classic smooth

categorie~ we have ([137]).

THEOREM 1.27 (Thorn). (a) The spectrum MO has the homotopy type of
00 n.

a wedge of Eilenbers-MacLane spectra, MO ~ V I 1 K(Z/2) .
i=O

(b) j{*(pt) = pi x2 , x4, xs' ···1 with one generator in each dimension

/:. 2 i _l and

More generally we have the theorem of Browder, Liulevicius and

Peterson [29]. Suppose we are given a notion of Hn bundles, weaker

than On bundles (e.g. Hn = TOPn' PLn or Go). Then we have

THEOREM 1.28. i) There is an algebra C(H) and

ii) If H-theory also satisfies transversality then
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D. Oriented cobordism theories and localization

In the oriented case it is convenient to localize ([136]). We suppose

X is an infinite loop space, Le. we can write X =nnyn for any n with

Yn n-l connected, and the Yn form a spectrum ~(X).

Let A be an abelian group. We define the Moore space M(A) as the

simply connected CW complex (unique up to homotopy type) having

H2(M(A); Z) = A

Hi (M(A); Z) = 0

Then we have

LEMMA 1.29. There is an exact sequence

i> 2.

Prool. Suppose A, B ate free abelian groups and

o ~ A ! B -+ A ~ 0 *)

a resolution of A then M(A) is the cofiber

Vs2 r
gen A

Vs2
-+ M(A)

gen B

when f* =: f. This gives a cofibering

Y(x) A Vs2 ~ Y(x) A Vs2 -+ Y(x) A M(A)

and 1.29 follows by applying the homology theory 1T~.

*)As a slightly non-trivial example, for A = Z[l/p] the sequence takes the
form

()() f 00

o -+ EB Z ~ EB Z ~ Z[l/p] ~ 0

i=O i=O
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In part lcular, if Z(P) denotes the integers localized at p and Z[l/p]

the lnteaors localized away from p, Le. Z(P) = Ia/bl (h, p) = 11, Z[l/p] =
la/bib _a pi some i2: 01 then

and more generally

DEFINITION 1.30.*) (a) For X an infinite loop space we define

X[p] , X localized at p as lim On+2(yn A M(Z(p») and x[l/pl, X
n~OQ

localized away from p as

X[l/p] = lim On+2(Yn AM(Z[1/p]» .
n~oo

(b) For a connected spectrum 'Y set Y[P]i = Yi-2 AM(Z(p» and

'Y[l/P]i = Yi_2 AM(Z[1/p]).

REMARK 1.31. The inclusions Z ~ A (A as above) give maps

S2 ~ M(A) inducing X ~ X[A], Y ~ Y[A]. They have the obvious effect

in homotopy and homology of including 1T*(X[A]) C 1T*(X)eA, etc.

By induction over a Postnikov system for X, H*(X[p]; Z) ~

H*(X, Z)~Z(p) and H*(X[I/p]; Z) ~ H*(X; Z[1/p]), the isomorphisms

being induced from the inclusions in 1.31.

COROLLARY 1.32. Let f: X ~ Y be a map of simply connected infinite

loop spaces satisfying

*)Alternotely one can define (U[P)i =-: ~ljirpl where 'Yi[p] is the space '!li
localized In the flIen8t' of 11361.
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for some A above (and having the homotopy types of CW complexes)

then f[A]: X[A] ~ Y[A] is a homotopy equivalence.

23

EXAMPLE 1.33. The usual map BSpin ~ BO is a Z[~] equivalence.

Thus MSpin -+ MSO is a Z[~] equivalence as well. Also BSp -+ ao is

a Z[~] equivalence where BSp = lim BSPn and SPn is the symplectic

group. On the other hand BSp x Z ~ 04BO by Bott periodicity, hence

n4(BO[~]x Z[~]) ~ BO[~] x Z[Y2]

and BO[Y2] x Z[~] is 4 fold periodic.

EXAMPLE 1.34. X[Q] is X localized at Q (X an infinite loop space).

It always has the homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-MacLane

spaces K(Q; n), one for each primitive in Hn(X, Q) provided X has the

homotopy type of a locally finite CW complex. Similarly ~(X) A M(Q)

splits as a wedge of K(Q) spectra (see e.g. [91, Appendix]).

Finally, from [95], [137], [142] we quote

THEOREM 1.35. (a) The spectrum MSO[2] has the homotopy type of a

wedge of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra

V r· V 4s·
MSO(2] ~ I, 1 K(Z/2) v I, J K(Z(2» .

(b) The torsion subgroup of O*(pt) is a vector space over Z/2 and

(c) O*(pt)/Tor = Plx4 , xs ' ···1 is a polynomial ring with one generator

;n each dimension 4i.

(d) n*(pt)~Q = Pttcp2 1, tcp4 1, ... ,ICp2nl, ... II.
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E. Connections between cobordism and characteristic classes

For notational convenience we set

F*(X; A) = H*(X; Z)/Tor ~ A

F ...(X; A) = H*(X; Z)/Tor ~ A

where A is a subrlna of Q. We suppress A when A = Z .

The universal coefficient theorem identifies F*(X) with

Hom (F.(X), Z). Both F* and F * are natural and F *( ) ~ A =

F.( ; A), F*( ). A ~ F*( ; A). Also F*(Xx Y) = F*(X) ~ F*(Y) and

111m i1 arly for F*. In particular

Mnd the total Pontrjagin class

p = 1 + P4 + Ps + ...

l. mult iplicative,

.p(p) = p~p

where if/: F*(BO) ~ F*(BO) @ F*(BO) is the coproduct induced from

Whitney sum. Equivalently, for bundle~ e, T/ we have p(eE9T/) = p(e)· p(q'

In F· (base). (The total Pontrjagin class is not multiplicative in

H·( ; Z) b~t the deviation is Z/2...torsion.)

More generally a (graded) class

(f = 1 + A4 + As + ... + A4i + ...

A41 t F*(BO) or F*(BO) ~ Q is said to be multiplicative or a genus if

vl«'f) -- (1 ~ ct .
Every genus is associated to its characteristic formal power series

1,J6
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and conversely, any formal power series beginning with a 1 is associated

to a genus ([54, Chapter 1]). Indeed if (1 is a genus then 5«(1) is ob

tained by setting P4i = 0 for i > 1 and P4 = x in (f. Conversely for

the power series f(x) set

00

F(u1 , 0'2' •.• ) = II f(Xi)
i= 1

where the O"i are the elementary symmetric polynomials in the Xi (the

leading term of f(x) must be 1 for this to make sense). The genus

associated to f(x) is then

S«([) is not the only formal power series associated to (t. If we write

A4i = " 4i P4i + D where "4i (Q and D is decomposable, then we have

the primitive series

1.37

lind 1.36, 1.37 are related by the formulae

P(ct) = 1- x d~ log S(ct) = 1- x(S(ct)'/S(ct»

S(ct) = exp (f1- ~(ct) dX)

It 11 of these operations being carried out formally.

The set of multiplicative characteristic classes forms a group under

mult iplication

Ni flee formal power series with constant term 1 are formally invertible.

AIHO, given (f we can define a homomorphism again denoted (I,
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by (fIMl=<(t-l(v(M»,[M]>. Since v(MxN) = v(M) $ v(N) wehave

ClIMx Nt == (l{MI· (fINl so (t is actually a ring homomorphism. Conversely,

THEOREM 1.38. Given a ring homomorphism (f: O*(pt) -+ Q there exists

one and only one genus 93 inducing it.

Proof. (f extends uniquely to O*(pt)~Q -+ Q and it suffices to check on

a set of generators, which from 1.35(d) can be taken to be the Cp2n. Now

93-1(v(Cp2n» = 93(T{Cp2n»:::: 93(r(Cp2n)+e) :::: 93«2n + 1) H) = ~(H)2n+l

where H is the canonical line bundle over Cp2n. Now 93(H) = ~l3i d2i

where s(93):::: IfJi xi, and we must inductively solve for the f3i so that

the coefficient of xn in 8(93)20+1 is tllcp20I. Since this is uniquely

possible 1.38 follows.

COROLLARY 1.39 (Hirzebruch index theorem). Let f be the genus

associated to the characteristic series S(f) = Vi/tanh Vi .
Then, if M4n is an oriented differentiable manifold the index of M IS

equal to fiMI.

Proof (sketch). Recall that index I(M) is the signature of the cup product pairing

on H2nCM, Q) ~ H 2n(M, Q), <a, b> =<aUb, [M] >. It is first checked that I(M) is

a cobordism invariant and I(MxN) = I(M)· I(N). Then, since I(CP2n) = 1, the

proof ofl.38 applies. and 1.39 becomes equivalent to the assertion that the coeffi

cient of xn in <yX/tanh y'i)2n+l is equal to 1. For a proof of this see [54J.

Here is a second, slightly more delicate connection between character

istic classes and cobordism.

The generalized Hurewicz map

h: T~(pt) ~ Hn(BH)

is defined by hi MI. - I.).fMl ( H.(BH; '-') where I' is Z for oriented
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theories and Z/2 for unoriented theories, and v: M~ BH is the

(H)-normal bundle. If the theory satisfies transversality, then 1M, vI is

equivalent to a homotopy class f: Stl+k~MHk k»n, and hCIM,vl)=
!l(f) n Uk = f*[Sn+k] n Uk where h. is the usual Hurewicz map

'IT*(X) ~ "*(X), and Uk l Hk(MHk; r) the ordinary Thorn class ..

EXAMPLE 1.40. Let e: O*(pt) ~ Z be the augmentation e(lMJ) = 0 if

dim M > 0 and e({Ml):::: #M if dim M = O. Then e is a ring map, corre

sponding to the Thorn class

U: MSO ~ K(Z)

and the associated Hurewicz map of homology theories

h: O*(X) ~ H*(X; Z) ,

helM, f I) :::: f*[M]

induces an isomorphism

EXAMPLE 1.41. The cobordisrn ring of almost complex manifolds n~(pt)

is torsion free and

(Milnor [95]).

From 1.16, H*(BU;Z)=Plb1,···,bn,···1 and T*[Cpn] isthecoeffi..

cient of xn in (1 + Ibi xi )n+l. Also if X: "*(BU, Z) ~ "*(BU; Z) is

the canonical (anti) automorphism induced from the map sending Yu to

'Yu then

Note that these remarks together with the preceding description of

{! *(pt) give
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THEOREM 1.42. In n*(pt) or n~(pt) , M and M' determine the same

element if and only if v*[M] = v~[M'].

REMARK 1.43. In the case of oriented PL manifolds or topological

manifolds F. Peterson [110] has shown that there exist non-cobordant

manifolds Mn with equal images v*[Mn] in H*(BSPL; Z) or

H*(BSTOP; Z) so 1.42 does not extend to these cases. However, it is

still of interest to characterize those classes in H*(BSPL; Z) ,

H*(BSTOP; Z) as well as in H*(BSO; Z), H*(BU; Z) etc., which corre

spond to v*([M]) for some M. In particular, in the latter two cases this

characterization has taken the form of integrality theorems for certain

complicated polynomials with rational coefficients in the Pontrjagin

classes or Chern classes. This follows since the mapping ¢: H*(BSO;Q)

-+ Hom (H*(BSO; Z), Q) is an isomorphism, and ignoring torsion classes

U*(pt)/Tor C H*(BSO; Z)/Tor is a sublattice which is completely deter

mined by its dual lattice,

L * = l¢ ( Hom (H*(BSO; Z); Q) I¢(e) l Z for all f l Ll .

The elements in L* are evidently rational polynomials in the Pontrjagin

classes, and similarly for BU.

Thorn in [138] defined Pontrjagin classes for PL-manifolds and

H*(BSPL; Q) = P tP4' Ps' ···1, which we review in Chapter 4. From the

work of Kirby-Siebenmann [65], H*(BSPL; Q) ~ H*(BSTOP; Q) and we

can ask for similar integrality theorems for PL and topological manifolds.

We will return to these questions in Chapter 11.



CHAPTER 2

THE SURGERY CLASSIFICATION OF MANIFOLDS

In this chapter we review the Browder-Novikov theory and Sullivan's globali
zation of it which reduces many questions in the classification of manifolds to
que s tions in homotopy theory.

The idea is to start the attempt at classification with a homotopy type which
potentially could contain a manifold, find an obstruction theory to its actually
being the homotopy type of a manifold and give an effective procedure for evaluat
ing the obstructions. If one then knows that the homotopy type in question is
represented by a manifold, relative versions of the theory serve to count the
number of distinct manifolds in the given homotopy type. We limit ourselves to
simply connected homotopy types. The reader is referred to [27] for a more de
tailed account.

A. Poincare duality spaces and the Spivak normal bundle

DEFINITION 2.1: A simply connected finite CW complex X is said to

be a Poincare duality space (P .D. space) of (formal) dimension n if

there is a class [xl ( "n(X; Z) SO that

(n[x] : a -+ a n [X]) is an isomorphism for all i.

Simply connected closed manifolds satisfy the conditions of 2.1, so a

manifold determines a uriique homotopy type of P.O. spaces.

A finite CW complex contains a finite simplicial complex in its

homotopy type, and any such simplicial complex of geometric dimension

m embeds in Rf for f large (f ~ 2m+ 1 suffices). We can then take a

regular (or tubular) neighborhood of X by setting N(X) = Star(X) in the

second barycentric subdivision of the original triangulation of Rf . From

11161, X is a deformation retract of N(X) and aN(X) is an (e - 1)

dimensional triangulated manifold (that is, the star of every simplex is a

I') L-d isc).
29
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If X were a differentiable manifold and the embedding X c Rf were

differentiable then N(X) would be identified with the normal disc bundle

to X in Rf and aN(X) would be the normal sphere bundle.

This fact admits a basic generalization to the category of P.o. spaces

([127]).

THEOREM 2.2 (Spivak). Let X be a simply connected P.D. space of

(formal) dimension n and suppose X C Rn+k with regular neighborhood

N(X). Then the homotopy fiber of the composite

aN(X)~ N(X) ~ X
011::

has the homotopy type of a (k-l)-sphere.

Thus, using Stasheff's classification theorem 1.3, corresponding to

the fibering in 2.2 there is a classifying map

Further analysis shows that the stable class v of vk(k-+oo) is indepen

dent of the choices of embedding and regular neighborhood. The resulting

stable homotopy sphere bundle (also called spherical fibration) is the

Spivak normal bundle to X.

As remarked above, in case X is already a smooth or piecewise linear

manifold then N(X) can be identified with the total space of the normal

disc bundle to X and for k sufficiently large aN(X) -+ N(X) -+ X is just

the projection of the normal sphere bundle. In particular, in these cases

v is classified by a map into BO or BPL. Thus a necessary condition

that a P. D. space X have the homotopy type of a smooth or PL mani

fold is that II admits a reduction to BO or BPL.

The Thorn complex M(~) of a spherical fibration e: ~-1 ~ E ~ X,

is the mapping cone of the projection 11. There is a Thorn class

U l He(M(~); Z) and the cup product map
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~(a) = aUU is an isomorphism (the Thorn isomorphism). In the case of the

Spivak normal bundle

M(v) = N(X)/aN(X) ~ N(X) U caN(X)

and M(vf&e f) == IfM(v), so the stable Spivak normal bundle is associated

to the spectrum IM(v),~M(v),~2M(v), ···1.
If we collapse the complement of N(X) in Rm+k we get a degree 1

map (the Pontrjagin-Thom map)

c:sn+k~M(v).

Indeed, c*[Sn+k] nu = [Xl for a suitable choice of Thorn class U. The

cap product is that dual to the cup product inducing (f) above, and

defined by A(a) == an U is an isomorphism. One can now conveniently

characterize the Spivak normal bundle: The isomorphism class of a

stable spherical fibration yk over X contains a Spivak normal bundle if

and only if there exists a degree 1 map Sn+k ~ M(yk). Moreover, if

(yf, ci)' i = 1,2 are pairs of stable spherical fibrations and degree 1

maps ci: Sn+k ~ M(yl<) then there exists a fiber homotopy equivalence

t: yf -+ y~ such that M(t) 0 c1 Q< c2 : Sn+k -+ M(y~), and t is unique up

to hom9topy.

Recall that two finite CW complexes X and Yare called e-dual if

there are (large) suspensions I,rx and ISy and an embedding

~rX C Sf+r+s+l with complement Sf+r+s+l_Irx homotopy equivalent to

~Sy. We have ([8]),

LEMMA 2.4. The Thorn space M(vk) IS (n+k)-dual to X+.
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x C Dn+k C St1+k = Dn+k U c SJl+k-l .

Proof. Let X C int Dn+k with regular neighborhood N(X). Then

Dn+k/Dn+k _ int N(X) is the Thom space M(J/k). Moreover, as Dn+k is

contractible Dntk/Dn+k - iot N(X) ~ I(Dn+k _ int N(X». Now consider

the embedding

Taking (+) to be the cone point Sn+k_X+ deforms onto Ott+k_int N(X).

But I(Sn+k_~) <:>< Sn+k+l_ X+ and the result follows.

We can use 2.4 to show the existence of a S-dimensional simply con

nected P.D. space which does not have the homotopy type of a smooth

manifold (see [78] for generalizations). Let XS be the 4-cell complex

2.5

Here, 174(S2 vS3) = Z *9 "4(S2) E9 174 (S3) where the generator of the free

lummand is the Whitehead product [L 2 , £3] (the attaching map of the top

cell in the Cartesian product ~2 x 53), "4(S2) = Z/2 with generator

,,2 (',,2 = 1/ 0 0"') and 114(S3) = Z/2 with generator a.". The presence of

[t 2 , t .11 in the attaching map of eS shows that e2 U e3 = eS in cohomolo

gy, so X5 is a P.o. space.

On the other hand since the suspension of any Whitehead product is

zero we have

and 0"(r,2) f 17n+4(Sn+2) = Z/2 is the non-trivial class. Thus the Thorn

space of the Spivak normal bundle is the dual of IneX1) and can be

written

2.6

Here g f. "f-+ 2(Sf) = Z/2 is again the non-trivial element, g = u f- 2(.,.,2).

We show that Y is not the homotopy type of the Thorn space for any vector

bundle. First, note that since Sqi = 0 in H*(XS) for all i > 0 the total Wu

class V (see footnote on p. 80) of xS is 1 and since Sq(V) =W -the total
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Stiefel-Whitney class of x S -we see that W = 1 and W-1 =1 which is the total

Stiefel-Whitney class of the Spivak normal bundle JI(XS>. Consequently

W2(V(X~)= 0 and if e is a vector bundle over xS with M(e) = Y then , is

classified by a map

h: x S
-+ BSpinf

Consider the induced map

M(h): Y = M(e> -+ M(yf . )
SpIn

where ysf. is the universal bundle over BSpitlf. The secondary operation c)
pm

based on the relation

(cf. [1]) is defined on the Thom class U in H f(M Ys . ; Z/2) and it has valueptn

zero since H f+3(Mys
Pin

; Z/2) Qo< H3(BSpin; Z/2) = O. But since c) detects

a f- 2(TJ2) , ~ is non-zero in Y and this gives a contradiction.

REMARK 2.7. The fiber PLIO in the fibration

PLIO -+ BOO -+ BSPL

is 6-connected by the result of Cerf [39]. Hence [XS, BSPL] ~ [XS, BSO]

and the above arguments show that XS is not homotopy equivalent to a

PL-manifold either. Also, using deeper results of Kirby-Siebenmann it

follows that XS does not even have the homotopy type of a topological

manifold.

REMARK 2.8. We can classify the remaining Poincare duality spaces of

dimension 5 with 4~skeleton S2 v S3 as follows:

a)

b)

b')
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Here H is the Hopf bundle over S2, e2 the 2-dimensional trivial bundle,

and S(HE&e2) is the total space of the associated sphere bundle. The

homotopy equivalence in b") comes from the homotopy equivalence

We have seen above that a 1'st obstruction to a P.D. space containing

a smooth or PL manifold in its homotopy type is the existence of a re

duction of its Spivak normal bundle to BPL or BO,

BO

/1"X 1/. BG

BPL

/ I",
X II. BG

Such a reduction is often called a normal invariant and two such are

equivalent if the liftings are homotopic (by a homotopy constant when pro

jected to BG).

REMARK 2.9. A basic result of Boardman-Vogt [19] shows that TT, rr'

above are the homotopy types of principal fiberings and there are fibrations

11 PBO -----+ BG~ B(G/O), BPL ...!!..... BG L B(G/PL) .

Thus the obstruction to the existence of a smooth or PL normal invariant

for a P .D. space X is an element in [X, B(G/O)] or in [X, B(G/PL)] .

B. The Browder-Novikov theorems and degree 1 normal maps

To what extent does the existence of a normal invariant guarantee a

manifold in a given homotopy type? This leads to a 2nd (and actually

secondary) obstruction theory-the surgery obstructions.

Let ,k be a reduction of the stable Spivak normal bundle to BO or

BPL Le. Ck is a vector bundle or PL Rk.bundle with a proper fiber
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homotopy equivalence ek -+ Jlk. Then we have an identification

M(ek)~ M(vk) and the Pontrjagin-Thom map gives a degree 1 map

35

We can deform c to a map c 1 transverse to X C M(e k) and then

Mn = c1
1(X) becomes a codimension k smooth or PL submanifold of

Sn+k whose normal bundle is mapped to ,k by a bundle map (cf. Chapter

1). Thus we have the diagram

2.10

(f=c1!M, f=c11 tubular neighborhood) and f has degree 1, f*([M]) =,[X].

DEFINITION 2.11. The diagram 2.10 is called a normal map or surgery

problem over X, e. If f*([M]) = [Xl then we say it is a degree 1 normal

map.

Later in this section we shall also consider normal maps for manifolds

or P.o. spaces with boundary. The definition is as in 2.11 with the extra

assumption that flaM: aM ~ ax is a homotopy equivalence (or sometimes

a diffeomorphism or PL-homeomorphism).

The uniqueness of the Spivak normal bundle has the following

consequence.

COROLLARY 2.12. Let X be a P.D. space and , a vector bundle or

PL bundle over X. Then there is a degree 1 normal map with range

X, e if and only if e is fiber homotopy equivalent to the Spivak normal

bundle.
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A reduction of the Spivak normal bundle to BO or BPL thus leads

to a smooth or PL degree 1 normal map; but this correspondence is not

well defined. For one thing, two reductions 'i -+ v, i = 1, 2 are counted

equal if there exists an isomorphism e2 -+ e1 (linear or PL) taking one

into the other. More seriously, in the process we deformed the degree 1

map c: Sn+k -+ M(,;) to a transverse map and the resulting normal map is

not independent of which transverse deformation of c we pick. However,

a relative version of transversality shows that two homotopic transverse

maps co' c1 lead to cobordant normal maps. Precisely

DEFINITION 2.13. Two normal maps f i : Mi -+ X, £i: v(Mi) -+ ';i' i == 1,2,

are called normally cobordant if there exists a W, aw == M1 UM2 and a

diagram (where F is a bundle map)

F
v(W) -----....... ,;x I

I F I
W ----...... XxI

so that (FIM1, Flv(M1» == (f1 , £1) and (FIM2 , FIJI(M2» = (£2' b O £2)

where b.: '2 -+ ~1 is a bundle isomorphism.

Normal cobordism is an equivalence relation and th~ set of equivalence

classes with range X is denoted NMo(X) or NMpL(X) in the smooth

or PL case, respectively. Now, it is not hard to see that the normal in

variants of X are in 1-1 correspondence with the elements of NM(X).

EXAMPLE 2.14. Let £: M -+ X be a homotopy equivalence where M is

a smooth or PL manifold. If g: X -+ M is a homotopy inverse to f set

, = g*(v(M» so f*<,;) ~ JI(M). Thus f becomes part of a degree 1

normal map whose normal cobordism class is well defined.

Given a normal cobordism class of normal maps over a simply connect

ed P.o. space X we can ask if it has a representative (f, f) with f a
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homotopy equivalence. The process of surgery ([27]) insures that we can

make f highly connected. In fact for n = dim X ~ 5 f can be assumed

to be a homotopy equivalence for n odd and (n/2)- 1 connected if n is

even. The obstruction to completing surgery is an Ad invariant with

values in Z/2 for n:= 2(4) and I(M) - I(X) (8Z if n == 0(4) where I(M)

denotes the index (= signature) of the cup product pairing

8 0 / 2 (M; R) ~ Hn/ 2 (M; R) -+ R and similarly for I(X). This is summarized

in

THEOREM 2.15 (Browder-Novikov). Let X be an n-dimensional simply

connected Poincare duality space, n? 5 and suppose that its Spivak

_normal bundle 11 admits a reduction to BO. Then for n odd X is

homotopic to a smooth manifold and if n is even the obstruction is an

element in Z/2 for n == 2(4) and in Z for n == 0(4). If n == 0(4) the

obstruction vanishes if and only if for some reduction , of 11,

<f-1
(e), [xl> = I(X).

Note that <f-
1
(e), [xl> = <~-l(e), f*[M~> = <~-1(1I(M», [M]> =

<f(rM), [M]> = I(M) by the Hirzebruch index theorem, (cf. 1.39).

REMARK 2.16. In Chapter 8.B. we review the construction of smooth manifolds

M~n with boundary a homotopy sphere ~4n-l (n> 1) and index 8i (i -/: 0) and
1

of smooth manifolds M4n+2 with boundary a homotopy (4n+l)-sphere and having

"Kervaire invariant one". We call these manifolds the open Milnor manifolds and

open Kervaire manifolds. Their normal bundles a.re trivial and hence induced fro~

a degree 1 map onto a disc obtained as the map pinching the complement of a

collar

from the trivial bundle. Hence f is part of a smooth degree 1 normal map (with

boundary) (f, O. When n= 1 the desingularized Kummer surface K4([10S], [126])

is simply connected, has index 16 and even cup pairing H 2(K) ~H2(K) -+ Z. Thus

w 2(K) = 0 and K is again a Spin manifold, so K= K_n4 is parallelizable. Con

nected sum along the boundary (see the remarks after 2.18) then give degree 1

nonnal maps over (D 4 , 8 3) with index 16i for all i. There is no closed differ

entiable (or PL) Spin manifold of dimension 4 and index 8 so this is the best

we can do.
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'rht' underlying PL-manifold of ~~n+2e-l is PL-homeomorphic to S4n+2e-l
1

by th.. h-cobordism theorem ([116]). Thus we can cone it off to obtain a closed

PL..munifold M~n+2e = M~n+2E U c ~4n+2E-l of index 8i or "Kervaire invariant
1 1

1". 'rhe PL-normal bundle to M4n+2e is again induced by the pinching map

f: M~n+2e -+ S4n+2e
1

this time from an (in general) non-trivial PL-bundle e over S4n+2E, so again

f is part of a PL degree 1 normal map.

It is known that M~n is differentiable if and only if is divisible by
1

8n22n-2(22n-l_l) Num (B2n/4n) where B2n is the Bemoulli number (ef. Chapter

11) and an = 1 for n even and an = 2 for n odd ([62]). Also, the results of

[26] show that M4n- 2 is not differentiable if n is not a power of 2.

The Browder-Novikov theorem 2.15 remains valid in the PL-category.

Here, however, one can do better.

COROLLARY 2.17. Let X be a simply connected P.D. space whose

Spivak normal bundle admits a reduction to BPL. Then X is homotopic

to a PL manifold if dim X ~ 5.

Proof. As before we have a degree 1 normal map f: Mn
-+ X, £: v(M)-+e-.

Suppose n =0(4) and that I(M)- I(X) = 8i. Then we take the connected

sum of (f, £) with the Milnor surgery problem M~i ~ SO of index -8i

(2.16) to get a surgery problem over X It Sn = X with vanishing surgery

obstruction. If n =2(4) we use the connected sum with the Kervaire

surgery problem.

c. The number of manifolds in a homotopy type

Novikov gave a method for counting the number of possible manifolds

in the homotopy type in terms of the number of distinct liftiogs of the

normal bundle. Several people have, since, sharpened this result. We now

consider this question of classifying the manifolds within a fixed homotopy

type.
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To begin we recall from 2.14 that associated to a homotopy equiva

lence f: Mn
-+ X there is a unique normal cobordism class of degree 1

normal maps (f, f). The next result is a relative version of 2.15.

THEOREM 2.18 (Novikov). Suppose two homotopy equivalences

f i : My -+ X, i = 1, 2 give normally cobordant normal maps. If Mr and

M~ are smooth (and "1 (X) = 0) then Mf is diffeomorphic to the connect

ed sum M~ 11 ~n of M~ with a homotopy sphere bounding an open Milnor

or Kervaire manifold. In the PL-case Mr is PL-homeomorphic to M~.

In both cases we have assumed n > 5.

First, recall the operation of connected. sum along the boundary: Let

Hn+ 1 = l(x11 ... , xn+l)l~x~ ~ 1, Xl ~ 01 and let On C Hn+1 be the n-disc

of points with Xl = o. For manifolds Wr+1, W~+l with boundary we

choose embeddings (80+1, On) C (Wi,aWi ), orientation preserving for

i = 1 and orientation reversing for i = 2, and set

The diffeomorphism (or PL-homeomorphism) type of Wr+l /la W~+l is

well defined, 0 0+1 acts as the identity and

Proof of 2.18. Let F: Wn+1 -+ Xx I be the normal cobordism between the

nonnal maps fi : Mf -+ X. We attempt to do surgery on the interior of W

to obtain a homotopy equivalence F': W' .... Xx I. This is always possible

if n+ 1 is odd but if n+ 1 is even we may have an obstruction in Z or

Z/2 according to the parity of (n+l)/2. But if this happens we can add a

suitable open Milnor manifold or Kervaire manifold 'i\n+l to W along the

boundary component M2 of W to replace the original normal map (F, F)
with a normal map (F', F'), F': W' -+ Xx I on which interior surgery may

be completed. Hence there is a homotopy equivalence F"': W" -+ Xx I
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wher. aw" = M1 U(M2 It ~n). Since F"'~: W" -+ Xx I is a homotopy equiva

lence WI' is an h-cobordism and from the h-cobordism theorem ([116],

[97]) we have M1 ~ M2 It ~n as required. The PL-case is similar.

Let X be a simply connected smooth or PL manifold, fixing a

homotopy type. Following Sullivan we now make the definition

DEPINITION 2.19. A homotopy equivalence f: Mn
-+ X where M is

smooth or PL is called a homotopy smoothing or homotopy triangulation

of X. Two such

are equivalent if there is an h-cobordism W, aw = M1 UM2 and a map

F: W... X so that FIMi = f i . The set of equivalence classes is denoted

So(X) and SpL(X), respectively.

From 2.14 there are maps

co j s
cJo(X) ---'.riMO(X)~ Pn ,

and an element a f NM(X) is in the image of j if and only if the surgery

invariant associated to a is zero. This may be restated as an exact

sequence of sets

2.20

S j s
PL(X) ~ NMpL(X) ~ P n , n = dim X> 5

where P* denotes the simply connected surgery groups, P n = Z for

n := 0(4), P n = Z/2 for n == 2(4) and P n = 0 for n odd. (See Chapter 4

for the definition of the maps s.)

The obstruction groups P n are the same in the smooth and PL case,

but the obstruction maps are different. From 2.16 s: NMpL(X) -+ P n is

onto but this is not true in the smooth case.

REMARK.. 2.21. The sequences 2.20 can be continued to the left. First, Pn+l
acts on ~(X) and j is an injection on orbita. Indeed given (l ( Pn 11 and a
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homotopy equivalence f one can find a degree 1 normal map (F ,F), F: wn+1 ~
XxI such that aw = MUM", FIM == f and FIM' = f' is a homotopy equivalence,

and such that the obstruction to doing surgery on the interior of W to get a

homotopy equivalence is precisely a. (In fact, one can take the open Kervaire

manifold or Milnor manifold M~+l representing a and set

°n+lW == (Mx I) Ita Mi

where the connected sum takes place along Mx (1).) One then. defines a· {f}=(f'l.

In the smooth case this takes f: Mn ~ X to f' = f 1t p: Mn 11 In ~ X 11 sn = X

where p is the pinching map p: In ~ Sn and in the PL-case the operation is

trivial.

To further c.ontinue 2.20 to the left one needs relative groups, so define

NMO(V, (]v), NMpL(V, av) to be the equivalence classes of degree 1 normal

maps, V~ V which are diffeomorphisms, PL-homeomorphisms qn the boundary.

The normal cobordism relation has ai =VI U'\12 U (eN1 x I) with eNl X 1 identi-

fied with av2 • Similarly we define SpL(V,av) and So(V,av). It is now easy

to check the exactness of

where X is an n-dimensional splooth or PL manifold, n~ 5 (ct'. [141]).

REMARK 2.22. Let Aut(X) denote the group of homotopy classes of

homotopy equivalences of X. This group acts on S(X) and the orbit set

S(X)/Aut(X) corresponds to the set of diffeomorphism or PL-homeomorphisl

types contained in the homotopy type determined by X. The groups

Aut(X) are hard to compute in general and very little is known about them

except for the general result of S!Jllivan's: Aut(X) is an arithmetic group.

Let G/O and G/PL be the fibers in the fibrations

G/O ~ BO ~ BG

G/PL ~ BPL ~ BG
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Then we have the following fundamental result (Sullivan [134], Lashof

Rothenberg [70]) which ultimately makes NMpL(X) and "to some extent

NMo(X) computable.

THEOREM 2.23. (a) If X is a smooth manifold then

NMO(X) = [X, G/O] .

(b) If X is a PL manifold then NMpL(X) = (X, G/PL].

Proof. A map X -.l) G/PL is equivalent to specifying a PL-bundle ,\

ov~r X together with a proper fiber homotopy equivalence

;\ t__.... Xx Rf

I" IPI

id
X -------.. X

Now deform t to a map transverse to X x O. The inverse image of X

is M and 1T1 M: M -.l) X has degree 1 by Poincare duality. The normal

bundle to M in ,\ is framed and the normal bundle to A is 1T*(V)-T1*(A)

Hence the normal bundle to M is identified with 1T*(lI(X)-A) so we have

a degree 1 normal map.

Conversely, given a degree 1 normal map as in 2.10 set A = v(X)-, ,

then making the dimension of A sufficiently big there is an embedding

f': M~,\ giving a commutative diagram

The normal bundle to ,\ is , and since v(M) = f*{,) it follows that the

normal bundle to f'(M) in ,\ is trivialized. (We assume the fiber dimen-
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sion sufficiently large to insure a normal PL-bundle and so large that

this bundle is stable.) Hence we obtain an extension of f', Mx of~ A.

The Pontrjagin-Thom construction gives a map

Poincare duality and the fact that f has degree 1 implies

where i: Sf -+ M(A.) is the inclusion of a fiber. Let p: ~f(M...) -+ Sf be

the projection which collapses M to a point, t~en as M(A) = S(AEB l)/X,

11 x PIl: S(AED 1) ~ X x Sf

becomes a homotopy equivalence and thus specifies a map into G/PL.

Checking well definedness up to homotopy and that the two construc

tions are mutually inverse is direct. The argument is similar in the smooth

case.

COROLLARY 2.24. "n(G/PL) = Pn' where P n is as above.

Proof. For n> 5 we have the exact sequence of sets

But SpL(Sn) = * by the generalized Poincare conjecture, s is onto

(2.16) and it is not hard to see that s is additive.

For n~ 5 we use that PLIO is 6-connected ([39]) so that

G/O ~ G/PL is a homotopy equivalence in the range under study. Now a

direct check gives 114(G/O) = Z, 1T2(G/O) = Z/2 and "3(G/O)= "1(G/O) =o.

REMARK 2.25. So far we have only considered smooth and PL manifolds.

However, the work of Kirby-Siebenmann [65] insures that the results are

also valid for topological manifolds. In particular there is an exact sequence
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* ~ STOP(X) ~ [X, G/TOP] ~ P n ~ 0

for each topological manifold X of dimension at least 5.

In the fibration
TOP/PL ~ G/PL ~ G/TOP

the fiber TOP/PL is an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z/2, 3) and the

homotopy sequence

a*
0---. "4(G/PL)~ 1T4(G/TOP) --+ 1T3 (TOP/PL)~ 0

is non-split. Thus "n(G/PL) ~ 1Tn(G/TOP) an~ the natural map induces

the isomorphism except in degree 4 where it induces multiplication by 2.



CHAPTER 3

THE SPACES SG AND BSG

From the previous chapters we have seen the importance of the spaces of

homotopy equivalences and oriented (degree 1) homotopy equivalences of the

n-sphere, Gn+1 and SGn+1 respectively, in classifying manifolds. In this

chapter we study the homotopy types and the mod. 2 cohomology of these spaces

and their classifying spaces.

A. The spaces of stable homotopy equivalences

The equatorial inclusion SO C Sn+1 induces inclusions

i: Gn+1 ~ Gn+2 , i: SGn+1 ... SGn+2 '

where A = 1/Jl-t~. Ciearly, i(f) 0 i(g} = i(fog} so

of monoids and induces maps of classifying spaces

is a homomorphism

The universal Sn+l-bundle y0+2 over BGO+2 pulls back to the Whitney

sum (Le. fiberwise join) of yn+l and the I-dimensional trivial bundle.

Hence if we set
BG = lim BGn , BSG = lim BSGn

-+ -+

we see from Stasheff's classification theorem (cf. 1.3) that for X a finite

complex the homotopy set [X, BG] (respectively [X, BSG]) is in one to

one correspondence with the stable equivalence classes of homotopy

(respectively oriented homotopy) sphere bundles over X.

45
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We now study the homotopy types of G and BG. Let * f Sn be a

base point {usually we take * = (1,0, ... , 0» and consider the evaluation

map
E: Gn+ l ... Sn, E(f) = f(*).

We claim that E is a fibration.

A map f: X ~ Y satisfies the path lifting. property (PLP) if for each

space K and homotopy ht : Kx I ~ Y whose initial term is lifted to

Ho : K ~ X (f 0"0 = ho) there exists a homotopy Ht : Kx I ~ X covering

ht(fo"t = ~). (Also recall that each map f: X ~ Y can be converted into

a fibration and thus has a homotopy (theoretical) fiber. If f satisfies

PLP then £-1<*) is equal to the homotopy fiber.)

LEMMA 3.1. The map E: Gn+1 ~ Sn satisfies PLP and E-1(*) = Fn ,

consisting of all those f f Gn+1 with f(*) = *.

(See e.g. [125] for a proof.)

The inclusion i: Gn+1 ~ Gn+2 takes Gn+1 into Fn+1 . Of more im

portance, however, is the inclusion Fn ~ Gn+1 ~ Fn+1 which we analyze

now.

Recall that if X is a space with base point * then the loop space of

X, OX, is the space of all base point preserving maps (SI, *) -+ (X, *)

equipped with the compact-open topology. The set of base point preserving

continuous maps f: sl A Y ~ X is in one to one correspondence with base

point preserving continuous maps g: Y ~ OX,

3.2 Maps(SI A Y,X) ~ Maps(Y,OX),

where the loop in X with constant value * serves as base point for OX.

To f one associates the adjoint g(y)(t) = f(t, y) and vice versa. The

identification induces an identification of based homotopy sets

3.3 [SlA Y,Xl ~ [Y,OX].

Iterating 3.2 we have, Maps (Sn A Y, X) ~ Maps (Y, O"(X» where
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onx = O(On-l X). In particular {loX is the set of base point preserving

maps (SO, *) -+ (X, *) and "i(OnX, *) = "i+n(X, *) for all i?O. As a

special case of this last relation, note that " o(OnX, *) is the set of path

components of OnX. We index these components by the element in

11n(X, *) to which a point corresponds under taking adjoint. Recall

LEMMA 3.4. Any two path components O~(X) and O»<X) of OnX ate

homotopy equivalent.

COROLLARY 3.5. The fiber Fn in 3.1 is equal to {l~1SO U O~1So, the

liber SFn of E: SGn+1 -+ SO is equal to O~1Sn and through dimension

0-2, Fn ~ Go' SFn 0=.: SGn .

Proof. "n(Sn) = Z and a map f: Sn -+ SO is a homotopy equivalence if

and only if it has degree ± 1. The homotopy equivalences follow on look

ing at the homotopy exact sequences of the fibrations E and using that

F and G are CW complexes.

Now consider the inclusion of the orthogonal group 0n+l in Gn+l

induced from the usual action of 0n+1 on So. The restriction of E to

00+1 is a fibration with fiber On and we have the diagram of fibrations

3.6

E • SO

E • S
n

If we identify "i(Fn) with "i+n(Sn) as above, J* becomes a map

J*: "i(On) -+ 1Ti+n(Sn) which can be identified with the J-homomorphism of

G. W. Whitehead [145]. Again from 3.6 we see on passing to the homotopy

exact sequence of the fibrations that the boundary maps a factor as
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We now consider the suspension map i: Gn+l ~ Gn+2 defined in the

beginning of this chapter. Let r be the composition,

We record the following obvious result.

LEMMA 3.7. Let kn : Sn ~ OSn+l be adjoint to the identity SI A Sn~ Sn+l .

Then r: Fn ~ Fn+l is homotopic to {}nkn : gnSn ~ 011+1Sn+l restricted

to the ± 1 components.

COROLLARY 3.8. The induced homomorphism r*: 1Ti(Fn) -) 1Ti(Fn+l) is

an isomorphism lor i < n- 1. In particular

lim 0tl Sn ~ G
n~oo

so "i(G) = "i(SG) = lim 1Ti+k(Sk) .
. k-+oo

and lim On Sn ~ SG
n-)oo +1 '

Prool. This is just a restatement of the well-known fact that k: Sn -) OSn+l

is a homotopy equivalen~e in dimensions less than 2n- 1. (Indeed nSn+l

has the homotopy type of Sn U e2n U e3n U ... via the reduced join con

struction [60] and k embeds Sn as the bottom cell.)

B. The space Q(So) and its structure

If X is a space with base point the natural inclusions nnSn(X)-+

nn~ lSn-ll(X) on passing to the limit define the space Q(X) = lim OnSn(X).
n-)oo
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_4Q{X) is a functor of X and "i(Q(X»:: "f<X) is the i'th stable homotopy

group of X. Dyer and Lashof in [SO] were the first authors to study the

structure of Q(X). In the initial version of [50] but left out in the printed

version they gave a geometric construction C(X), an inclusion

i : C(X) -+ Q(X) and showed that i is a weak homotopy equivalence for

connected X,

C(X) = II E~n xI xn/~.
n>l n

Here I,n is the symmetric group on n letters, EIn the universal cover

ing space for BIn and In acts on Xn by permutation of coordinates.

The equivalence relation ~ identifies points of EIn XI F 1(Xn) with
n

points of EIn_ 1 XI Xn-l where F 1(XD) C Xn is the subset with at
n-l

least one coordinate equal to *. Specifically, there are n maps

ai : In ~ I n- 1 associated with the n monotone increasing embeddings of
- *)0i : {I, ... , 0-11 -+ {I, ... , nl. Let 0i: EIn -+ EIn-l be the induced maps

and l~t si: Xn- 1
-+ Xn be the embedding whose i'th coordinate is *.

Then ~ is the equivalence relation generated by (aiw, x) ~ (w, six).

We refer the reader to May [84] for more details.

The construction was rediscovered by Barratt and Priddy in 1969 and

at about the same time by D. Quillen. Their description led to a similar

result in the case that X is not necessarily connected. In particular, we

give the following fundamental description of Q(SO). First note that

*)The adjoint map corresponding to ailai : In -+ In_l is defined to make
the following diagram commutative

ai
{t, ... ,n-1} -----.. ll,"·,n}

t ~~) Ja
aa(i)

{1'''',n-ll • It,· .. ,nJ

Thus aa(i)(f3)· ai(a) = ai <{3a) and the induced mapping ai : EIn .... EIn_ 1 is

determined by
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c = C(SO) = II BIn' (BIo = * is the base point)
n>O

has a natural associative H-space structure with unit *, induced from

the usual inclusion Inx I m~ Ill+m upon applying B and using

B(InxIm) = BInx BIm . Barratt-Priddy and Quillen show {[16], [112]),

THEOREM 3.9. (i) There are natural inclusions in: BIn -+ Q(SO) induc

ing an H-map I: C(SO) -+ Q(So) with BI: BC(So) ... Q(Sl) a homotopy

equivalence. In particular, OBC(SO) QIC Q(SO).

(ii) H*(OBC(SO» ~ Z x lim H*(BIn) where the limit is induced
n-+oo

from the natural inclusions of In in I n+1 as those permutions leaving

n+ 1 fixed"

We refer the reader to Segal [120], [121] for a very elegant proof of 3.9.

The product in Q(SO) which is related to that in aBC is the "loop

sum" which is given as the limit of the On-l<*): (OnSn)2 -+ {lnSn where

*: OSnxOSn -+ aSn is the loop sum. However, the product which is appro

priate to G and SG is composition of maps. Of course, {lnSn as a

space also admits composition product as well as loop product. It is then

natural to ask how this composition product is reflected in the space

C(SO) and the maps in. This requires a different family of homomorphisms

Let

be the product of permutations (t/Jn m(u,r) acts on the nm points (i, j),
coordinatewise «!J(a, r) (i, j) = (0 (i), T(j))). This only determines tfrn,m up

to inner conjugation: we· require a linear ordering of the (i, j) and usually

we take the lexiographic ordering.

Our cohomological calculations in the remainder of this section are

based on 3.9 and the following somewhat more precise
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THEOREM 3.10. The following diagram homotopy commutes for each pair

(n,m)

where 0 is the map induced on passing to the limit from the cpmposition

products.

Thus, we can also use the spaces BIn to study the composition

product in Q(SO) and by restriction, in SG. This program begins with

the specification of the H*(BIn) and ends with a fairly clear description

of "*(BSG). The original results at the prime 2 were discovered in [90]

where H*(BSG; Z/2) was computed. The Pontrjagin ring "*(BSG; Z/2)

was treated in [73] whereas at odd primes the results are primarily due to

May [86] and Tsuchiya [139].

In the sequel we only discuss mod. 2 cohomology results. The re

sults at odd primes are similar and left to the reader (cf. [106]).

C. Wreath products, transfer, and the Sylow 2-subsroups of In
Let II be a finite group and Aut (II) its group of automorphisms.

Then Aut (ll) acts as a group of homeomorphisms of Bn,

and we have the well known

LEMMA 3.11. If a is an inner automorphism of II (a € II) then

Ba : an ~ an is homotopic to the identity.
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Proof. Define a homotopy Jtl: Ixan~ Bll by

where t i+1 :::; t ~ t i • In view of the equivalence relations defining an (compare

1. 4) ~ is well defined when we recall a(g) = aga-l, and since

we see that ~ is indeed a homotopy of Ba to the identity.

The subgroup Int (TI) of Aut (ll) consisting of inner automorphisms

is normal in Aut (II), and Aut (ll)/Int (ll) acts on H*(Bll) in a (perhaps

non-trivial way. For eXBlI!ple, B(Z/2)n = Rpoo x ... x Rpoo and

H*(B(Z/2)n) =PI e t , ..• , enI. Also, Aut «Z/2)O) = Gfn(Z/2) and this

acts 00 H*(B(Z/2)O) by (00) * (ei) =: Ieij ej where (J =: t«(Jij) ·

COROLLARY 3.12. Let r be a sub§roup of II and Bi: Br ~ BII the

associated inclusion of cl/lssifying spaces. Suppose. Nr is the normal

izer of r in n. Then Nr/r acts on H*(Br) and the image of (Bi)*

is contained in H*(Br)Nr/r, the subgroup of invariants.

Finally, we need the classical notion of the transfer associated with

a finite covering space E -+ X. It is the chain map

given by Tr(a) = In, where the sum is extended over all simplices (or

sin~lar simplices) of E covering a. We see that po Tr(x) = kx if

p: E -+ X is a k-sheeted covering. Note that if r c II is a subgroup

then Br is homotopy equivalent to the orbit space En/r. In particular

we have a covering En/f' -+ BTI with [n: r] sheets. Summarizing
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LEMMA 3.13. Let i: r c II, then there is a transfer mappins

Tr: H*(Br) ~ H*(BII) so that Tr 0 Bi* is multiplication by the index

[11: r] .

53

(In particular, if r is a Sylow p-subgroup of n then

(Bi)*: H*(Bn; Zip) -+ H*(Br; Zip) is a monomorphism as [II: r] is then

prime to p.)

DEFINITION 3.14. Let reIn and let H be any group. The wreath

product r\H is defin~ to be the product r x Hn with multiplication

specified by

Note that Hn is normal in r\H with quotient group r. As a particular

example I n\ I m may be regarded as the set of permutations of pairs

(i, j), i = 1, ... , nand j = 1, ... , m on defining

(g, h1, ... , hn) (i, j) = (g(i), hi(j» ·

Using the lexiegraphic ordering as before, this gives an embedding

3.15

Also, there is an injection

where (lxA)(u,r) = (a,r, · .• ,r) and we have (compare 3.10)

I n m 0 (lx~) = t/Jo m •, ,

LEMMA 3.1~. II reIn and H is an arbitrary sroup then

B<r\H) QI=: Er Xi (BH)n, and the projection Er xr (BH)O -+ Br is a

liberins with fiber (BH)n and group r.
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Proof. We have a free action of I\H on the acyclic space

Er x EH x··· x EH,

(w, vI' ... , vn)· (g, e, ... , e) = (wg, vg(l)' ... , vg(n»

(w,v1,···,vn)·(e,h1,···,hn) = (w,v1h1,···,vnhn)·

The orbit space, which is a model for B(r\H) is clearly Er xr (BH)n

as stated. The assertion about fibering is direct.

As a special case of 3.15 consider J: Z/2\Z/2 -+ I 4 • Checking

orders we see that J embeds the wreath product as a Sylow 2-subgroup

of I 4 . This may be iterated and we get an embedding

3.17 J : Z/2\.···\.Z/2 -+ Z/2\I n-1 -+ In·_ 2 2

n times

The 2-order of n! is 1I2 (0!) = n-a(n) where a(n) is the number of terms

in the dyadic expansion of n. Hence the 2-order of I n is 2n-1 and
2

J embeds the iterated wreath product as a Sylow 2-subgroup. More gen-

i i·
enerally, write m in its 2-adic expansion m = 2 1+ ... + 2 J, i1 <i2 <... <
Then I 2 i 1 x ···x I 2 ir C I m is a subgroup of odd index and a Sylow

2-subg~oup of I m is then the product of the Sylow 2...subgroups of the

factors (given in 3.17).

D. A detecting family for the Sylow 2-subgroups 01 In

DEFINITION 3.18. A (mod 2) detecting family of subgroups of r is a

set of proper subgroups r l' ... , rr so that

r

101 = n Ker (Bij: H*(Br; Z/2) -+ H*(Brj; Z/2» .
j = 1

We begin by analyzing the cohomology with Z/2 coefficients of the

"quadratic" constmction EI2 XI X x X for any space X. Let A be
2

the group ring A = Z/2 [:£2]. The Eilenberg-Zilber map (see e. g.
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MacLane [80]) implies a natural chain homotopy equivalence

55

Since E~2 is a contractible !,2-free space its chain complex is a free

A- resolution of Z/2 and hence homotopy equivalent to the standard

resolution W,

3.19

where T (I2 is the generator. Hence

LEMMA 3.20. Considering H*(X) as a chain complex with trivial differ

ential there is a chain homotopy equivalence

In particular "*(EI2 x~ Xx X) is generated by elements ei~aea and
2

eoea€Ob lor a,bf H*(X).

Proof. Associated to the free A chain complex Ws C*(X) e C*(X) there

is a spectral sequence (see e.g. (80])

nnd similarly for C*(X) replaced with H*(X). Let f: C*(X) -+ H.(X) be

uny map inducing isomorphisms on homology and consider

This induces an isomorphism of the E2 -terms by the Kiinneth theorem and

hence an isomorphism of the Eoo-terms. Finally, it is direct to calculate

t he homology of W~AH*(X) ~H*(X) .
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Let H be any group. There are two important subgroups of the

wreath product I 2\.H I the normal subgroup H x H and the diagonal

subgroup

To obtain B(lx~)* we recall the definition of the Steenrod squares

given in [130]. A class x l Hn(X) induces a cocycle

hence from 3.20 a cohomology class again called X~X in

H2n(EI2 xI x2 ; Z/2). Then the Steenrod squares are given by the
2

formula

3.21
n

B(lxL\)*(x~x) = ~ e i ~ Sqn-i(x) .

i=O

LEMMA 3.22. The subsroups I 2 x Hand H x H form a detecting family

for I 2\.H.

Proof. Let e l H1(B(I,2\.H» be the pull back of the generator under the

projection B(I2\ H) -+ BI2 • Combining 3.16 with 3.20 (dualized to

cohomology) we see that the kernel of

is generated by elements of the form ei U (X0X) with j > 0 and

x € H*(BH). But 3.21 implies

B(lx~)*(eiu (xsx» = ej+n~x + other terms.

This completes the proof.

There is a very important detecting subgroup Vn C ~2n which we

shall now describe. Vn = Z/2 x ... x Z/2 (n factors) with embedding
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I: Zl2x···x Z/2~ Z/2\ ...\Z/2.L I
2n

57

2 i
where ~ = 1 x L\l x L\2 x "... x L\n_l' L\i(x) = (x, ... , x) l (Z/2) and J is

the embedding of 3.17.

THEOREM 3.23. The subgroups I2"n-1 x I2D-1 and Vn are detecting

for In.
. 2

Proof. For n = 2 this is the statement of 3.22 and the fact that

Z/2\Z/2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of ~4. Assume the result for 0-1.

The index of Z/2\~ n-l in I n is odd so Z/2\I n-l detects I n
2 2 2 2

by 3.13; hence Z/2 x I n 1 and I nIx It n-l detect In. It
2- 2- 2 2

follows from the inductive hypothesis that Vn• Z/2 x I2D-2 x I2D-2 and

~ n-l x I 0-1 detect In·*) It remains to note that Z/2 x I n-2 x
2 2 2 2

I
2n

- 2 C I
2n

is conjugate to a subgroup of I2D-1 x I 2n- 1 . This com-

pletes the proof.

E. The image of H*(BIn) in the cohomology of the detecting groups

We next compute the image of H*(B~ n) in H*(BVn) = P {et ' .•. , enJ•
2

An upper bound is found using 3.12 and a result of L. E. Dickson from

1911 [44]. The Stiefel-Whitney classes of the permutation representation

}; nCO n(R) give a lower bound.
2 2

Consider I n as the automorphism group of the underlying set of the
2

Z/2-vector space Z/2 E& ••• E& Z/2 (n summands). Then Vn C I n is the
2

set of translations and its normalizer the group of affine transformations,

Affn(Z/2). Consequently, N(Vn)/Vn = Gfn(Z/2) the general linear group

*)We are using here that V is conjugate to v~ c I inductively defined by
o 0 20

Vn' ~ Z/2 x Vn~-1 C Z/2 X ~ 1 c Z/2\1 1 c ~ . Indeed, if one consistently
20 - 2n- 2n

UHeH the lcxiographic ordering to embed the wreath products then V~ =:: Vn .
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and the image of H*(BI n) is contained in the ring of invariants
2

Let fie be the matrix
1

e t e2 ••• en

e2 e2 ••• e2
1 2 n

6. =
2i - t 2 i- 1 2 i- 1

1
e1 e2 ... en

2 i+1 2 i+1 2 i+1
e t e2 .•. en

~ Gfn(Z/2)
and let Di = det,(Di ) l Plel , ... , en} . The following theorem is

proved in [44].

THEOREM 3.24 (Dickson). For i < n Dn divides Di and

Gf (Z/2)
Ple l , ... , en} n is the polynomial subalgebra with generators

Dn-l /Dn, Dn_2 / Dn, ... , Dt/Dn, On

Po
Next we have the real representation Yn: Vn -+ I n -:,. 0 n(R)

2 2
where Pn is the permutation representation (embedding I n as the per-

o 2
mutation group of the 2n coordinates in R2 ). Yn is the regular repre-

sentation of Vn and from the theory of representations of finite groups the
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character of Yn is the sum of all the irreducible characters of Vn . Now,

the irreducible representations of (Z/2)D are all real, one dimensional

and can be identified with the elements in Hom (Vo' Z/2) since Z/2 = 01 .

Identifying Hom (Vnl Z/2) with H1(BVn; Z/2) we see that the total Stiefel

Whitney class*) of the representation f is 1+ f. Hence the total Stiefel

Whitney class of Yn is

W(yn) :; II (1+ f) ·

ffH 1(BV)
n

LEMMA 3.25 (E. H. Moore [104]). Do = II f, ff HI (BVn) .

fl= 0

Prool. From the definition we see that e t divides On and as On is

invariant under Gfn(Z/2} each non-zero f f Ht(BVn} must divide Dn .

Moreover, by inspection Dn f; o. Comparing degrees the result follows.

LEMMA 3.26. The total Stiefel-Whitney class of Yn is

Proof. From 3.25 we have that w2 n_l (Yn) = On' In degree S 2n-l the

Gf (Z/2)
only elements in P {et ' ... , en I n are Dn and the Di/Dn. Then

we calculate from the definition

3.27

Finally, we recall the Wu formula for the action of the Sqi on the Stiefel

Whitney class Wj'

*) .
The i'th Stiefel-Whitney class of a representation y: '" ~ On is defined as

w.(y) := (By)*(w i ), cf. 1.13.
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These formulae, together with the fact w n (yn) = On inductively give
2 -1

the result.

COROLLARY 3.28. The image of (BI)*: H*(BI, n) ~ H*(BVn} is precise-
* Gf (Z/2) 2

ly the ring of invariants H (BVo) n

We now consider the images of wi(Pn) in H*(BI.
2n

_1 x BI.
2n

- 1)

under the inclusion j: BI.
2n

- 1 x BI.
2n

- 1 -+ BI.
2n

. First, the restriction

of Pn to I.2n-l x I.20-1 is the (exterior) sum Pn- 1 x Pn- 1 . Second,

Pn = e $ p~ where e is the trivial I-dimensional representation. Indeed,
n

if e t is any non-zero vector of the representation space R2 of Pn
then e = It g · etl g (I, n I is non-zero and invariant under the action of

2

I.
2n

. Hence PnlI.2n-l x I.2n- 1 = 2e Ell pH and in particular the induced

bundle

has two sections, so

3.29 -'*J (w n (Pn» = 0 ·
2 -1 .

Now using 3.29 and the inclusions

j
---+ ~ n

2

we see that j* injects the subpolynomial algebra

PI W n-l (Pn), ... , W n (Pn)} into H*(BI 0-1 x BI n 1). From 3.23 we
2 2 -2 2 2 -

then have
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COROLLARY 3.30. The kernel of j* is exactly the ideal

PI w n-l (Pn), · .. , W n (Pn)l· W n (Pn) ·
2 2 -2 2 -1

EXAMPLE 3.31. We use the above results to determine H *(B~4). In

fact we claim

61

Indeed the detecting groups are I 2 x I 2 and V2 • The normalizer of

1 2 x 1 2 in I,4 is ~2\.~2' hence the image of H*(B~4) in

I
H*(BI2 x BI2) is contained in PI et , e2 1 2 where the generator T of

. ~2'2.2 sWItches e1 and e2 • But Ple1 ,e2 } = Ple t +e2,e1e2 1, and

et + e
2

= j*(wt (P», et e2 = j*{w2{P». We have already shown that the

image of H*(~I4) in H{BV2) is

PID1 /D2 , D2 1= P{e~+ et e2 + e~, e~e2 + et e~l

= P{w2(P), w3(P)1

and the claim follows.

The situation above is atypical in the sense that it is not true that

H*{BI n) for n > 2 is generated by the wi(P). However, it does re
2

fleet a viable though complex procedure for inductively determining the

cohomology of the symmetric groups.

In order to describe the answer most efficiently we switch to homology

Dual to 3.28 we have an embedding

where H*(BVn)Ge
n
(Z/2) denotes the coinvariants. Let E(i

1
, , in> be

the basis dual to the monomial basis for H*(BVn) with E(it, , in> dual
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i 1 in
to w · w We will also write E· . ) for its image

2n-l 2n-l · (11' .•• , In

under (81)* in H*(B~ n).
2

Recall the space C(So) = IIBIn defined in 3.9. We now can state

The proof outlined here uses concepts which may be unfamiliar to the

reader. For this reason a second detailed proof using more familiar con

cepts but harder combinatorial calculations is included as Chapter 3.G.

Let Spn(X) be the n'th symmetric product consisting of all unordered

n..tuples of points xl' •. ', X from X. It is the quotient of Xn by the permutation- n
action of In' and is topologized by giving it the quotient topology. We need

four results on symmetric products. From [49] we have

LEMMA 3.33 (Dold...Thom). For a finite CW complex X, Spoo(X) = lim spD(X)

~ llK(Hi(X; Z), i), the product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. n--+oo

(The idea of the proof was to show that the functor Spoo c~nverts cofibrations

into quasi-fiberings, and hence tha t "*(Spoo(X» becomes a homology theory on X.

Now, sp!1(C) = en by assigning to an unordered n-tuple ai' ... , an the coeffi....

cients in the polynomial O(t- a.), and similarly Spn(Cx) = ex x en-l(cX = c 
lob, so Spoo(Sl) ~ SI = K(Z, i). Then 3.33 follows by an inductive argument

over the cells of x.)

LEMMA 3.34 (Steenrod [132]). H*(Spft(X» = E9 H.(Spm(X), Spm- 1(X». In

m<n

particular Spn(X) ~ Spn+l(X) induces an injection in homolo~y onto a direct

summand.

(This is proved by semi-simplicial methods by constNcting a chain retraction
C.(Spm(X), Spm-l(X» ~ C.(Spm(X» over the projection.)
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S~S

(It acts freely on cells in (S2m)Q of dimension > 2m(n -1) (and < 2mn) and
n . 2

trivially on the top cell. Further, H1«S m)n; z) = ° in this range except

H2mn«S2m)n; Z) = Z with trivial In action. The cochains form a ~n-free reso

lution of Z in the same range.)

The H-structure in C(SO) is induced from the usual inclusions

Bi: BIn X BIr== B(In xIe)~ BIn+f and in homology we have

LEMMA 3.36. The composition

H 2mn- i(Spn(S2m» ~ H2mf-i(Spe(S2m»

H2mn-i(Spn+f(S2m» ~ H2mf-i(Spn-tf(S2m» _c_u_p_-p_r_od_.---t>

H 2m(f+n)- (i+j)(spD-ti(S2m»

in our ran~e can be identified with the inclusion (Bi).: H.(B~n)~H*(BIf)~

H*(BIn+f)' where S is the Steenrod retraction of 3.34.

(The argument is similar to 3.35 and uses the fact that in (S2m)f+n one has

the top dimensional generating class.)

Proof of 3.32. The elements E(i
1

.•. i ) l H.(BIO n) C H.(C(SO» and
, , n 2

[s] l HO(BIs ) generate H*(C(SO». This follows from 3.23, 3.28 and 3.30 once

we note that E(. ••• I" ) * [8] is the image of E(" ••• I" ) in H.(BI )
11' , n 11' , n 2n+8

under the inclusion H.(BI ) C H.(BI, ). But E(O" •.. 1" ) = E(o ...") *
2n 2n+s ' 12' , n 12" In

E(" ••• I" )' so H (C(SO» is a quotient of the stated algebra and we must check
12, , n *

for relations. It is well known that the cohomology of an Eilenberg-MacLane

space K(Z,2m) is a polynomial algebra in given generators (certain admissible

monomials in the Steenrod squares). Now Spoo(S2m) ~ K(Z,2m) and the result

follows from 3.30 (which shows that E(i ••. i ) is indecomposable for it > 0)
l' , n

and 3.36.

to recover the homology of a single ~n from 3.32 we proceed as

follows. We assign to E(i ... i ) f H*(B~ n) the weight 2n and to
l' , n 2

I"sl f Ho(B~s) the weight s. Then, the weight of a product of terms above
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will be the sum of the weights of the individual terms. By 3.32 this is

well defined in H*(C(SO» on monomials. Then H*(BIn) is the Z/2

vector space generated by the monomials of weight exactly n (cf. [90],

[107]).

EXAMPLE 3.37. (a) H*(BI3) = H*(B~2) * [1].

(b) H*(BI6 ) = H*(B!,4) ~ H*(B!,2)/R, where R is the set of relations:

(E. *E· )~E. = (E. *E· )~E. = (E· *E. )~E.
11 12 13 11 13 12 12 13 11

(Ei *[2])~E. = (Ei *Ei )e[2].
1 12 1 2

F. The homology of Q(SO) and SG

We are now ready to describe the homology ring of Q(SO) under loop

sum and of SG under composition product.

From 3.9 (cf. footnote on page 12) Q(So) is the group completion of

C(SO). Since

H*(Group campI. X) = Gp(17o(X» x lim H*(X)
~

where lim is taken over the component inclusions and Gp(170 (X» is the
~

group associated to the monoid of path components (see e.g. [120]) 3.32

gives us

THEOREM 3.38.

H*(Q(SO» = PIE(i ... i )ln~1,il>0}~Z/2[Z]
l' 'n

where k (Z represents the generator of "O(Qk(SO» and where we have

suppressed the injection (81)*. The deAree of E(i , ... , i ) is
n n-l 1 n(2 -1)i1 + ... + 2 in-

REMARK 3.39. From the description of the E
Ol

•.. ', in> (given in the paragraph

preceding 3.32) it is direct to see that their coproduct is given by
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0Il+~ = iv)· In particular, the cohomology ring H*(Q(SO» is again a polynomial

algebra with generators in one to one correspondence with the generators for

"*(Q(SO». More precisely, we can define FI f H*(Q(SO» to be dual to EI if, in

I = (iI' ••. , i ) some entry i. is odd. Otherwise, if I = 2rJ, r> 0 (and r maxi-
n j

mal) we define F1 to be dual to Ejr. (Dual here meana dual with respect to the

monomial basis 11, hence F1 is primitive if I contains an odd entry). We have

The formula 3.27 allows one to calculate the action of the Steenrod algebra

when we also adjoin the result

which is obvious from the defining relation. For example, through dimension 7 we

have

Dimension 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Generators F(l) F(2) F(3) F(4) F(S) F(6) F(7)

F(l,O) F(l,l) F(2,O) F(I,2)

F(l,O,O)

The action of the Steenrod algebra is described by the formulae:
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With this as preparation we proceed to consider the composition

product. The essential result is 3.10 and using it and 3.32 the calcula

tion is in principle direct, but the formulae one obtains soon become UR

manageable. The process is considerably simplified by the next lemma.

Let a, b f ".(Q(SO», then the composition product will be denoted a 0 b

or just ab and the loop sum will be denoted a *b .

LEMMA 3.40. Let a, h, c f H.(Q(SO» and write ~.(c) = I ci ~ ci where

!!.: Q(SO) ~ Q(SO) x Q(SO) is the diagonal map, then

(i)

(ii)

aob = boa

Proof. (i) If a is represented in H*(UnSn) and b in H*(UmSm), then

in H.(011+mSn+m) a may be represented by a chain A carried by singu

lar simplexes whose-points give maps f: (In+m, a) ~ (In+m, a) which

satisfy

Similarly, b may be represented by a chain B which is the identity on

the first n coordinates,

Clearly, AoB = BoA and represents aob = boa. (Note that 3.8 shows

that for each a (H*(Q(SO» there is an n so a l Image (H*(OnSn) ~

H*(Q(SO» .

To prove (ii) we use a similar argument assuming to begin that a *b

affects only the first n coordinates and c only the last m so if f * g

belongs to a simplex of A*Band h to a simplex of C we have

(f * g) 0 h == f 0 h * go h. Hence the diagram below homotopy commutes on

finite subcomplexes
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Q(SO) x Q(SO) x Q(SO) __l_x_l_x_~_...... Q(SO)2 x Q(SO)2

11 x T x 1
Q(SO)2 x Q(SO)2I(0) x (0)

Q(So) x Q{So) __0_-... Q(So) ....__*__ Q(So)

From this (ii) follows on passing to homology.
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Lemma 3.40 allows us to reduce consideration to just the loop sum

indecomposables, which are taken care of in 3.10 except for (-1], the

non-zero class in HO(Q_l (SO». In a loop space OV there is an involu

tion X: OV -. OY where X(f)(t) = £(1-t), which serves as a homotopy

inverse for the loop sum in the sense that the composite

3.41 ~ xxI *OV -----+ OY x OV -----. OY x OY ----. OY

is homotopic to the constant map OV -. *. The set of components of OV

forms a group isomorphic to " 1(Y) under loop sum. Let [f] l Ho(0 fY)

denote the non-zero element in the component of f f " 1(Y). Then

X*([f]) =:: [X(f)] and since X(f * g) = X(g) *X(f) we get on passing to

homology,

LEMMA 3.42. (i). x*(a *b) = (_l)lallblX*(b) *x*(a).

(ii) If a l H*(OeY), where {leY is the f-component of OY and

with deg(ai) > 0, deg(aj) > 0, then

x*(a)*(f] = -X*([f])*a- ~x*(ai)*ai ·
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The connection between X* and the composition product in Q(SO)

is given by

LEMMA 3.43. For all a f H*(Q(SO» we have a o [-1] = x*(a).

Proof. We suppose a represented in H*(OnSn) for some n so that the

points in the simplices of some chain representing a can be assumed to

move only the first (n-1) coordinates, as maps (In, a) -+ (SO, *). More

over, we can assume loop sum given on the n'th coordinate. Then [-1]

is represented by

and clearly a o ¢ = x(a).

With this preparation we can effectively calculate "*(SG) as a ring

with respect to the composition product.

THEOREM 3.44. The Pontrjagin ring 01 SG under the composition

product is

H*(SG) = Elenln2:11~Plen*en*[-1]ln~11s

p tE(i . . . i )Ii 1 >0, n> 11
l' 'n

- n]where E(" . ) = E(o . ) *[1-2 and en = E(n) *[-1].11' ... , In 11' .•. , In

Proof. We introduce a filtration on "*(QSO)

where f(E(i ... i » = 2°, f([s])::: 0, f(x *y) = f(x) + fey) and f(x+ y) =
l' , n

min(f(x),f(y». Note from the remarks following the proof of 3.32 that

each element in the image of
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has "length" equal to 2°. The diagram

I----....-..... I n+m
2

'shows that

f(E(i . .. i ) 0 E(J" ••• J. » = 2n+m
•

l' 'n 1" m

From 3.40(ii), 3.42 (ii) and 3.43 we then have that
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ExtH .(SG)(Z/2, Z/2) ~ H*(BSG)

modulo elements of higher filtration provided n+m> 2. Thus, to complete

the proof we must show that en 0 en = 0 or, in view of 3.40, 3.42 and 3.43

that

But this is clear (by 3.11) once we remark that the two embeddings

Z/2~ Z/2x Z/2 L I 4

~ *Z/2~ Z/2x Z/2~ I 4

map onto conjugate subgroups of I 4 . This completes the proof.

Applying,the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence (cf. the footnote to

1.5 (e»
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(or the Serre spectral sequence along with results of Browder [25], [28]

on its structure for fiberings of H-spaces), we then obtain

THEOREM 3.45.

H*(BSG) = P{w2 , wg,· ··l~ E la(en *en * [-l])*'n~ 11
- *~ E{a(E(il' "', in)} Ii l > 0, n> 11

- *where a denotes the homology suspension, and u(E(i ... i» denotes
l' 'n

a cohomology class dual to a (E(il ' ... , in)} etc.

(One can use the calculational results

(i) ExtA~B(Z/2,Z/2) = ExtA (Z/2, Z/2)~ExtB(Z/2,Z/2)

(ii) ExtE{f I(Z/2, Z/2) = PI[f]l,

(iii) Extp { f I{Z/2, Z/2) = E I[f] I ,

where deg[f] = 1 + deg(f) to evaluate the E2-term. Then we use

naturality to check that differentials vanish. A key observation is that

the piece P {[eo], [et l, ... , [en]' ... } must be identified with

P {Wit W2 ' ••• , WIl+l' •··1, the polynomial algebra on the universal Stiefel

Whitney classes.)

G. The proof of Theorem 3.32

The definition 3.21, of the Steenrod squares may be generalized using higher

symmetric groups. A brief description follows, for further details we refer to [130'

A class rm(8) l H*(E~mXI Xm) is defined for any class a l H*(X). On
m

the chain level r (a) is 1~a@···~a, so ~2(a) is the class we denoted aeam .
in 3.21. It has the following properties

3.46 0)

From the map Ikx I m ..k ... ~m we obtain
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and
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3.46 (ii)

Let Jk,r; ~\Ir -+ ~r be the usual inclusion (cf. 3.15) and consider the

composite

We have

3.46 (iii)

Finally the construction is natural: Given f: X -+ Y this induces

E(f): EI XI xm
-+ EImx~ ym and

m m "'m

3.46 (iv)

Consider the commutative diagram (where m = 2n-l).

J2,m _~ 2m
• ~2mX~mX

lx~

3.47

RpOO
X (BVn-l x X) ------_1.-. BVn x X

Here In: Vn ... I
2n

is the embedding from 3.23 and i arises from the identifiea.

ti on Rp
oo

X BVn~ 1 :-". BVn • Define
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3.48

We have an expansion

THE CLASSIFYING SPACES

B(I X~)*(rn(a» •
n 2

for some elements 81 l Image (H*(B~ n) -+ H*(BVn» and elements a I
l H*(X)

corresponding to them. 2

m

LEMMA 3.49. Stn(a) = ~ e r 4D Sq(dim a)m-r(Stn-l(a» where e is the ~enerator

r=O

in H*(RP) and m = 2n-l •

Proof. From 3.47 and 3.46 (iii), Stn (a) = Stt (Stn_ 1(a» and the result follows from

3.21.

LEMMA 3.50. Let e l HI(RPOj , then

2n- i
D ./D 3 en-l n

i=O

Proof. First note from the previous lemma that the expansion has the fortp

~
2i

St (e) = A. 8 en 1

(since SqI(e) = e
2r

or 0) with A. l Image (H*(B~ ) -+ H*(BVn». But in our
1 20

range of dimensions the only image elements are the Dn_i/Dn , so we have

Let incl: BV 1 X X -. Rp
oo

X (BV 1 X X), X = Rp
oo

• From the previous lemman- n-
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and inductively we may assume the fonnula so

Thus e i = 1 except perhaps for en; it remains to check the coefficient of e.

But (again from 3.49) this is
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~ n-1
~er~Sq2 -r(Dn-l)

and the result follows.

e $ n2 1 + ... ~ 0n-

COROLLARY 3.51. Let 0': H*(X) ~ H*+1(S1 A X) be the suspension isomorphism.

Then if Stn (a) = InI 4Jl a I we ha ve

Proof. We have O'(a) = e U a where e is the non-zero class in H1(Sl). Let

i: SI ~ Rpoo
be the non-trivial map then by naturality 3.46 (iv) Stn(e) =

1 ~ i*(St (e» = D ~ e. Now use 3.46 (i).n, n .
(il,···,in>

Sharpening this result, let St be the element in the Steenrod algebra

it i 2 i
dual to e 1 ~2 ••• enn in the Milnor monomial basis for A(2)* ([156]). Then we

have

PROPOSITION 3.52. Let t j be the fundamental class in Hj(K(Z/2, j» then

where it + ... + in + e = j and W k = Dk/D •
2n_2 n

Proof. Note that H*(K(Z/2, j» is a polynomial algebra in certain StI(t.) where

St r runs over all operations of excess < j (i.e. it + ..• +in-t < j). Fro~ 3.49 we

must have
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for some polynomial 81 in the classes w n , ••• , W n-l since the St
l

form a
2 -1 2

basis of the Steenrod algebra. Now, use the formula

Indeed, the formula is tNe for j = 1 by 3. SO and it follows in general using
I

St (el e ···QJe.) = St (el~···ee. 1) U St (e.) and the Cartan fonnula for St :
n J n J- n J

StI(xUy) = I
I'+IN=I

In dimensions less than 2t the map

I' IN
8t (x) U 8t (y).

induces an injection in cohomology, so by naturality and the suspension result

3.51 the formula follows.

We can now use the slant product H*(X) ~ H*(XXY) ~ H*(Y) to define a map

Let K: B~r X K(Z/2, j) ~ E~r XI K(Z/2, j)r be the obvious diagonal mapping. We

define r

Cr(X) = x/~*(r(t.» .
r J

The calculations above show
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(i1 , "", in)
where e + it + .~. + (,n-1 + tn = j, and if E > 0 then Excess (St ) =

(iI' "!, in)
i 1 + ••• + in < j so St (lj) is a polynomial generator of H*(K(Z/2, j».

From 4.46 (ii) we get the commutative diagram

Hi(B!.r>iJ¥B'I.s> * '. Hi-ttj!.r+s>

H rj-i(K(Z/2, j» e H S j-l(K(Z/2, j» ~H(r+s)~(iti)(K(Z/2, j»

where * is induced from the usual inclusion Irx Is C I,r+s' The illclusion

X ~ EI X~ xr maps r (a) to a r (by definition) (cf, 3.49) so the diagram above
r ~ r

r

specializes to show commutativity in

Hi(BIr>
*[s]

• Hi(BIr+s )

C Cr+sr

H j r-i(K(Z/2, j»
U Lj

Hj(r+s)-i(K(Z/2, j»

where [s] l HO(BIs ) is the non-zero element, and *[s] the map induced from the

inclusion I r C I r+s ·

Using these calculations we can now finish the proof of 'TheC?rem 3.32 directly.
o !

From 3.23, 3.28, 3.30 we have that H*(C(S » is genera!ed by the elements

(i ,"., i )
Now C maps E(s. .... ) * [8] to 8t 1 n (L) U L~ in

2n+s ,11 , ,1n_ 1 J J

U*(K(Z/2, j» and if we pick j larger than the dimensions under consideration

(i1, "", i )
then in 1= 0, so the corresponding elements 8t n (t j ) are distinct poly-

nomial generators of H*(K(Z/2, j}).

This completes the proof.



CHAPTER 4

THE HOMOTOPY STRUCTURE OF G/PL AND G/TOP

In this chapter we review the work due to Sullivan, which describes the homo

topy types of G/PL and G/TOP. In' Chapter 2 we saw that these spaces

classify "surgery problems" (degree 1 normal maps) in the PL and topological

categories, respectively. In particular, if Mn is a closed smooth manifold, then

the simply connected surgery obstructions define maps

4.1

. where P4k = Z, P4k+2 = Z/2 and P2k+l = O. Indeed, let

denote the surgery problem associated to y: Mn
--+ G/PL. If n = 4k, and M is

oriented then
1 "...

s(M, y) = 8 (Index M - Index M) ,

"...

and if n = 4k+ 2, then s(M, y) is the Kervaire invariant of (f, f).

The obstruction for n = 4k, is a difference of cobordism invariants, and thus

factors through a simIlar map

4.2

It is less evident that the Kervaire invariant is a cobordism invariant, but this is

also true. For a relatively elementary geometric proof see [117]. A more general

proof is obtained from the homotopy theoretical definition of the Kervaire invariant

[27]. Thus the Kervaire invariant factors through a map

4.3

71\
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Sullivan's basic idea in studying G/PL and G/TOP was to use the connec

tion between bordism and ordinary homology or K-homology to reinterpret 4.2 and

4.3 in terms of characteristic classes in cohomology or K-theory, thus getting

maps of G/PL into Eilenberg-Maclane spaces or BO which give homotopy

"equivalences on localizing. (Low dimensional calculations at odd primes were

initially done by F. Peterson.)

A. The 2-1ocal homotopy type of G/PL

The unoriented Thorn spectrum MO and the 2-local oriented Thorn

spectrum MSO [2] are both wedges of Eilenberg-Maclane spectra by 1.27

and 1.35. Hence there exist sections T2 : K(Z/2) ~ MO or T: K(Z(2» ~

MSO [2] of the Thorn classes U2 : MO ~ K(Z(2» or U: MSO [2] ~ K(Z(2»*)

giving natural homomorphisms

The compositions

are homotopic to the inclusions of a fiber. It follows that the compositions

of t2 , t with the ordinary Hurewicz map

4.5

are the cobordism Hurewicz maps, which to a homotopy class of maps

f: Sn ~ X associate the cobordism classes ISo, f 12 ( nn(X) ,

ISO I f I ( 0n(X), respectively

*)Canonical sections were constructed by Mahowald, see [155].
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For X = G/PL we can compose the maps from 4.4 with the maps

sK' SI to get homomorphisms

4.6
K4n- 2 f Hom(H4n_2(G/PL; Z/2), Z/2)

K4n f Hom(H4n(G/PL; Z(2»' Z(2»

or equivalently cohomology classes K4n- 2 ( H4n- 2(G/PL; Z/2) ,

K4n f F4n(G/PL)~Z(2) (see p. 24 for the definition of F*(X».

The natural map

is surjective and we can choose liftings of the classes K4n to classes
- 4nK4n l H (G/PL; Z(2» ·

LEMMA 4.7. The classes K4n and K4n_ 2(n> 1) define a map

cP: G/PL [2] -+ II K(Z(2).4n) x K(Z/2.4n-2)
n>l

whose homotopy fiber F(¢) is a two stage Postnikov system with non

zero homotopy groups only " 2(F(¢» = Z/2 and " 4 (F(cp» = Z(2).

Proof. It suffices to show that ¢ induces isomorphisms on homotopy

groups in dimensions larger than 4, since from 2.24

{

Z(2) for n == 0 (mod 4)

"n(G/PL [2]) = Z/2 for n == 2 (mod 4)

o for n == 1 (mod 2) .

The generators l2n f " 2n(G/PL [2]) are specified by

SI(S4n, t 4n) = 1 for n > 1

SK(S40-2, £40... 2) ~ 1 for n > 1
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so K4n1 K4n- 2 evaluate to 1 on the homotopy generators in dimension

~ 4 (cf. 4.5), and 4.7 follows.

THEOREM 4.8. The 2-1ocal homotopy type of G/PL is ~iven by

G/PL [2] QI< E x II K(Z(2),4n) x K(Z/2, 40-2) ,
n>1

where E is the fiber in the fibration

(3Sq2
E -~) K(Z/2,2) ) K(Z(2),5)

and fJ denotes the Bockstein operator.

Proof. It suffices to check that the fiber F(¢) in 4.7 has K-invariant

13 Sq2 since it is evident that

G/PL [2] Qt F(¢) x II K(Z(2),4n) x K(Z/2,4n-2) .
n>1

Since PLIO is 6-connected [39], G/PL CI' G/O through at least

dimension 5. Thus it suffices to analyze the fiber G/O of BO ~ BG

in low dimensions which in view of Chapter 3 and Batt's results is direct:*
h

One checks that 174(G/O) -+ H4(G/O; Z(2» is not an isomorphism, so

F(¢) must have a non-zero K-invariant. Since GjPL is deloopable the

K-invariant must be stable and fJ Sq2 is then the only possibility.

There is a ~reat deal of ambiguity in the classes K4n- 2 , K4n in 4.6, and in

the choice of K 4n lifting K4n in 4.7, and consequently the' map 4> is not

unique. !e now indicate how to get unique classes K4n- 2 , K4n in 4.6. (Unique

liftings K4n are more delicate and are obtained only after a great deal of effort

in [91] and [103], cf. the footnote to 4.32.)

*)In the next chapter we show that G/O [2] Qt BSO [2] through dimension 5.
This gives an altemative argument.
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Let e: 0*( ) -+ H*( ; Z) be the augmentation map (induced from the Thorn

class U: MSO -+ K(Z), see 1.40). It induces

but sI is not in its image. Indeed Im(e*) vanishes on decomposables (1.40) but
P2 Y

the surgery problem over a composite MxN~ N ----+ G/PL is

Idxf: MXN ~ MXN, IdXf: V(M)xv<N) ~ v(M)xe ,

so

Similarly, Sullivan proved a product formula for the Kervaire invariant

if dim N = 4k+ 2, where x<M) is the mod. 2 Euler characteristic:

)(M) = [Idim Hi(M; Z/2)](mod. 2). (For a proof of this product formula see [27]

or [117].)

THEOREM 4.9. There exist unique classes K4n f F4n(G/PL; Z(2») and

K4n- 2 f H4n- 2(G/PL; Z/2) such that

sI(M,y) == <f(r(M». It y*(K4n),[M]>

n>l

sK(M, y) '" <V
2

(r(M» It y*(K4n-2)' [M] >
n>l

where f is the Hirzebruch genus from 1.39 and V2(~) is the square of

the total Wu class. *) Moreover

*)The total Wu class V(e) is related to the total Stiefel-Whitney class by the

formula SQ(V(e-» = W(e) , Le. w (,) =ISqi(v .(~». For C =r(M), the tan-m m-l S
gent bundle of a 2n-dimensional manifold, v.(r(M» = 0 for i > n and v (T(M»2 =

2 1 n
w"l_(rM). lienee.- x'(M) . ·.. vn(r(M) ,fMl'-.
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Prool. In the index case define K4i inductively by first defining a new

homomorphism

by setting

4.10 K4i(M
4i• y} = sI<M. y} - <I y*(K4j}L40_j}(T(M». (M]> •

j<i

The only thing.to observe is that L 4i(T(M» f H*(M; Z(2». But this follows from

1.35(a) and 1.39 which together show

(()-1 *
Gl. f H (SO; Z(2» ,

and the fact that 2. = X(y-l).

Note the following calculation

K4i(NxM. W2}=lndex (N}sI<M. y) - <f(T(N». (N]> < I y*(K4j}f(T(M». (M]> = 0

.j~l

by the inductive assumption. Then K4i factors through

(cf. 1.40) and it defines an element K4i f F 4i(G/PL; Z(2». Then using 4.10 this

gives the first part of 4.9.

To obtain the second part we work in a similar way using ~(G/PL) and the

identifica tion

The key observation is that <V2(T(M», [M] > = X(M) •

B. Rinj spectra, orientations and K-theory at odd primes

The analysis in Chapter 4A was possible because of 1.27, 1.35. The

analysis at odd primes is similar in spirit but differs in details since

away from 2,0*( ) is more directly connected with K-theory than

homology. Now we review briefly these connections.

A ring spectrum E = tEk, fk } is a spectrum with the following

additional structure,
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4.11
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Pk,f: Ek A Ef ... Ek+f (multiplication)

tk : Sk ... Ek (unit)

such that ILk,fo(lAlf) and ILk,to(LkA1) are related to the stmcture maps

for E in the obvious fashion ([3]).

The Thom spectra MSO, MSPL and MSTOP are ring spectra. The

multiplication in each case is induced from Whitney sum of the universal

bundles over BSOk .. BSPLk and BSTOPk .

If A is a ring, then the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum K(A)={K(A, k)1

becomes a ring spectrum when we set

ILk,f{Lk+f) :: (k"tf ·

(Tk is the fundamental class of Hk(K(A,k); A).)

The spectrum for periodic KO-theory is a ring spectrum. Its 8k'th

space is a copy of BO x Z and the multiplication (BO x Z) A (80 x Z) ...

80 x Z is the map induced from tensor product of stable vector bundles.

A basic example for our purpose is the KO-spectrum above localized

away from 2, whose 8k'th space is BO[~] x Z[~]. From 1.33 we have

04(BO[~] x Z[~]) = BO[~] x Z[~] .

A map of spectra ep: F ~ E consists of a sequence of maps

cPk : F k ~ Ek satisfying the obvious compatibility conditions. Let E be

any ring spectrum. An E-orientation of F is a map

~: F ~ E

such that ~ olF ~ LE where iF and lE are the units.

Specifying the Thom class U generating H°(MSO; Z) is equivalent

to a map of spectra

4.12 u: MSO ~ K(Z)

so u*(t):::; U 1 which is directly seen to be an orientation. Similarly,

MSPL and MSTOP are K(Z)-oriented.
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The E-orientation is said to be multiplicative if ~ preserves the

ring structure, that is the ~k are compatible with the ILk,f. (The

orientation in 4.12 is multiplicative.)

THEOREM 4.13 (Dold [45]). Let !1: MSO .... E be an orientation, and

suppose ~ is an oriented k-dimensional vector bundle over X. Set

t1(~) E EkcM<,» to be the composite.

Then

is an isomorphism.

(The pr<;>of is analogous to that of the usual Thom isomorphism. Indeed it is

clear if e is a trivial bundle and it follows in general from a spectral sequence

argument or equivalently, a piecing to~ether argument using the Meyer-Vietoris

sequence.)

We now turn to K-theory. Let KO*( ; Z[~]) and KO*( ; Z[~])

denote the Z/4-graded orthogonal K-cohomology and K-homology

theories (based on the 4-fold periodic spectrum BO[~] x Z[~]).

The coefficient groups KOo(Sn; Z[~]) are zero for n 1= 0 (mod 4) and

a single copy of Z[~] for n == 0 (mod 4). We fix a generator

a ( KOo(S4; Z[~]) to be the element which und~r complexification

maps to ~b2, where b € i(O(S2) is represented by the reduced canonical

complex line bundle, b = H- 1. The powers of a generate the other non

zero coefficient groups,
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The spectrum for KO*( ; Z[~]) has a copy of BO[~] x Z[~] in each

degree 4k and the structure maps

S4 A (BO[~] x Z[~]) -. BO[~] x Z[~]

are induced by multiplication with a.

The Chern character

is the unique ring homomorphism whose value on a line bundle H is
c (H)

given by ch(H) = e 1 where c1 is the first Chern class (cf. [54]).

Clearly ch maps KO(S2) isomorphically onto 8*(S2; Z) and hence in

general maps KO(S2n) isomorphically onto H*(S2n; Z). Composing with

complexification we get the Pontrjagin character

ph: KOo(X) -. H*(X; Q) ,

ph = ch 0 c. We note that ph(an) is the generator of H4n(S4n; Z) where

a f KOO(S4; Z[~]) is the generator defined above.

From the identification in 1.33, MSpin [~] QI! MSO [~], the 80

orientation of MSpin induces a BO [~] orientation of MSO [~]. For our

purpose, however, it is more convenient to use the 80 [~] orientation

from ([133], Chapter IX)

~: MSO -. BO[~]

whose Pontrjagin character is given as

4.14 ph ~ = f-l U U

in H*(MSO; Q). Then the induced natural transformation

in degrees 4k and for X;: pt reduces to the index homomorphism,
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Thus, if we consider Z[~] as an Q*(pt)-module via the index homomor

phism 8 factors to define a homomorphism.

(i f Z/4) and by resu!ts of Conner and Floyd [42] ~ is an isomorphism.

Our use of 4.15 in this and the next chapter will be to factor certain

homomorphisms of (}*(X) through homomorphisms of KO*(X). We will

then need a universal coefficient theorem to reinterpret such homomor

phisms as elements of KO*(X). First, we recall the Kronecker pairing

<,>: KOO(X; Z[~]) e KOo(X; Z[~]) ~ Z[~] .

Suppose given elements ef KOO(X; Z[~]) and x ( KOo(X; Z[~]) repre

sented by based maps

~: x+ ~ BO[~] x Z[~]

x: S4n ~ X + A (BO[12] x Z[12]) .

Then <e, x> (Z[~] is the number such that <', x>· an is represented

by the composite

S4n~ x+ A (BO[~] x Z[12])~

(BO[~] x Z[Y2]) A (BO[~] x Z[~])~ BO[~] x Z[~] .

THEOREM 4.16 (D. Anderson). The homomorphism

eval: KOO(X; Z[~]) ~ Hom(KOo(X; Z[~]), Z[~]}

adjoint to the Kronecker pairing is an epimorphism with kernel

Ext (KOo(SX); Z[~]) when X is a finite CW complex.
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(For a proof see [147].) It is worth noting that if H*(X; Z[~]) is concen

tra ted in even degrees then eval is an isomorphism, since in this case the

Atiyah.Hirzebruch spectral sequence

implies that

KOO(SX; Z[~]) = 0 •

c. Piece-wise linear Pontrjagin classes

In Chapter 1 we defined the Pontrjagin classes for vector bundles and

then showed that certain complicated polynomials (the f-genus) in them

were related to the index of 4k-dimensional smooth manifolds. The

coefficient of P4i in L 4i is non-zero, so rationally we can solve to ex

press the Pontrjagin classes as polynomials in the classes L 4i . But

PL manifolds M4k also have an index and we can directly construct the

classes L 4i in the PL-case in analogy with the construction of the uni

versal surgery classes in Chapter 4A. (Cf. Thorn [138].)

We consider the homomorphism

4.17 (k» i)

which associates to a singular manifold (Vk+i , f) in MSPLk the index

of the PL manifold Mi = f- 1(BSPLk), where we have assumed f to be

transverse to BSPLk C MSPLk . (This is well defined by an easy trans

versality argument [146].) If i f= 0 (mod 4) we set I Iv, f I = O.

THEOREM 4.18. There is a unique multiplicative class

In F*(BSPL; Z(2» such that
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where I is the homomorphism in 4.17, flVI is defined in 1.39 and

UpL f HO(MSPL; Z) is the Thom class.

Proof. The proof is similar to 4.9. Suppose inductively that

[4' ... , L4i- 4 are defined, that t/J(L4r) =~ L4j@L4r-4j for r < i snd

that (*) is satisfied when dim V < k+ 4i.

Consider

i-I

ilvk+4i,fI = I1Vk+4i,f1_ ~ <f*(L4j"UpL)·L4(i_j)(V)'[V]>
j=O

where L 4(i_j)(V) is the 4(i-j) dimensional component of the Hirzebruch

genus of r(V). If {V, f I is "decomposable,"

(4n> 0) .

and we choose f carefully (f = g 0 proj), then

On the other hand,

w

~ <g*(L4j"UPL)·L4(w-j>(W),[W]>, <L4n(N),[N]> = I1W,gloIndexINI

j =0

where the last equation follows from the inductive hypothesis and 1.39.

'fhus i(l w, gl·l Nt) = 0 and i induces a homomorphism
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hence a class i4i l F k+4i(MSPLk; Z(2» which we can write as
- · - 4i( Z) ·I4i = L4i U UpL for a unique class L4i l F BSPLk; (2) • This com-

pletes the inductive step.

Let f pL be the "inverse" of the class fpL from 4.18, that is,

f pL = x(fpL), where X: F*(BSPL; Z(2}) ~ F*(BSPL; Z(2» is induced

from the map X: BSPL ~ BSPL which classifies -e. The~ fp~(V(M»

= ~PL (T(M» and we have as a special case of 4.18 the PL version of

the index theorem,

COROLLARY 4.19. For a 4k-dimens iona1 PL-manifoId M,

Index(M) =: <fpL(r(M», [M]> .

DEFINITION 4.20. Let f(o4,0'8' ••• ) be the genus in 1.39 and define

P4i l H4i(BSPL; Q) to be the unique classes such that

in H*(BSPL; Q).

It is direct that p4i l H4i(BSPL; Q) restricts to the rational reduction

of the usual (integral) Pontrjagin class under the inclusion BSO ~ BSPL.

The PL Pontrjagin classes, however, are not in general integral, not

even Z(2)-integral (P4i f H4i(BSPL; Q) comes from a Z(2fintegral

class for small values of i, i < 30, but e.g. P120 l H120(BSPL; Q) is

not the rational reduction of a Z(2)-integral class. This is examined in

more details in Chapters 10 and 11).

REMARK 4.21. The fiber PLIO of the natural map BSO ~ BSPL has

finite homotopy groups: "n(PL/O) can be identified with the group of

smoothings of the n-sphere for n ~ 5 and this group is finite (Kervaire

Milnor 161». For n 5 4 the finiteness follows from Cerf [39]; in fact
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"n(PL/O) = 0 for n$6. Thus the natural map induces an isomorphism

H*(BSPL; Q)~ 8*(8S0; Q), giving an alternative (and less elementary)

approach to the rational PL Pontrjagin classes.

The natural map j: G/PL -+ BSPL is a rational equivalence since its

fiber SG has finite homotopy groups by 3.8 and Serre's result from [122].

OUf next result gives the connection between the total class

K = K4 + Kg + ... € F*(G/PL; Q) and the class f pL € F*(BSPL; Q).

COROLLARY 4.22. ~* Cc>J (c=1...pL) = 1 + 8K ·

Proof. The degree 1 normal map associated with y: M ... G/PL has the

form

with ,= v(M)- g and where g is the PL bundle associated to

joy: M -+ BSPL. Now, using 4.19

Index(M) = <fpL(r(M»,[M]>

= <fpL(r(M)Q) g), [M]>

= <fpL(r(M» .fpL<'), [M]> .

Hence

and we compare with 4.9 to get f pL<,)- 1 = y*(8K) as claimed.

D. The homotopy type of G/PL[~]

The homomorphism sl: 04* (G/PL) -+ Z[~] from 4.2 factors over

!!4*(G/PL) ~O*(pt)Z[~] where O*(pt) acts on Z[~] via the index

homomorphism. This follows from the product formula
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Hence we get a homomorphism (cf. 4.15)

eTo : KOo(G/PL; Z[~]) -+ Z[~] .

In the proof of the next lemma and at various points later in the book

we shall use the inverse limit functor (lim) and its derived functor
to-

(lim(l», so we recall its definition (for especially simple indexing sets).
to-

Let

be a system of abelian groups Ai and homomorphisms fi . Define

00 00

F: II Ai -+ II Ai
i=l i=l

to be the homomorphism

and set

lLm Ai = Ker F ,

Suppose we are given a short exact sequence of directed abelian groups as

above

tai I tfJil
o---~) IAi' f i J---~~ tBi' gi1----4) lei' hi1-----+) 0 ,

that is, a i ofi = gi oai+1 and similarly for (3i' and for each the sequence

a i f3io -----+) Ai --~) Bi --~) C i ----+ 0

is exact. Then we get a diagram with exact rows

o -IIAi - IIBi - IICi - 0

iF ~F IF
o ---.IIAi --. 11Sf --. IICi --. 0 ·
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The snake lemma now gives an exact sequence

4.23

In topology inverse limits often appear via the skeleton fittra tion of an

infinite CW-complex. Suppose F is a spectrum and Fi(X) = [X, Fi ] the associ

ated generalized cohomology theory. Then we have from [94]

LEMMA 4.24 (Milnor). There is a short exact sequence

o -+ lim(l)Fi - 1(X(n» -+ Fi(X) -+ lim Fi(X(n» -+ 0 •
+--- ~n n

The elements of lim(1)Fi-1(X(n» are called phantom maps from X to F
i

;

they are the homotopy classes of maps not detected on any finite subcomplex of X

Don Anderson has given a convenient criteria for the nonexis tence of phantom

maps. Recall the spectral sequence ([45]) of the skeleton filtration

E~'q(X) = HP(X; Fq(pt»

Eoo(X) = EO(F*(X» •

LEMMA 4.25 ([148], [149]). Suppose in the spectral sequence above that for each

(p, q) with p+q = n

;s zero for almost all r. Then there are no phantom maps from X to Fn .

In particular, if the coefficients "i(F) are finite groups, then there can be no

phantom maps.

LEMMA 4.26. There is a map a: G/PL -+ BO[~] which on each skeleton

X of G/PL satisfies

eva! (0 IX)
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Proof. There are exact sequences

---- 0 ---- ( 1) ---lim KO (Xi; Z[~]) ~ .. lim Hom (KOo(Xi); Z[~]) ~ lim Ext (KOo(SXi ); Z[~])
~ ~ ~ /'

I.,

o~ lim(l) KQO(SXi ; Z[~]) ~ [G/PL, BO[~]] ~ lim KOO(Xi ; Z[~]) ~ 0
~ ~

where Xl C X2 C··· are the skeletons of G/PL. Indeed, the first

sequence is a consequence of 4.16 and 4.23 and the second is Milnor's

lemma 4.24. Since the Ext-term is finite the right hand side of the first

sequence vanishes. This completes the proof.

LEMMA 4.27. Let K = K4 + Kg + ... be the graded class fronl 4.9. Then

ph(u) = K.

Proof. Suppose inductively that

and consider the diagram

where BO E9[~] = BO[Y2] x (0) C BO[~] x Z[~] and where e and 1M, f I
represent the same element in 04n(G/PL) (cf. 1.25). The composite

represents 8({M, f D. Since
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maps the chosen generator an+k onto the cohomology generator, we have

where g is the composition above,

g = eo(uA~)O~.

A computation using the induction hypothesis and the multiplicativity of

the Pontrjagin character then leads to

Hence by 4.9 ph4n(u) = K4n .

THEOREM 4.28 (Sullivan). The map u defines a homotopy equivalence

a: G/PL[~] -+ BO[~] .

Proof. The spaces in question have the homotopy types of CW com

plexes, so it suffices to check on homotopy groups. The generator

t 4n l 114n(G/PL[~]) is characterized by

(or 2 if n = 1) ,

But

SI{S4n, L4nl = <t:n(K4n), [g4n] >

= <t:n(ph4n(a», [S4n] > .

E. The H-space structure of G/PL

A priori the construction of u: G/PL -+ BO[~] in 4.26 only gave a

well-defined homotopy class on the finite skeletons. However, any such

(1 defines a homotopy equivalence, and it is well known that there are no
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phantom maps from BO[~] to itself, so we do in fact have a well-defined

homotopy class a ( (G/PL, BO[~]]. But there is a much stronger result,

which together with 4.27 also determines the H-space structure of

G/PL['h] ·

THEOREM 4.29. The Pontrjagin character defines an injection

[BSO, BO] -+ H*(BSO; Q) .

The proof of 4.29 is based on the connection between representation theory

and K-theory (see [13], [149]), which we briefly recall.

Let G be a compact (connected) Lie group and P a principal G-bundle

over the finite CW-complex X. To each virtual orthogonal representation V-W

of G we assign the virtual vector bundle P XGV - P XGW; this defines a ring

homomorphism

AX: RO(G) -+ KO(X) •

Let IO(G) denote the augmentation ideal in RO(G) (of virtual representations

of degree 0). Elements in the image of IO(G) vanish on the zero skeleton of X

so AX(IO(G)n) = 0 if n > dim X. Hence, if RO(G)A denotes the completion of

RO(G),

RO(G)A = lim RO(G)/IO(G)k ,
<Eo--

k

we have a homomorphism

A: RO(G)A -+ lim [n-skeleton of BG, BO] •
+-

n

From [13] we have

THEOREM 4.30. (i) There are no phantom maps from SG to BO.

(ii) A: IO(G)A -+ [BG, 00] is an isomorphism.

We get 4.29 from 4.30 by specializing to G = SO(2n + 1). Indeed, recall that
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. *)
where Yi = y 1(V-dim V) and V is the standard representation of 80(2n+ 1)

on R2n+1 (see e. g. [5]). The augmentation ideal 10(SO(2n+ 1» is the usual

augmentation ideal in the stated polynomial algebra, so

the corresponding power series ring. From 4.30 we then have

Finally, each finite skeleton of BSO is contained in some B80(2n + 1), so

[aso, ao] = Z[[Y1' Y2' ...]] ·

Now, the proof of 4.29 is direct: [BSO,8O] maps injectively into

[B80, BO]SQ ~ [aso; BO[Q]] where BO[Q] denotes the rational type of BO.

But

ph: BO[Q] ~ IT K(Qt 40)

n>1

is a homotopy equivalence.

Let BOs
= BOx (1) C BOx Z, organized into an H-space by tensor

product of virtual bundles of dimension 1.

COROLLARY 4.31. a:: 1+ 80: G/PL[~] ~ BOe[~] is an H-equivalence.

(Indeed, ph(o) = 1+8K = j*(fpL) where j: G/PL ~ BSPL. But

]'*(fpL) is multiplicative so u must be an H-map.)

The H-structure of G/PL[2] is harder. In 4.9 we constructed primi

tive fundamental classes K4 n-2 ( H4 n-2(G/PL; Z/2) and classes

K4n ( F4n(G/PL; Z(2» such that

r/!(K4n) = 18K4n + K4nel + 8 I K4i 8K4(n_i)

*)Here yi denotes the Pth y-power, see Chapter 9.B or [12] for a definition.
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in F*(G/PL x G/PL; Z(2)" But there is no easy way of lifting the K4n
to 'good' classes in H*(G/PL; Z(2». We content ourselves to quote from

[91] and [103].

THEOREM 4.32.*) There are classes K4n f: H4n(G/PL; Z(2» reducin~

to the classes K4n from 4.. 9 and with diagonal

l.....

-
For many calculations the generators K4n are unsuitable. However,

due to the factor 8 in rfr(K4n) it is possible to choose new primitive**)

generators.

4.33

- -
where D4n is a polynomial in the K4, .... , K4n- 4 with Z(2) coefficients

(see [78]). In conclusion, we have

*)The classes K4n are specified by formulae for surgery obstructions of

surgery problems over 'Z/2r-manuolds', analogous to the formulas in 4.9 but
quite a bit more complicated.

The classes defined in [91] and [103] are not identical.. Indeed, the difference
between the two ltotal' classes was calculated in [34].. It is the graded class

where (3 denotes the Bockste~ operator, f3: H*( ; Z/2) -. H*( ; Z(2»"
The mod .. 2 reduction of K4 E H4(G/PL; Z(2» is K~.. In H4 (G/PL; Z/2)

a new class K4 appears and

We refer the reader to [35] for further details ..

**)
A class k E H*(G/PL; Z(2» is called primitive if Il*(k) = 1~k + k~ 1

w~ere ~ denotes rthe exterior product ~: H*(G/PL; Z(2» ~ H*(G/PL; Z(2» -.
H (G/PLx O/PL; Z(2)'
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THEOREM 4.34 (Sullivan). There ate H-equivalences

(a) G/PL[2] ~ nEg x II K(Z(2)' 4n) x K(Z/2,40-2)
n>l

(b) G/PL[%] ~ BO~[~]

where E3 is the fiber in

We can assemble the local data in terms of a Cartesian square in the

category of H-spaces to obtain the actual integral type of G/PL

• llK(Q,4n) .

4.35

G/PL ----... G/PL[2]

11+& 18K

BO~[~] ph

Alternatively, we can describe G/PL as the fiber in the sequence

G/PL-----~.G/PL[2] x G/pL[Yz] 8Kx ph«1+&r1
), DK(Q,4n).

REMARK 4.36. The results for G/TOP are quite similar. It follows from

2.25 that

4.37 G/TOP[2] "'" II K(Z(2),4n) x K(Z/2, 4n-2) .
n>O

Indeed, the classes K4n f H4n(G/PL; Z(2» and K4n-2 f H4n- 2(G/PL; Z/2)

come from cohomology classes on G/TOP also denoted K4n, K4 n-2 .

Their diagonals are again given by
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and the equivalence in 4.37 is given by IK4n x IK4n-2 (or

I k4n x IK4n-2' d.4.33).

The classes K4R, K4n-2 on G/TOP are related to the surgery

obstructions for topological degree 1 normal maps by the formulae in 4.9.

Precisely, if n ~ 4 and f: itn ~ Mn, f: II(M) ~ e is the surgery problem

associated to y: Mn ~ G/TOP then its index and Kervaire obstructions

are given in 4.9 by substituting K4n for K4n .*)

For n = 4 topological transversality is not known. However, there

still is a mapping sl: [M4 , G/TOP] ~ Z: if y: M4 ~ G/TOP, consider

YOP2: CP2 xM4 ~ M4 ~ G/TOP and define sl(M4,y) = SI(CP2 xM4,yoP2).

4 * - 4Then sI(M , y) = <y (K4), [M ]>.

Finally, the diagram 4.35 remains a Cartesian square when we replace

G/PL by G/TOP.

*)If Mn is not differentiable but merely a PL or topological manifold theh
the formulae of 4.9 remain valid if we substitute for f(r(M» the class fpL(T(M»

or fTOP(T(M». ~PL was defined in 4.18 and f TOP ( F*(BTOP; Z(2» can be

deCined quite analogously (cf. [103]).



CHAPTER 5

THE HOMOTOPY STRUCTURE OF MSPL[~] AND MSTOP[~]

In the previous chapter we saw how the KO( ; Z[~) orientability of oriented

vector bundles allowed us to reinterpret geometric invariants of the smooth bord

ism groups of certain spaces in terms of characteristic classes. In this section

we go on to review Sullivan)s analysis of the classifying spaces BSTop[~] and

BSPL[Jh) and their associated Thom spectra. The starting point is the construc

tion of a KO( ; Z[~]) orientation of stable PL and TOP bundles. This leads

to a determination of the odd-local homotopy types of BSPL and BSTOP modulo

a largely unknown space, Beok], whose homotopy is the cokemel of the

T-homomorphism in the s table homotopy groups of spheres. The cohomology groups
H*(BcokJ) are known ([74], [86]) but very complicated (and not needed for our

purpose) whereas the K-theory of BeokJ is trivial ([56]): KO*(BcokJ; Z[~]=O.

Finally I combining these results with the (now verified) Adams' conjecture one

obtains a similar analysis of the Thom spectra MSPL[~] and MSTOP[~].

A. The KO-orientation of PL-bundles away from 2

Let O*(MSPL) be the smooth bordism of the spectrum MSPL away

from 2,
0n(MSPL) = .!S O~~r(MSPLr) @ Z[~]

r

and let

5.1

be the homomorphism which to a singular manifold

with f transverse to the zero section, associates the index of the codi

mension r submanifold, M4n = f- 1(BSPLr). As in Chapter 4.D., I fac

tors over the surjection

99
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The universal coefficient theorem 4.16 can be extended to spectra ([ 147])

and gives an exact sequence

In particular there is a class

5.2 tipL ( K6(MSPL; Z[~])

which defines the homomorphism I in 5.1. (We will see in 5.D below

that the term Ext(m-1 (MSPL); Z[~]) vanishes, and ~PL in 5.2 is in

fact unambigously defined.)

LEMMA 5.3. Under the natural map

Mi : MSO -+ MSPL

the class tipL is mapped onto the orientation class ti = ~so of 4.14.

Proof. Since m-1 (MSO; Z[¥.2]) = 0 it suffices to check that (Mi)*(ApL)

and ~so define the same element in Hom(KOo(MSO), Z[~]). Since 8 is

onto, it is enough to see that (Mi)*(~PL) and ~so determine the same

homomorphism from O*(MSO) to Z[~].

An element IQ4n+4r, £1 f 0 4n+4r(MSO4r> is represented by a map

a · S4n+4r+4s -+ MSO A MSO+
· 48 4r

(r >>0, s >>n) and by transversality we get a diagram
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S4n+4r+4s a
• MS04S A MSO~r

U U

Q4n+4r
(VQ,f)

• BS04S x MS04r

U U

M4n
vQIMtBv(M:Q)

• BS04S x BS04r

Now,

and from 4.19,

Index(M) = <1I~(f-l), [M]>

= <v(M:Q)*(,rl). (vQIM)*(f-1
), (M]>

= <f*(f-1
. U). vQ(f-1

), (Q]>

= <a*(f-lU~f-1U),[S4n+4r+4S]> .

On the other hand, the definition of the Kronecker pairing between

K-homology and K-cohomology (see Chapter 4_B) implies that L\soG Q,f I)
is the homotopy class of the composite

g: S4n+4r+4s ----> MSO4s A MSO~r~ BSO A BSO -.!.-. BSO(~] .

Since the Pontrjagin character evaluates to 1 on the chosen generator of

114i(BSO(~]) and because phL\so = f- 1
· U we have

<~SO,{Q4n+4r,fl> = <ph(g),[S4n+4r+4S]>

= <a*(~-lU~~-lU), [S4n+4r+4S]>

and the lemma follows.
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COROLLARY 5..4. pMpL = (fpL)-l · UpL where UpL is the cohomolo

gy Thorn class. In particular ~PL is an orientation class for MSPL.

Proof. We saw in Chapter 4 that ~PL restricts to f under the natural

map i: BSO ~ BSPL. The fiber is the space PLIO whose homotopy

groups are finite. Hence i is a rational equivalence and the result

follows from 4.14.

B. The splitting of p-local PL-bundles, p odd

Let e be a 4r-dimensional PL-bundle over X (4r» dim X) and

let ~PL(e) ( K6(M(e); Z[~]) be the orientation class constructed above.

We mimic a standard procedure for vector bundles and define a character

istic class for each integer k

p~(() l 1 + KO(X; Z[Y.z, 11k]) .

Indeed, let P~(() be the unique class so that

where .pk denotes the Adams operation [9]. Universally we get a mapping

5.5 P~ : BSPL .... BO~ [¥.z, 11k] .

The Pontrjagin character of P~ can be calculated from (*). From 5.12 and

5.22 below we have that [BSPL, BO[~]] ~ [BSPL, BO]~Q is injective.

Hence the homotopy class of P~ in 5.5 is uniquely determined.

In the rest of this chapter p will be an odd prime unless otherwise

indicated, and k will be a positive number which reduces to a generator

of the group of units in Z/p2: kP-l ~ 1 (mod. p2).

k !~
DEFINITION 5.6. The homotopy theoretical fiber of p : BSPL[p] ~ aso [p]

L
is denoted BcokJp .
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LEMMA 5.7. Let a= 1+ 80 where (T was characterized in 4.26. Then

......

G/PL __0_.... BSOs[1/2, 11k]

......
j

P~
BSPL ---.... BSO~[1/2,11k]

is homotopy commutative.

Proof. As 0 is a homotopy equivalence away from 2 and k, and since

homotopy classes of endomorphisms of BSO are distinguished by their

Pontrjagin character by 4.29 it suffices to check that

We evaluate the Pontrjagin character of p~ from the defining equation on

4r dimensional bundles

But ph(t/Jk(x» = "'~(ph(x» where

"'~ : H4i( ; Q) ~ H4i( ; Q)

is multiplication by k2i . Since ph ~PL = f-1
· UpL where UpL. has

dimension 4r we have

and the result follows from 4.22 and 4.27.

In [2] Adams considered a map
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and proved that it induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups in dimensions

2(~1) n. The Pontrjagin character of p~ is

ph p~ = (1

where CI is the genus with characteristic power series

A check of Pontrj agin characters shows

and since the mapping 'lJ.fr2 - '-/J4: BSO ~ BSO induces multiplication by

2(p-l)O(2-2(p-l)n) on homotopy in dimension 2(p-l)n we get

LEMMA 5.8. The maps

pt: BSO[p] ~ BSO[p]

t/Jk_1 : BSO[p] ~ BSO[p]

induce isorporphisms on the homotopy groups in dimension 2(p-l) nand

2e for f 1= O(p-l) , respectively.

D. Anderson constructed a splitting of the p-Iocal space BSOED[p]

(see e.g. [3])

5.9 BSOE9[p] 00 BSO(l) x ... x BSO(m)' m =~1 .

The homotopy groups of BSOCi) are concentrated in dimensions congruent

to 4i- 4 (mod (2p- 2». Each of the factors is an H-space and the split

ting is in the category of H-spaces. Also BSOE9[p] and BSOe[p] are

equivalent as H-spaces. Indeed Atiyah and Segal in [14] exhibited an

H-equivalence
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5.10

(We review the construction of 8 in Chapter 9.B.) Let 1711 'TTt: BSO[p]-+

BSO[p] be the composites

"1 : BSO[p]
proj

~ BSO(l)
incl

1 BSO[p]

1Tt: BSO[p]
proj 1 incl • BSO[p]~ BSO(l)

where 1 Let Yp be the H-mapBSO(l) = 880(2) x ... x BSO(m).

1
d- "I X"1

5.11 yp: BSo6l[p] lag, BSo6l[p] X BS06l[p] , BSO[p] x BSO[p]

1x 0-
1
8, BS06l[p] x G/PL[p] j x f ,BSPL[p] x BSPL[p] __EB--.. BSPL[p]

THEOREM 5.12 (Sullivan). There is a splitting

BSPL[p] 01: BSOEB[p]X BcokJp

at each odd prime p.

Proof. It suffices to see that yp splits p~, that is,

is a homotopy equivalence; since we can then define an equivalence from

BSO~p] x BcokJp into BSPL[p] as the sum of y p and th~ inclusion of

BcokJp ' We check on homotopy groups: In degrees 2(p-l)n, (p~ 0Yp)*

is an isomorphism by 5.8 and in dimensions 2m with m I:. O(p-l),p~ 0Yp

induces essentially the same map as (tfrk_ 1), that is, multiplication by

km_l. But (P, km-l) = 1 in our situation. This completes the proof.
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c. The homotopy types of G/O(p] and SG(p]

In order to further clarify the homotopy structure of BSPL and MSPL

we digress to give a discussion of G/O. The Adams conjecture proved

in [18], 1111], [136] implies a diagram

a pBSO[p] - ............._~...... G/O[p]

5.13

BSO[p] ~ BSG[p]

for each prime p. Here we take k == ± 3 (mod 8) (and usually k = 3) if

P = 2 and otherwise (as usual) k is a generator of the group of units in

Z/p2.

The map Q p turns out to be a split injection. We first construct for

each prime p an H-map

f3p : G/O[p] -> BS08 [p] .

Then in 5.18 below we prove that f3p 0 a p is a homotopy equivalence of

H-spaces. The construction of fJp is somewhat different when p is an

odd prime and when p = 2. We begin with the case p odd.

Previously we have used the H-space splitting of BsoEB[pl into a

product, BSO$[p] Q< BSO(l) x BSOa). We use the Atiyah-Segal

H-equivalence 8p : BSOEll[p] -> BsoS[p] to get an analogous multiplicative

splitting

Let r, s be the compositions

fj .
r: G/O[p]~ BSOlll[p]~ BSoS[p]~(BSO~l)l

s: G/O[p]~ G/PL[p]~BSd'~[p]~ BSOfl)
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where rand s are the natural inclusions, and define f3p as the

composition

5.14 fJp : G/O[p]~ G/O[p] x G/O[p]~BSO~p] .

The construction of /32 is analogous, but in order to make it precise

we first give a new definition of ~: G/PL[p] -+ BSOE9[p]. (Cf. 4.31.)

Since G/PL is the fiber of the natural map

11: BSPL -+ SSG

it is the classifying space for pairs (E, t) consisting of a stable

PL-bundle E (over X) and a proper fiber homotopy equivalence

where EX is a stably trivial bundle with a given trivialization

(EX = Xx RN
). The bundles E and EX have specific KO-orientations

at odd primes by 5.2, and we can define a characteristic class

eL(E, t) ( 1 + KO(X)4DZ(P) by

Since G/PL is the universal object for pairs (E, t) as above. the charac

teristic class eL (E, t) determines a map

eL : G/PL -+ BSO[p] .

LEMMA 5.15. At every odd prime p, eL = u.

Proof. It suffices to check that ph(eL ) = ph(u) (cf. 4.29), and from the

defining equation we have

where j: G/PL -it BSPL is the natural map.
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Thus 4.22 and 5.4 give

But ph(o) = K by 4.27 and a= 1+80 ~o the lemma follows.

We now construct {32: G/O[2] ~ BSO~[2]. The space G/G classifies

pairs (E, t) as above but with the difference that E is now a stable

vector bundle. Oriented vector bundles are not in general KO-oriented

(at the prime 2). However, the natural map r: GIO -+ BSO lifts to

BSpin (since the Stiefel-Whitney classes in H*(BSO; Z/2) come from
w

H*(BSG; Z/2), and BSpin is the homotopy fiber of BSO~ K(Z/2, 2».

Moreover, as G/O is simply connected the homotopy class of a lifting

r: G/O -+ BSpin is unique. Hence for a pair (E, t), E admits a unique

Spin st~cture and therefore a well-defined Thorn class [10],

~A (E) € KO(ME) ·

We proceed as above and define a characteristic class eA~E, t) "'·in

1 + KO(X) ,

The natural Thorn class ~A is exponential, ~A (E ED F) = ~A(E) ·~A (F) ,

so we get an H-map
eA : G/O ~ BSO~

and we let f3 2 be the localization at 2 of eA.

From ([2], leX)II) we have that ph ~A = (f. UH , where (f is the

genus with characteristic power series

DEFINITION 5.16. For each prime p, let cokJp be the homotopy fiber of
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f3p : G/O[p] -+ BSO~[p] ·

The next result justifies the notation in 5.6 and 5.16.

THEOREM 5.17. For an odd prime p, OBcokJp ~ cOkJp .

Proof. The diagram in 5.7 induces a map (a1 ,a,pt) of homotopy fiberipgs

SG[p] • G/PL[p] • BSPL[p]

- " pta 1 a

J@ • BSOS[p] 1/t/Jk. BSO~p] •
p

where ~ is the homotopy fiber of 1/t/lk . Since a is a homotopy

equivalence the fiber of 0.1 is homotopy equivalent to OBcokJp . On the

other hand, we have the map (u2 ,13p'p) of homotopy fiberings,

SG[p] --... G/O[p] • BSO(D[p]

JS
P

13p P

__... BSO~[p] 1/t/l
k

• Bd[p] .

Here p=~o(ptx(l/t/lk)o8p)o(~IX11;)odiag.where " 1 and 11; are

the 'projections' used in 5.11 and 8: BS08 [p] x BSOS[p] ~ BSO&[p] is the

multiplication in the indicated H-structure.

Since p is a homotopy equivalence the homotopy theoretic fibers of

a2 and f3p agree up to homotopy so it suffices to show that a1 ~ (12.
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The diagram
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SG[p] ---... G/O[p]

I~p
~ ----... BSO~[p]p

homotopy commutes by the definition of fJ p ' and the quotient u1/u2

then lifts to a homotopy class of maps from SG to SO[p]. We claim that

[SG, SO[p]] = 0 .

Indeed, from 3.9 we have that SG is homology equivalent to

BI = lim BIn' and the usual Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence
00 ~

shows that SG and BIoo have the same KO-groups. (In Chapter 5.F we

shall examine this equivalence in greater detail.) In particular

Now, KO-l(BI.oo)~Z(P) :!!! lLm KO-l(BI.n)~Z(p) and since

KO-l(X)~Z(P) is a direct factor of the p-local complex K-~up

K-l(X)~Z(P)' the assertion follows from Atiyah's result from [149]:

K-1(B17) = 0 for 17 a finite group.

TH-EOREM 5.18 (Sullivan). A t each prime p,

G/O[p] ~ BSO[p] x cokJp

SG[p] ~ Jp x cokJp ,

where Jp is the homotopy theoretical fiber of I/Ik-1: BSOE9[p] ~ BSOE9[p] .

(Each of the spaces above has a natural H-structure, and one might ask if

the homotopy equivalences above are H-space equivalences. This is in,

deed the case for p odd (see e.g. [85]) but neither G/O[2] nor SG[2]

splits as H-spaces in the indicated manner ([73]).)
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Proof. We give the proof for p an odd prime and leave the somewhat

easier case p = 2 to the reader. Let a p : BSO[p] -. G/O[p] be the map

given by the Adams conjecture as in 5.13.

We first show that the composition

a ~

BSO[p] -L G/O[p]~ G/PL[p]~ BS03 [p]

is 1/p~, the inverse of the cannibalistic class p~.

By 4.29 it suffices to evaluate Pontrjagin characters, and using 4.22

we see that ph(u 0 s) == r*(f) where f is the Hirzebruch genus in

H*{850; Q), and r: G/O -. aso is the usual inclusion. By the definition

of a p ' ",k_1 = roap so we have

The class f. is exponential so

is additive, that is, a graded primitive class. On primitive classes

<iflk_1)* is easily calculated,

(tjJk-l)*(log~) = <tjJk)*(log f)-log f

= log(l/Jk)*(~) - log f

= log«t/Jk)*(f)jf) .

But induced maps clearly commute with log,

so we have
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which is equal to ph(l/p~) (cf. the proof of 5.7). Hence qos oap= l/p~

as claimed.

From 5.8 it now follows that

f3p oap : BSO[p] ~ BSO[p]

induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups, and the composition

a x incl.
BSO[p] x cokJp p ) G/O[p] x G/O[p] ---..-.+) G/O[p)

is the required homotopy equivalence.

The splitting of SG[p] is derived from the splitting of G/O[p]. Con...

sider the diagram

Jp • BSOm[p]
¢Jk-l

• BSOE9[p]

"'" Idup up

SG[p] G/O[p] BSOQ)[p]

0"2 f3p P

J~ • BSO~[p] l/",k • BSO@[p] .
P

The horizontal sequences are homotopy fiberings, and the maps f3p oap

and p are homotopy equivalences. From the homotopy exact sequence it

follows that o.2 oap induces an isomorphism on each homotopy group.

Thus o.2 oap is a homotopy equivalence and

a p x inel: Jp x cokJp ~ SG[p] x SG[p] ~ SG[p]

is the required homotopy equivalence.
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D. The splittin~ of MSPL[p], p odd

Suppose we are given a stable, piece-wise linear, bundle F over a

CW complex X or equivalently a map F: X ~ BSPL. Each skeleton

X(i) of X is mapped into some finite BSPLn(i) so we get a PL-bundle

Fn(i) of fiber dimension n(i) over each X(i) and under restriction

F !X(i-l) ~ F
n(i) - n(i-l) • e i

with E i a trivial bundle. On the Thorn space level we thus get maps

Sm(i) A MFn(i-l) ~ MFn(i)' m(i) = n(i) - n(i-l) and these define the Thorn

spectrum MF.

In 5.12 we constructed a splitting of BSPL at odd primes,

y x incl. $

BS06l[p] x BcokJp p , BSPL[p] x BSPL[p] --~~ BSPL[p] .

The Thom space of a product bundle is the smash product of the Thom

spaces of the factors and similarly for Thorn spectra. Hence we have an

induced splitting

where E is represented by yp and where McokJp is the Thorn spectrum

of the inclusion of BcokJp in ~SPL[p].

LEMMA 5.19. The Thom spectrum ME is homotopy equivalent to MSO[p],.

Proof. The homotopy type of a Thorn space depends only on the underlying

spherical fibration. The PL-bundle E splits as a sum E = E1 $ E2

where E1 sits over BSO(l) and E2 sits over BSOA). The restriction

of Yp to BSO(l) is the usual inclusion and the restriction of Yp to

BS05) is essentially the map G/PL[p] -+ BSPL[p]. Hence E2 is fiber

homotopy trivial and E1 is the restriction of the universal vector bundle

over BSO[p]. On the other hand, since y.,k_l: BS0!t> -+ BS05> is a

homotopy equivalence (by 5.8) the diagram
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implies that the universal vector bundle e over BSO$[p] is fiber

homotopy trivial over the subspace BSOa>. This proves that E is fiber

homotopica11y equivalent to e and the lemma follows.

COROLLARY 5.20 (Sullivan). For any odd prime p

MSPL[p] ~ MSO[p] A McokJp .

The space cokJp is a direct factor in SG[p] and hence has finite

homotopy and homology groups in each dimension. Thus rationally

MSO[p] Q=! MSPL[p].

But in fact more is true:

THEOREM 5.21" For each odd prime

Yp: "*(MSO[p])/Tor ~ "*(MSPL[p])/Tor

is an isomorphism.

Our proof of 5.21 proceeds in a rather roundabout manner using the

Hattori-Stong characterization of the lattice " *(MSO[p])/Tor in

H*(MSO; Q) and we defer it to Chapter 11.B where we also prove a piece

wise linear version of the Hattori-Stong theorem.

In 5"A we constructed a Thorn class

~PL l K6(MSPL) ~Z[~]

with Pontrjagin character ph(ApL) = fpL . UpL (cf. 5.4). Our procedure
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did not seem to characterize ApL uniquely, and did not for example

seem to allow proving the usual exponential property of Thom classes:

ApL(EelF) = ApL(E).ApL(F). However, the next result due to Hodgkin

for odd primes and to Hodgkin-Snaith in general implies that ApL is in

turn characterized by its Pontrjagin character.

THEOREM 5.22 (Hodgkin-Snaith). For every prime p, K(cokJp) = 0 .

Proof. From the proof of 5.17 we have a fibration

,...
and from 5.18 02 is split:

is a homotopy equivalence. Hence it suffices to show that

is a surjection. Now J: is included in BSO~(p] (as the homotopy fiber of t/Jk_1 )

and BSOflJ [P] is included in BU~[p] via complexification, so it is enough to

calculate that

5.23

induces a surjection in K-theory. We outline this calculation in section 5.F below.

We have seen in 5.17 that cOkJp is a loop space for p odd, *) cOkJp =OBcokJp

and in particular we have the fibration

*)The space cokJp is a loop space also for p = 2. in fact cOkJp is an

infinite loop space at all primes. A proof of these somewhat more intricate facts
can be found in 1"851.
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There is a spectral sequence (the K-theoretic Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence,

see [56]) with E 2-term

E
2 = TorK*eCOkJp)(K*(Pt)@Z(P)' K*(Pt)@Zep»

E
oo

= K*{BcokJp ) •

Now, r 1{cokJ ) is a direct factor of K-1(SG(P]) but r 1{SG[p] = 0 (cf. the
p -

proof of 5.17) so K*(cokJ ) = 0, and hence by the universal coefficient fonnula
- p -
K*(cokj ):: o. The spectral sequence then gives K*(BcokJ ) = 0 and hence
- p .-...'* p
K*(BcokJ

p
) = O. It follows that KO (BcokJp) = 0 and using the Thorn isomor-

phism we have (at odd primes)

COROLLARY 5.24. (i) ro*(McokJp) = o.
(ii) y;: KO(MSPL[p]) ~ KO(MSO[p]) is an isomorphism.

In Chapter 4. E we proved that K6{BSO[p]) is detected by the

Pontrjagin character, and by the Thorn isomorphism this is also true for

KO(MSO[p]). Thus we have

COROLLARY 5.25. The Pontrjagin character

ph: KO(MSPL[p]) ~ H*(MSPL; Q)

is injective (at odd primes).

We note as a consequence of 5.25 that the class L\pL f KO(MSPL[p])

is uniquely characterized by 5.4 and that ~PL(E) is exponential for

stable PL-bundles,

L\pL(Eli F) = L\pL(E) · L\pL(F) .

E. Brum/ie/'s results

For later use we recall Brumfiel's results on the homotopy groups in
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the diagram G/O
s • G/PL

5.26 Ir If
BSO • BSPL .

After making use of the Adams conjecture to give the order of the image of

the J-homomorphism in dimensions 4n-1 his results [31, p. 307] may be

stated as follows: In dimension 4n the maps in homotopy of 5.26 may be

summarized in

Nn
Z (B Torsion ---------... Z

for certain an' f3 n , en with

w(n) = J/2(n)+ 3 for n > 2

w(l) = 0

w(2) = 2

and

N - a 22n-2(22n-l_1) Num(B 14n)n - n 2n

On = Denom(B2n/4n) ·

Here an = 1 if n is even and an = 2 if n is odd, and Bn is the

n'th Bernoulli number (cf. Chapter II.A). At this point 5.26 is an easy

exercise-which we leave for the reade~ to carry out-once we remark that

the coefficient of P4n in the Hirzebruch genus f is 8Nn/an(2n-1)! Dn .

In low dimensions one uses Cerf's result that PLIO is 6-connected.
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F. The map f: SG[p] -) B~[p]

The proof of the Hodgkin.snaith theorem (5.21) was based on the splitting of

SG[p] from 5.18 and the following calculational result

THEOREM 5.27. The map f from 5.23 induces a surjection f*: K(BUQ"O[p]) ~
K(SG[p]).

The original proof of 5.27 used Hodgkins' calculation of KO(SG[p); Z/pi)

([55], [56], [79]). The proof we outline below is based on a well-known reduction

of 5.27 to a problem in representation theory which we then attack using transfer

techniques. It is arithmetically very simple, but conceptually more involved.

2n - 2nLet g2n: S -) au represent the standard generator of K(S ). By Bott

periodicity n2n(BU) = BU X Z, and the maps {}2ng2n fit together to define a

map

so restricting to the I-component SG C Q(SO) we obtain a map

*gl : SG -) BU x (1) = au ..

LEMMA 5.28. The p-localization of gl is homotopic to f.

Proof. Let X be a finite complex. A (based) map a from X+ to the

I-component 0i Sn of WSn can be thought of as a proper homotopy equivalence

of the trivial bundle

a: X X R,D+l -) X X Rn+l

(over IdX )' and the induced map of ThOtrl spaces

is just the composition

where Ia: x+ ...,. onSn C on+lSn+l and adjeIa) denotes the adjoint map.
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We assume that n+1 is even. Then the Thom class ~U f K(X+ A Sn+1) is

1~ gn+1' and [foal (K(X) is the element satisfying

Now it is direct that f 0 a and g 0 (Ia) represents the same element of K(X) ,

so passing to the limit over n the result follows.

Both the domain and the range of g ate infinite loop spaces and by con-

s truction g is an infinite loop map_ (See Chapter 6 for a brief discussion of in

finite loop spaces and [50], [84] and [85] for further details.) Each infinite loop

space E admits a sequence of structure maps

d : E I, X I, En -. E
n n n

and these are natural w.r.t. infinite loop maps. In particular we have a homotopy

commutative diagram

g

dU

EInXI (BUx z)n ....."_n_•• au X Z .
o .

The stmcture map d~ in 5.29 has a simple bundle theoretical description.

Let 'r denote the universal r~imensionalbundle over BUr.

LEMMA 5.30. The restriction of dU to E I X ~ (BU)o represents the bundle
n n ~ r

n
E I X ~ " $ _.. $( (of dimension rn). (See e.~. [85] for a pro()f~

n "0 r r

Theorem 3.9 asserts the existence of certain natural inclusions

in: BIn -. Q(SO). They can be explicitly obtained from the structure maps d
n

via

the composition

in: BIn -=-.. EInxI (1) X .. , X (1) -.. EInXI Q(SO)n~ Q(SO)
n. n
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where (1) C Q(SO) is the map representing the identity on the stable sphere. From

5.29 and 5.30 we have

COROLLARY 5.31. Let P: I ~ U be the permutation representation. Then n
dia~ram

BP
B~n -------...... BUn

Q
n

(SO) g •• BU X (n) C BU X Z

is homotopy commutative.

The inclusion P: In -+ Un induces a homomorphism of the complex repre

senta tion rings

Then to prove 5.27 we prove

THEOREM 5.32. p*: R(Un) -+ R(In) is surjective.

It is classical that the representation ring R(In) is additively generated by

the trivial I-dimensional representation and representations induced up from the

subgroups ~. X··· X~. c I " (i1 + ... + i = n) . We refer the reader to [154] for a11 1r n r

very elegant proof of this. Thus to prove 5.32 it suffices to construct induction

homomorphisms

R(Un)SR(Um) = R(UnxUm)

commuting with the classical induction homomorphisms associated to

~n X~m C I n+m •

We use a construction due to Becker-Gottlieb, the continuous transfer ([18],
[34]). It is a stable map

T: BG+ -+ BH+
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where H is a closed subgroup of the compact Lie group G. *) Alternatively, r

is a map BG -+ Q(BH+) •

If G and H are finite groups then the induced map

r*: H*(BH; Z) ~ H*(BG; Z)

agrees with the classical transfer considered in Chapter 3.e. More generally

though, for any cohomology theory E*, T induces a map

r*: E*(BH) ~ E*(BG) .

r + c 0The composition BG ---+ Q(BH )~ Q(S ) (where c collapses BH to a

point) defines a stable cohomotopy class X(H:G) (1Tg(BG). Now, each general

ized cohomology theory is a module over stable cohomotopy, so we have an action

of 1T~(BG) on E*(BG). Becker and Gottlieb have given the following important

generalization of Lemma 3.13.

THEOREM 5.33 (Becker-Gottlieb). (i) Let 17*: E*(BG) ~ E*(BH) be induced

from the inclusion H C G. Then

r* 1T*(X) = X(H:G)· x

(ii) The de~ree of x(H:G) is the Euler characteristic of the fiber G/H.

Next, we specialize to G connected and H eGa subgroup of maximal rank.

Let T C H be a maximal tONS and let WG' WH be the Wey! groups. Then WG

acts (from the right) on BT; let a· x denote the induced left action on

x (E*(BT) and note from Lemma 3.11 that a· x depends only on the coset of (J

in WG/WH when x is the restriction of an element from E*(BH). From [34],

p. 142 we have

THEOREM 5.34. For x f E*(BH)

j~ 0 r*(x) == I, (J • iB(x)

where the summation extends over WG/WH and iH, i G denote the inclusions of.

BT in BH and BG.

*)More generally, the continuous transfer r: x+ -+ y+ is defined for every
fibering Y -+ X with compact fiber F.
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We shall use this result only when E* is complex K ..theory. Recall from

Chapter 4.E that K(BG) is the completion of the complex representation ring

R(G). Since G is connected R(G) injects into its completion. Moreover, R(G)

injects into R(T) as the subgroup invariant under the Wey! group, so we can use

R(T) to name elements of both R(H) and R(G). It follows that

r*: K(BH) --+ K(BG)

maps R{H) to R(G) , and we have

COROLLARY 5.35. There exist induction homomorphisms

Ind~: R{H) -+ R(G)

with

Ind~(x) = It u· x,

We now specialize to the unitary groups H = Un xUm , G = Un+m and

T = Ui+m , embedded as the set of diagonal matrices.

COROLLARY 5.36. Thete are induction homomorphisms

so that the diagrams

(PXP)* p*

are commuta ti ve.

Ptoof. Let N(n, m) be the nonnalizer of U~+m in Un X Um and N(n+m) the

normalizer in Un+m . The Wey! groups of Un X Urn and Un+m are ~n X I m and
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In+m respectively, and they are naturally embedded in the normalizers. Let V

be a representation of H = Un xUm • The restriction of the induced representation

Ind(V) to the normalizer N(n+m) is given by N(n+m) XN(n,m)V; this follows

e. g. by restricting to the torus and using 5.35. But then it is direct to see that

P*(lnd(V» = ~+m XI I V
n X m

where ~n X I m acts on V via the inclusion P X P. This proves 5.36.

P*
Finally, from 5.36 we see that R(Un.) --+ R(In) is onto (compare the para-

graph following 5.32) and then by completion that K(BUn ) ~ K(BIn ) is surjective

Now 5.27 follows from 3.11, 5.28 and 5.31.

*)Let K = KerlR(Un) -+ R(In)l. Since lK/K n !(unl1e is an inverse system

with vanishing lim(l) the claimed surjectivity follows from 4.23.
+-



CHAPTER 6

INFINITE LOOP SPACES AND THEIR HOMOLOGY OPERATIONS

The classifying spaces for the stable bundle theories, BO, BTOP, BPL

and BG, and the "homogeneous" spaces G/TOP, G/O etc., are all infinite

loop spaces and the natural maps between them are infinite loop maps by theorems

of Boardman and Vogt [19]. We have already made several general remarks on the

structure of infinite loop spaces in Chapter 3.B and in Chapter 5.F. However, for

later results we need some further properties of such spaces. In particular, we re

quire more infonna tion on the homology structure of the infinite loop space SG

and its classifying space BSG.

The homology of an infinite loop space X admits operations

natural with respect to infinite loop maps, and extending the square in the

Pontrjagin ring. *) The definition of Qa is quite analogous to the definition of

the Steenrod operation

which exists for any space X ~ 'Indeed, the Steenrod operations measure the devia

tion from strict commutativity of the cochain level cup product, and similarly the

homology operations measure the deviation from commutativity of the H-space

multiplication. More precisely, the multiplication in an infinite loop space is

homotopy commutative by a homotopy which is itself homotopy commutative and so

forth, and one gets an infinite sequence of higher homotopies. The homology

operations provide a measure of the non-trivialy of these homotopies.

Standard formulae for Steenrod operations (e. g. the Ca~tan formula and the

Adem relations) are consequences of certain (homotopy) commutative diagrams on

the cochain level (see e.g. [46], [130]). The existence of the relevant diagrams

*)Homology operations were originally discovered by Araki and Kudo [7]. The
eus tom, quite inexplica bly, is to call them Dyer-Lashor operations.

124
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follows from the technique of acyclic models. There are similar diagrams (on the

space or chain level) for infinite loop spaces. giving analogous formulae, but here

one has to rely on the geometry of infinite loop spaces instead of acyclic models.

In the three volumes [84], [85] and [86], J. P. May and his collaborators have

given a very thorough account of infinite loop space theory. We shall only need a

small part of this theory, and the present chapter should serve the reader as a

guide through the part of the theory relevant to this book.

Throughout the chapter H*(X) will denote homology with Z/2 coefficients.

A. Homology operations

Suppose X is an n'th loop space, X = nny. Then there is a natural

map

with u 0 i = Id where i: X ~ OnSnX is the natural inclusion. Indeed, if

v: SnX ~ Y is the evaluation map, then u = On(v).

Formally, an infinite loop space X is a space together with a distinct

sequence of "deloopings"

2 .
BX,B X,···,B1X,···

(OnBnX ~ X), that is, X is a single space in a (connected) O-spectrum.

For such a space the maps u above fit together to give a retraction

u: Q(X) ~ X

of the embedding i: X ~ Q(X), where as usual

Q(X) = lim OnSn(X) .
~

Let I n(X) = Sn-1 xI Xx X be the orbit space of the free I 2 action
2

on Sn-l x Xx X which is antipodal on Sn-l and interchanges factors on

Xx X. There is a natural map

6.1 n<oo

satisfying 1?2(1; x,y) == i(x) * i(y), where * is the loop sum in OnSn(X)

(cf. [281, (501).
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We are mainly interested in the case n = 00. Here the existence of

D2 follows from the Dyer-Lashof "model" C(X) for Q(X), reviewed in

Chapter 3.B. Indeed, D2 is the composition

. i x
D2 : roo(X) -L C(X)~ Q(X) .

The first embedding j comes from the identification Soo = E!,2 and the

second map ix is a natural homotopy equivalence when X is connected,

and a Clgroup completion" map in general: (ix )*: "o(C(X» ~ 170 (Q(X» is

an algebraic group completion and (ix)*: H*(C(X» ~ H*(Q(X» localizes

H*{C(X» at 1TO(C(X».

REMARK 6.2. There is an alternative way of seeing D2 , probably first

noticed by Boardman, which has played an important role in the develop

ment of infinite loop spaces (see in particular [84]). The space OnSn(X)

consists of all maps x: (Dn, ann) ~ (Snx, *). If x,y (X we define

D2(w; x,y) according to the picture

napped to *
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The two small discs around wand -ware mapped according to i(x)

and i(y) and their complement is mapped to the basepoint *.

Let X be an infinite loop space. We can then compose D2 with the

retraction u to obtain structure maps ("higher homotopies")

6.3

The maps D2 are natural in X (since ix is) and the retraction maps

Ux are natural for maps of infinite loop spaces. Hence the structure

maps d2 are natural for infinite loop maps.*)

Using the notation of 3.20 WOe make the following basic· definition ([7],

[28], [SO]).

DEFINITION 6.4. Let X be an infinite loop space. The j'th (lower)

Dyer-Lashof operation

Q.: H.(X) -+ H. 2'(X)
J 1 .J+ 1

is defined by

where a ( Hi(X).

REMARK 6.5. If X is just an ,n fold loop space, then the same defini

tion applies to define Qj(a) for j < n. We only need to note that

ej8a~a l Hj+2i(rn(X» if j < n.

Readers familiar with cohomology operations will notice the formal

similarity between 6.4 and the definition of the (mod 2) Steenrod squares

[46], [130]. It is not surprising therefore that the Qj share many formal

properties with the Sqj.

*)An infinite loop map f: X -+ Y is a map which is the restriction of a homo..
morphism of the associated O-spectra.
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THEOREM 6.6. (i) If f: X --+ Y is an infinite loop map, then

for all x ( H*(X) .

(ii) Qo(a) = a *a, where * denotes the Pontrjasin product in H*(X).

(iii) Let e (Ho(X) be the unit element in the Pontrjagin ring. Then

Qj(e) = 0 for j> O.

(iv) Let X be an infinite loop space and v: SOX --+ X the evaluation

map. Then

where I: "*(O(X» ~ H*(SO(X)~ denotes the suspension homomorphism.

(v) Let ~: X -.. Xx X be the diagonal and let ~*(a) = Iak~ak.

Then

(The first two properties are direct from the definitions and (iii) follows since

E I 2 x ~ (*) X (*) is identified with the base point in C(X). The last three
2

properties are proved by evaluating certain homotopy commutative diagrams in

homology. The relevant diagrams can be found in [84 Lemma 5.6, Lemma 5.7 and

Lemma 1.9 (ii) (with en (2) replaced by Sn-l)] and the homological calculations

are given in [86, p. 7-9]. Alternatively, the reader might consult the original

source [50].)

The next result is analogous to the Adem relations for Steenrod

squares. It expres$:es a composition QiQj(a) with i > j in terms of com

positions with i ~ j. The precise formula is most conveniently described

in the notation of "upper" Dyer-Lashof operations, Qi. The connection

is as follows:

6.7 la I = deg(a) ·

Thus Qk raises degree by k. In the rest of the chapter we shall pass

freely between "upper" and "lower" notation.
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We denote by (g) the binomial coefficient a!/b!(a-b)! (mod 2) with

the usual convention that (g) = 0 unless a ~ b ~ O.

THEOREM 6.8. For k > 2f,

for .all a ( H*(X) .

(The proof of 6.8 can be found in [86, p. 9] (see also [SO] and [130, p. 117].)

It is completely analogous to the proof of the C~classical" Adem relations once

one has the commutative diagram

6.9

Here d4 is defined in analogy with d2 above as the composition

i X
d 4 : E I 4 X It X4~ C(X) -+ Q(X)~ (X) •

4

Finally, we have a formula for the interaction of Steenrod operations

and homology operations first described by Nishida in [108]. Let

be the vector space dual of the Sqi acting on cohomology so that

<Sqj(e),a > = <e, Sqt(a», where < ,> denotes the usual Kronecker

pairing. From 3.21 we have (after dualizing)
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where tat = deg a and lx~: Rpoox X -+ roo(X).

THEOREM 6.11. Sq*iQi(a) = ~ (~i ) Qi-i+k(Sqk(a» .
~ 1-2k *

2k:5i

(The proof of 6.11 is a consequence of 6.10 and the classical Adem relation

for Steenrod squares. It also involves some binomial arithmetic: we refer the

reader to [108].)

B. Homology operations in H*(Q(SO» and H*(SG)

The calculations in Chapter 3 of the Pontrjagin rings (H*(Q(SO», *)

and (H*(SG), 0) were based primarily on two facts: the relations of the

two products to cartesian product and disjoint sum of permutations (cf. 3.9

and 3.10), and the distributivity of the composition product (0) over the

loop sum (*) (cf. Chapter 3.F).

Both Q(SO) and SG are infinite loop spaces (with classifying

spaces Q(S1) and BSG, respectively) and we now wish to extend the

considerations of Chapter 3.Band 3. F to also get information on the two

(distinct) sets of homology operations.

To avoid confusion we denote the structure map for Q(SO) by d2

and the structure map for SG by d2 ,

d
2

: EI
2

x I Q(So) x Q(So) -+ Q(SO)
2

d2 : E~2 x I SG x SG -+ SG ~
2

Then d2(1; x,y) :rz'X *y and d2(l; x,y) = xoy. The first map d2 was

made explicit in 6.2 above and for the second map d2 we have (cf. [73,

p. 239] or [85, p. 9-18]),

REMARK 6.12. Let ROO be the direct limit of the Rn , consisting of all

sequences (xl' X2' ... ) with almost all entries equal to zero. This is an
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inner product space with contractible isometry group O(ROO , ROO) (Board

man, see [84] for a proof). Now Roo E9 Roo ~ ROO and O(Roo ED Roo, ROO)

is a I 2-space: (f· T) (x,y) = f(y,x). Let

be a I,2-equivariant map, p(-w) = p(w) T (see e. g. [73, p. 239] for a

specific choice of p). The one point compactification of R~ is SOO

and the structure map .12 is explicitly given by

where A denotes the smash product. The rigbt hand side only affects

finitely many coordinates of (ROO)+ = SOO, and hence represents an ele

ment of SG.

Although Q(SO) is not an infinite loop space in the composition

structure «17o(QSO), 0) = (Z, .) is not a group) it follows from 6.12 that

the structure map d2 has a natural extension to a map

Note that the extension d2 satisfies

where 0 denotes the constant map (the base point of Qo(So».

LEMMA 6.13. The two maps f, g below from EI2 x I Q(SO)2 x Q(SO)2 to
2

Q(SO) are· homotopic:

f(w; (xl ,Yt), (x2 'Y2» = d2(w; xl *Yl 'X2 *Y2)

g(w; (X1'Yl)' (X2 'Y2» = d2(W;Xl'X2)*d2(WiYI'Y2)*d2(W;Xl AY2'X2AYl)'
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(The proof of 6.13 consists of a careful study of

Indeed, from the distributivity of A over * we get directly a decomposition of

the form listed for g except that the third term is p(w) «xl AY2) * (y 1 A x2) p(w)-l

instead of d2(w; xl A Y2' x2 AY l). However, using the explicit description of d2
from 6.2 one can check that the two expressions define homotopic maps from

E!,2 X I, Q(SO)2 X Q(SO)2 to Q(SO). We leave the details to the reader with the
2

warning that the argument is not quite trivial: it represents a real shortcut to the

t'mixed Cartan formula" 6.15 below, cf. [73] and [84]).

The structure maps d2 , d2 give two sets of Dyer-Lashof operations

Here Qj is the operation associated with the infinite loop space structure

on Q{SO) (Bn(Q(SO)) = Q(Sn)) and the restriction of OJ to H*(SG) is

the operation associated to the Boardman-Vogt infinite loop space struc

ture on SO. For each a i H*(Q(SO» ,

Qo(a) = a *a . Qo(a) = a oa

where Qk(SO) is the component of Q(SO) consisting of maps of degree k.

If [k] i Ho(Qk(SO» is the non-zero element, then for j > 0 we have

6.14

,
but neither set of operations is trivial on zero-dimensional elements in

general.

THEOREM 6.15. Let a, fJ (H*(Q(So)) be arbitrary classes with

coproducts
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where the summation extends over all pairs k, e and triples (it, i 2 , i 3)

with i = i 1 + i 2 + i 3 ·

(The proof is direct from 6.13. Consider the element

in H*(E I..z X I..z Q(SO)2 X Q(SO)2). We clearly have f*(A) =ci(a * (5), and g*(A)

is indeed the right hand side of the required formula. The las t assertion uses the

standard diagonal approximation

given explicitly by t/!(e ) =Ie. @ e .~ (where e l C (Sn) C C (S) is repre-n 1 n-l n n n
sented by the upper half disc). It also requires the fact that smash product and

composition product induce homotopic H-structures in SG. The reader might

check [73 1 p. 248-250] or [84, p. 84-92] for an altemative proof.)

We now wish to relate d2 , d2 I to embeddings

J2 ,m: I 2\Im ~ I 2m

12 m: I 2\Im ~ It 2 ·, m

The first of these was defined in 3.15 and j 2,m is a multiplicative

analogue: consider I 2 as the automorphism group of pairs (i, j); then
m

the embedding j = J2 m is specified by,

)(1; hi' h2 ) (i, j) = (hi (i), h2U»

j(a; 1, 1) (i, j) = (j, i) .
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Let im: BIm.~ Q(So) be the map given in 3.9. We can strengthen 3.9

and 3.10 to (see [85, Chapter 6]).

THEOREM 6.16. The diagrams below homotopy commute lor all m

i 2
BI 2 m_--... Q(So)

m

REMARK 6.17. We have two conjugate embeddings of ~\(InX~m) in ~(n+m)2

where

(cf. 3.10). Then BcP ~ 8f/J, and from 6.16 it follows that BcP and 8f/J are

the restrictions of the maps f and g from 6.13 to the subspace

EI2 X~ (BI xBI ) X (BI xBI ) of E~· x~ Q(SO)2 X Q(SO)2. In view of
"'2 n m n m ~k2

3.9 this strongly suggests 6.13 but it does not quite seem to give an alternative

argument.

Our next result is a specialization of a result due to May (see [84,

p. 11] or [73, p. 247]).
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Proof. From 3.9 and 3.40 (ii) it suffices to prove the result when a

belongs to the image of (im)*: H*(BIm) ~ H*(Q(SO» for some m. But

J2 ,m 0 (lxL\) = "'2,m where lxL\: !2xIm ~ I 2\Im and ¢l2 ,m is the

cartesian product (cf. p. 53); the formula follows from 6.10.

We shall see in Chapter 6.C below that the elements Qi[l] ( Hi(Q(So»

and [-1] (Ho(Q(SO» generate H*(Q(SO» under application of both the

composition and the loop product. From 6.6 (vi), 6.14, 6.15 and 6.18 we

have
i

o = Qi([_1] *[1]) = l Qj[-ll *QH[-1] *[1]

j =0

i

o =: Qi([_1] *[1]) =: l Qj[-1] *QH[l] .

j =°
That is to say,

where X: H*(Q(So» ~ H*(Q(SO» is the canonical (anti)automorphism of

the Hopf algebra (H*(Q(SO», *) (cf. 3.43). Thus we have

6.19

In the proof of the next result we need a simple summation formula for

mod 2 binomial coefficients,

6.20
c

l ('ff) (c~) = (a-t1) for a > b

f=o
~ (b. ~-9) for a <; b .
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Proof. Consider the two conjugate embeddings

:J.,

THE CLASSIFYING SPACES 1
(To prove this let ['f] be the coefficient of ti in (1+t)X f Z/2[[t]]. !hen ..1.'·

(g) = [b-g-l] whenever a~b~O, so (,e) = [-tel]. The polynomial '!\1

identity (1+t)-b-l(4t)a = (1+t)a-b-l now gives the formula.) I
THEOREM 6.21. Qi(Qi[l]) = ±(ij~k1) Qk[1] *Qi+i-k[1], i> i and ·.1.

Qi(Qi[l]) = Qi[1] *Qi[l]. k =0 i
"J

J

where Il: I 2 x I 2 -+ I 2 is the multiplication in I 2 .

Let e a f H*(BI2) be the unique non-zero element of degree a. From

6.16 (with m= 1) we have (i2)* (ea) = Qa[l] f Ha(Q(SO», and from 6.10

and 6.16 we get ~

since Sq~(ei) = (~k) ej-k and (Bp.)* (ei @ ei-k) = (i+f-k) ei+i-k'

The summation formula above implies the formula

Now using (Bs)*::: (Bt)* and once more 6.20 the result follows.

REMARK 6.22. The formulae above giving the homology interplay

between the two structures on Q(So) were originally developed in [73],
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[139] and in papers by May and Tsuchiya (see [85] and [86] for complete

references). The results were later conceptualized in the notion of Eoo

ring spaces by May, Quinn and Ray [85], and mor~ recently in the notion

of hyper r -spaces by R. Woolfson [144].

c. The Pontrjagin tins H*(BSG)

In Chapter 3.F we calculated the Pontrjagin ring of Q(So) under loop

product. We now,reinterpret the result (cf. 3.38) in terms of homology

operations. Let V~ C I n be the subgroup also used in the proof of 3.23
2

(and conjugate to the detecting subgroup Vn ). Since

(with Vi = I 2 ) the composition

maps H*(BV~) into the vector space spanned by all elements

QI[ll = Qi1 ... Qin[l]· By 6.8 the elements <4 with i1 ~ ... ~ in span

the same vector space and by 6.6 (ii) QI[l] is a loop square unless

i l > O. Now BV~ -+ BI n is homotopic to BVn ... BI n' and comparing
2 2

with 3.38 a count of dimensions gives

COROLLARY 6.23.

The precise connection between the classes E(jl" .. ,in) from 3.38

and the classes QI[l] above is somewhat complicated. However, a simple

calculation shows that



H*(SG) = E{Qi[l] *[--l]li~ 1] s P{QOQi[l] *[-3]li~ 11 ~

pI QI[l] *[1-2n]10 < i l ~ ... :::; in' n~ 21 · f
For our purposes, this set of generators is unsuitable: we need th

following result from [73],
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E(. . ) = Q. . [1] + "longer" termsJ1,···,Jn 11,···,ln

with ~ = i 1 + ... + iv ·

138
;~~

:~
'J

~);
:1

:1
,i

'l:
,~

REMARK 0.24. The homology operations Qi(i ~ 0) modulo the Adem re-;l

lations 6.8 and the excess relations QiQi '= 0 for i < i generate an i
associative algebra ~ (under composition). 9{ is a Hopf algebra and the i;'

~

mod 2 homology of an infinite loop space is an algebra over !R. We have ':1

seen above that each element in H*(BVn) defines a unique element of 9{. ):

Dually, each element of the dual algebra ~* defines an element of ';[;
,J

H*(ijVn). The stmcture of, 9t* was calculated in [73], adopting a pro- ;l

cedure of Milnor [156]. The generators gi,n € 9t* from [73] correspond to 'j
the classes Dn_i/Dn in 3.24. Thus we see that the connection between ~

the classes <ill] and EJ is analogous to the connection between the ~i

Steenrod generators and ·the Milnor generators. For the mod 2 Steenrod ~1

algebra d. [130], [156]. l
'll

The homology ring (H*(SG),o) was calculated in Chapter 3.F. Using I
the generators QI[l] the result takes the following form o~

j
,i~t

1t
~f
;,~

;~
01

THEOREM 6.25.

"*(SG) = EIQi[l] *[-1]' i~ 11 s pi QOQi[1] *[-3] Ii~ 11 ~

pi Qi ... Qi (Qi Qi [1] *[- 3]) I0 < i 1 S ... S in' n 2: 21 ·
1 n-2 n-1 n

Proof (Sketch). A detailed proof can be found in [73, pp. 258-265] or in [86, pp.

131.1411, 80 we just give 8 rough outline of the argument. The problem is to calcu ..

18 tt! 01(Q11' 11. r1 Ib where f?~ 2 is the length of I. The mixed Caftan formula

6. t 5 KivtlM
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One then shows that the extra terms (which are clearly decomposable in the loop

product) are decomposable also in the composition product, and one is left with

the term Qi(QI[l]) * [1_22f].

In view of 6.18 each QI[l] can be decomposed as

,..
But Q. satisfies a Cartan formula (cf. 6.6 (vi» with respect to the composition

1 ,.. [
product, so Qi{QI 1]) can be calculated from 6.21:

where the summation runs over certain sequences K of the same length e as I.

Again the extra terms are decomposable in the * product, and one must prove that

they are also decomposable in the 0 product. Then 6.25 follows immediately.

We end the chapter with a calculation of the Pontrjagin ring "*(BSG).

A detailed argument can be found in [73, p. 266] or in [86, pp. 119-121].

The result is

THEOREM 6.26.

H*(BSG) = "*(B80) ~

E{o*(QOQi[l] * [-3]) I i~ 11 ~ P{o*(QiQj[l] *[-3]) I0< i~ jl ~

PI Qi
1
-l ... Qi 2-1 G*(Qi 1Qi [1] * [-3]) 11 < it ~ i2 ~ ... ~ in' n> 2}

n- n- n

where 0'*: H*(SG) -+ H*(BSG) is the suspension map induced from

mBSG -+ BSG.

Proof (Sketch). We use the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence
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but the reader unfamiliar with this might instead prefer to use the Serre spectral

sequence. The spectral sequence above is dual to the spectral sequence used in

3.45, in particular it collapses, so H*(BSG) is additively equal to

TorH*(SG) (Z/2, Z/2). Thus from 6.25 we get (additively)

H*(BSG) = H*(BSO) @ E{a*(Q.Q.[l] * [-3]) I0 < i < j I~
. 1 J - -

E{o.(Q.... Q. (Q. Q. [1] * [-3]» \ 0 < it < ... < i , n>21.
1 1 I n_ 2 1n_ 1 1n - - n

Since H.(BSG) is a commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra it is a

tnlncated polynomial algebra by a well-known structure theorem ([101]). We check

for tmncations. First, by 6.6 (ii) and (iv)

and Ql(QOQi[l] * [-3]) = 0; this follows by a routine calculation from 6.8, 6.15,

6.19 and 6.21. Hence G*(QOQi[l] * [-3]) is an exterior generator as claimed.

Second, if i>O then each 01 ... Ql(Q.Qj[l] * [-3]) is a polynomial generator of

H.(SG), so the elements o.(QiQj[l].l-3]) generate a polynomial subalgebra

when i> O. Finally, if n> 2 then

and this is a square precisely when i 1 == 1. The elements with it > 1 form poly

nomial genera tors. This completes the argument.



CHAPTER 7

THE 2-LOCAL STRUCTURE OF B(G/TOP)

In Chapter 4A we have seen that 2-locally G/TOP is a product of Eilenberg

MacLane spaces
00

, G/TOP[2] 0. II K(Z(2)' 40 X K(Z/2. 4i-2) •
1= 1

In this section we prove a similar theorem for its first two deloopings (in the

Boardman-Vogt infinite loop space structure).

00

THEOREM 7.1. (0 B(G/TOP)[2] 0. II K(Z(2)' 4i+l) X K(Z/2, 4i-l) .
i:::l

00

(ii) B2(G/TOP)[2] = II K(Z(2)' 4i+2) X K(Z/2, 4i) ·
li=1

We also prove that
00

B(G/PL)[2] = E 3 x II K(Z(2)' 4i+l) X K(Z/2, 4i-l)

i=2

where E 3 is the two-stage Postnikov system with non-trivial k-mvariant

(3(Sq2(l» in H6 (K(Z/2, 3), Z), with a similar result holding for B2(G/PL)[2].

These results were first ,proved by the authors in [78]. They imply that the

2-10cal obstruction to the existence of a topological structure on a spherical fiber

space is a set of ordinary cohomology classes. This was also obtained by

141
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has excess

The core of 7.1 is the splitting of B(G/TOP)[2], and we proceed to outline

the proof, as it is quite involved. We begin by showing that the Z(2) integral

k-invariants in degrees 4i+2 must be zero if the lower k-invariants are all zero,

and similarly for the Z/2 k-invariants in degrees 4i. The first step is obtained

by using the fac~ that since the space G/TOP is an infinite loop space all the

k-invariants are stable, and showing that the only possible stable k-invariant in

dimension 4i + 2 has mod 2 reduction ~(SqI{)2. Then we observe that any

time such a k ..invariant occurs the Hopf algebra structure in H*(G/TOP; Z/2)
would fail to be primitively generated. This gives a contradiction.

i,~
~

:~
Brumfiel and Morgan [36] and Jones [152], and was originally proved under the :.~

"~
assumption that the base space is 4-connected by Levitt and Morgan. The methods' .{)

of these papers are quite different; they all use certain refinements of the "trans- ':J
.."1

versality obstruction" of Levitt. :1
.~

In contrast to 7.1, the third delooping B3(G/TOP)[2] does not split as a '.~~~
product of Eilenberg-Maclane spaces. This relies on calculations given in [7 5], :~

~[76] (cf. 7.4 below). :~i
h

:~
:~~

j
..~

..;~

;~
::;t
1~

.:~
.:~

.~
..::~

The argument for the Z/2-generators is more delicate, however.. We begin by ~';~

studying the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence converging to H*(B(G/TOP); Z/2) ~:~
and the relation of differentials to the Dyer-Lashof operations and Massey ProductS.~
These results together with the results of [76] giving the action of the Dyer-Lashof·j

operations in H*(G/TOP; Z/2) then show that no differentials are possible in the .:~
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence so E

2 = E
oo

• This in tum implies the triviali- ..~

ty of the 4i dimensional k-invariant. ,;I~"

A. Products of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and operations in H*(G/TOP) ,.,

We start out by recalling the stmcture of H*(K(Z/2,n); Z/2) and .~
.1H*(K(Z(2),n); Z/2). A sequence i . i i \j

Sql = Sq 1 Sq 2 •.• Sq r .\;)
'~

~
•.1

and it '~;l
~~

These monomials form an additive basis for the Steenrod algebra and for

the spaces in question we have ([ 123])
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THEOREM 7.2. (i) H*(K(Z/2,m); Z/2) = Pl···, SqI(l.m)' ···1 where I runs

over all admissible sequences with E(I) < m.

(ii) H*(K(Z(2),m); Z/2) = PI···, SqI(tm), ···1, I admissible, E(I) < m

and i r > 1.

For any abelian group [', K{r,m) has unique deloopings: if

ar(X) = K(f',m) then X ~ K(r\m+r) as one sees by checking the homo

topy groups.

COROLLARY 7.3. In H*(K(Z/2,m); Z/2) and H*(K(Z(2),m); Z/2) the

Dyer-Lashof operations Qi are identically zero for i ~ 0 .

Proal. Let Il:' K(Z/2,m) x K(Z/2,m) -+ K(Z/2,m) be the H-structure.

Then we must have

and therefore, by naturality

showing that H*(K(Z/2,m); Z/2) is primitively generated. By a general

result on Hopf algebras ([101]) the 'vector space of primitive elements of

H*(K(Z/2,m); Z/2) is generated by the powers (SqI(tm»2 r. In other

words the SqI(Lm) with I admissible and E(I) ~ m form a basis for

PH*(K(Z/2,m); Z/2). Let

u*: H*(K(Z/2,rn+l); Z/2) -+ H*(K(Z/2,m); Z/2)

be the suspension, induced from IDK(Z/2,m+l) -+ K(Z/2,m+l). We have

seen that u* restricts to a surjection on the primitive elements. Dualiz

ing to homology, primitives are replaced by indecomposables so
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is injective. The result now follows from 6.6. Indeed if Qi is not identi

cally zero, then there must be a primitive indecomposable a with Qi(a)~ 0

If Qi(a) is indecomposable, then iterating u* i times we have

which contradicts the injectivity of u* above. 0 If Qi(u) is decompos

able, then as it is primitive it must be a square. But H*(K(Z/2,m); Z/2)

is an exterior algebra, and 7.3 follows.

REMARK. In Chapter 1 we described models for K(r,m) which are

abelian monoids. Since

measures the deviation from strict commutativity it is clear (at least

heuristically) that Qi == 0 for i> o. Indeed, it is not hard to give a non

calculational proof of 7.3 along these lines.

For a product oi Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, the situation is more

complicated since deloopings are no longer unique. Consider, for example,

the two stage Postnikov system E,

13 Sq2
E~ K(Z/2,2)~ K(Z(2)'S) . (

Then fiE = K(Z/2,1) x K(ZC2),3) but E ~ K(Z/2,2) x K(Z(2),4). This

situation occurs for the space G/TOP: even though it is a product of

Eilenberg-MacLane at the prime 2 it does not have the same loop space

structure as we see from

THEOREM 7.4. In H*(G/TOP; Z/2), Qo == 0 and Q1 == 0, but
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for any X4 i+2 l H4i+2(G/TOP; Z/2). Here K4i+2 denotes the "Kervaire"

fundamental classes in H4i+2(G/TOP; Z/2) (cf. Theorem 4.9).

This theorem is proved in [75], [76]. The idea of the proof is to use the

surgery interpreta tion of maps into G/TOP. Suppose f: M4i+2 -+ G/TOP is a

given singular manifold of G/TOP, then the steps leading to 7.4 are

(1) If ¢: M4i+2 ~ M4i+2 is the degree 1 normal map corresponding to f

then

n - - n
lX¢X¢: S XZ/2 MxM -+ S XZ/2 MXM

is the degree 1 normal map associated to

d2rn+1(M) --+ rn+1 (G/TOP)~ G/TOP

where d 2 is the structure map associated with the infinite loop space structure

on G/TOP defined by Boardman..Vogt [19], and rn+1 is the quadratic construction

(2) The Kervaire surgery obstruction for cP is the same as the obstruction for

2 - - 2
lX¢X¢: S XZ/2 MxM -+ S XZ/2 MXM.

(3) Apply the Sullivan formula,

Only (2) provides any real difficulties and its proof depends on the homotopy

theoretic methods for evaluating the Kervaire invariant (cf. [27]).

We proceed to examine the subgroup of primitive elements, PH*(X; Z(2»

when X is an H-space whose underlying homotopy type is a product of

K(Z/2,j)'s and K(Z(2),j)'s. Our main tool is the mod 2 Bockstein

spectral sequence (see [23]),

E1(X) H*(X; Z/2)
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and let Erl xl' x2 ' ···1 be the tensor product of the individual E~ xi I.
Then for r 2: 2,

LEMMA 7.5. Let Xl H*(X; Z/2), where X is any H-space. Then

2r- 1x is primitive if and only if jr(x) is primitive.

(i)

(ii) Er(K(Z(2),2n» = P{t2n I ~ Erl···, xi' ... J (.

(iii) Er(K{Z(2),2n-l» = E{ t 2n_ 1 l e E~ ..• , xi'· ·1

r r
Er+21xl = PI x2 J ~ Ely~ -11, deg(x) = 4n, deg(y) = 4n+l

7.6

When X is an H.space then (Er(X), dr> is a spectral sequence of Hopf 'J

algebras. Let i r : H*(X; Z/2~ -+ Er(X) denote the reduction homomorphism. '?~:I

It is a surjection with kernel 2*H*(X; Z/2r-l) + plJr_1H*(X; Z/2r-l), .~

where 2* is induced from the inclusion Z/2r-l C Z/2r, fJ r- 1 is the 1
integral Bocfstein homomorphism associated with the coefficient sequence "i
o -+ Z(2)~ Z(2) -+ Z/2r-l -+ 0 and Pr is the reduction to Z/2r coeffi- ~

cients. If jr(x).j, 0 then x has order 2r in H*(X; Z/2r). We observe :~
'I.'
.~
I(~

::!

'~
~

We review the Bockstein spectral sequence of a single K(A,n) where 1
A = Z(2) or Z/2 (d. [23]). Let Erlxl denote the "model" spectral \~
sequence with •.~

':~
,i~

.f~
~

;~l
!I~

'~

~

~~
o'~J

~
.~1
i.\

::ri

~
.~

where l2n and L2n-1 are reductions of integral primitive elements. The

number of factors in each of the cases above as well as the naming of the

elements xi in E1(K(A,n» = H*(K(A,n); Z/2) is available from 7.2 but

not relevant to our purpose. We do, however, need the fact that each

xi l H4*(K(A,n); Z/2) is the square of a primitive (indecomposable)

element.
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LEMMA 7.7. The subgroup of primitive torsion elements in H*(K(A,n);Z(2»

forms a vector space over Z/2. More precisely, Tor PH*(K(A,n);Z(2»

is spanned by elements of one of two types:

r
(i) 2r- 1f3 r(zJ where zr E H*(K(A,n);Z/2f) has reduction ir(zr)= xf

In Er(K(A,n).
a

(ii) f3 1(y)2 for y ( PH*(K(A,n);Z/2) .

Proof. It is a consequence of 7.5 that the elements 2r- 1f3 r(zr) are primi

tive. It suffices to prove that a primitive torsion element p is a linear

combination of the elements listed in (i) and (ii). Suppose inductively that

r-l

qr = P - I 2
i
-

1
(3i(Zi)

i=l

is divisible by 2r- 1 in H*(K(A,n); Z(2»' From 7.5 we have that

i r«1/2r- 1)qr) is primitive and from 7.6 that there is an element zr with

jr«1/2r- 1)qr) = i r(f3r(zr»' But then qr- 2r- 1I3r(zr) reduces to zero in

H*(K(A,n); Z/2r) and is therefore divisible by 2r . This process ends

after a finite number of steps since K(A,n) is of finite type. We finally
a a

note that if j 1(p) = (f31 (y»2 for a > 0 then p = {31 (y)2 since the ele-

ments f3 r(zr) for r > 1 all have dimension congruent to 1 (mod 4). This

completes the proof.

A product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces can have several H-space

structures. Let E4 k be the fiber in the fibration,

Sq4
E4 k ----+ K(Z/2, k+3) ------+ K(Z/2, k+7) .,

Then OE4 ,k = E4,k~1. In particular, E4,0 has the homotopy type of

K(Z/2,3) x K(Z/2,6). The H-space structure on E4 0 however, is dis..,
tinct from the ordinary structure on the product, since in H*(E4 ,o; Z/2),
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(Compare [1], [93].)

More generally, if X is an H-space which is homotopy equivalent to

a product of K(Z/2,i)'s and K(ZC2),j)'s and if

j i TT
K(Z/2, 4n+1)~ E~ X~ K(Z/2, 4n+2)

is a fibration sequence with 1T*(L4n+2) = Sq2n+l(x) for some primitive

element x f H2n+1(X; Z/2), then in H*<OE; Z/2) there is a class L4n
\yith j*(t.4n) the generator of H4n(K(Z/2, 4n); Z/2) and such that

7.8

where t/J is the reduced diagonal. This follows easily using the methods

of [93] or [153].

Let A be an algebra over Z/2 equipped with two coalgebra struc

tures f./J 1 and t/J2 and such that the (A, t/J i) are commutative and co

commutative Hopf algebras. Further, suppose that (A, tP2) is primitively

generated. (A,tPt) is a tensor product of monogenic Hopf algebras by a

theorem of Milnor and Moore [101]. Moreover, the primitive elements of

(A, t/J t) are contained among the indecomposables and elements of the
i

form x2 with x primitive. We conclude that the primitive elements of

(A, t/J1) occur in a subset of the same dimensions asle primitive elements

of (A, t/J2). As a corollary of the proof of 7.7 we nOT have

LEMMA 7.9. Let X be a homotopy commutative H-space and suppose

the underlying space has the homotopy type of a product of Eilenbers

MacLane spaces, X ~ nK(A,j), A = Z(2) or Z/2. Then a primitive

torsion element of H*(X; Z(2» either occurs in dimension 4t+l or it has

a non-zero Z/2 reduction.
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B. Massey products in infinite loop spaces

We now introduce Massey products in the homology of infinite loop

spaces and relate them to the kernel of the suspension map

a*: "*(nX) ~ "*(X).

Suppose we have a chain complex C* together with an associative

product on C* with respect to which a is a derivation~ aCa-b) = aa· b +

(-1)' al a · ab _ For example, C* could be the singular chain complex of

an associative H-space or the singular cochain complex of any space Y

(with the usual diagonal approximation).

Under these circumstances H(C*, a) is also an algebra and Massey

products arise when there are more relations in H(C*, iJ) than the ring

structure of C* would directly account for.

The simplest case is the 3-fold Massey product <a, b, c> which is

defined for any triple (a, b, c) of elements in "*(C*, iJ) satisfying

ab = bc = o. Its definition is

DEFINITION 7.10. Let (a, b, c) satisfy ab = be = 0 in "*(C*, d), then

<a, b, c> consists of all classes x f H(C*, iJ) which can be represented

by chains of the form

Alcl- C-1)l a l{aIB

where lal, {bl and leI are in C* and represent a,b,c respectively

while dA=laJ-{b}, dB={bl-lcl.

If a, b, c have dimensions i, j, k respectively and d has degree e I

then

and the following lemma is a formal manipulation in C*.

LEMMA 7.11. Let xf<a,b,c> then

The elements in the brackets are said to represent the indeterminacy of

<.a,b,c>.
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REMARK 7.12. In cohomology the 3-fold Massey product has a curious connec

tion with geometry in that it gives a method to show that 3 disjoinUyembedded

circles 81, 52' 83 in 8 3 are linked even if any two are unlinked. For example.

consider the 'Ballantine symbol'

7.13

By Alexander duality 8 1(83 - (81 U 82 U 83), Z) = Z(3) with generators a, b, c

Poincare dual to SI' 8 2, 83 respectively.

If 8 1, 8 2 are disjointly embedded in 83 then H l (53 - (81 U 8 2), Z) = Z(2)

with generators a, (3 dual to 5 1.82 respectively. Also 8 2(83-81 U82, Z) = Z
with generator e and from geometry if n is the linking number of 81,82 , then

aU{3=±ne.

Using the 3 inclusions

S3-81U82US3 -. S3_(S. US.)
11 12

we see that for 7.13 ab =ac =be = 0 in H*(S3_Si~US3, Z). Hence,

<a, b, c> and <a, c, b> are both defined with zero indeterminacy in

8 2(83 - 8 1 U 82 U S~, Z) = Z(2). Moreover in [87] it is shown that <a, b, ~> is

non-zero. This detects the non-triviality of 7.13. In fact <a, b, c> and <a, c, b)

give a basis for H2( ; Q) •

It should be remarked that we could actually form 6 Massey products using

at h, c, however, there are two identities connecting Massey products, a Jacobi

relation

Qf<a,b,c> ± <c,a,b> ± <b,c,a>

and a symmetry relation
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Ol<a,b,c> ± <c,b,a>

which imply that there are at most 2 independent products obtained this way.

Now we define the higher Massey products and the somewhat more

general matric Massey products.

151

DEFINITION 7.14. Let (C*, d) be as before. Let M and N be nx m

(respectively mxk) matrices with entries in H(C*, d). We say that M

and N are multipliable if deg(mij) + deg(njk) depends only on i and k.

When M and N are multipliable matrices, then M· N is an nxk

matrix with entries in H(C*, a) .

DEFINITION 7.15. Let M1 , ..• ,Mn be a set of matrices in H(C*,a) with

M1 of type lxs and Mn of type txt, and such that Mi , Mi+l are

multipliable for all i. The n-fold matric Massey product <M1, •.. , Mn>

is said to be defined if there exist matrices Ni,i' 1 ~ i :s j ~ n+l,

1:s j-i ~ n-l with entries in C* which satisfy

aN. · = ~ N· k Nk ·l,j ~ 1, ,J
k

and clsINi,i+l l = Mi in homology. The matric Massey product is then

the set of all classes in H(C*, d) represented by cycles of the form

I N1,kNk,lH-l ·
k

REMARK 7.16. A naturally arising e,xample of a multipliable system is

obtained by considering Sqi(aU b) = ISqr(a) U Sqi-r(b) in ordinary

cohomology when we rewrite the formula above as

SqO(b)

7.17 Sqi(aU b) = (Sqi(a), Sqi-l(a), ... , Sqo(a» Sql(b)
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Again'oIif we expand out Sqi(aU bU c) by the Cartan formula we obtain

In the homology of an infinite loop space the Dyer-Lashof operations

satisfy 6.6 (v) so formulae analogous to 7.17,7.18 are valid with Sqi re

placed by Qi. In this context the following theorem is a special case of

the main theorem, Theorem 0 of [89], upon using the results of [72] to pro

vide the homotopies required in the proof of Theorem O.

THEOREM 7.19. Let X be an infinite loop space and suppose

x ( H*(X; Z/2) is an element of the matric Massey product <M1, .'., Mn> .

Then Q2(x) is contained in the n-fold Massey product

REMARK 7.20. It is evident from the definition that a matric Massey

o
<(Q2(M2), 0, 0), 0, 0, 0 , .. ', 0, 0,0, 0 >

Q2(M2),0, 0 Q2(Mn-l)'0, 0 Q2(Mn)

is always defined and always contains o. In particular, from 7.4 it

follows that if x f H*(G/TOP; Z/2) belongs to an n-fold matric Massey

product then Q2(x) belongs to an n-fold matric Massey product which

also contains o. Thus, since the indeterminacy of an n-fold Massey
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product consists of (n-1)..fold Massey products (see e.g. [89], pp. 41 and

42 for examples of these indeterminacy products) it follows that Q2(x) is

contained in a strictly shorter Massey product.

COROLLARY 7.21. Let K4i+2 be the Kervaire class in

H4i+2(G/TOP, Z/2), then if x is contained in any matric Massey product

it follows that <x, K4i+2 > = 0 .

Proof. The class K4i+2 constructed in the proof of 4.9 can be shown to

be primitive as is done, for example in [117]. Thus, it vanishes on

homology decomposables. Now suppose x is an n-fold Massey product

with <x, K4i+2 > = 1. Then after at most n-2 iterations we have

1 = <Q2 .. , Q2 x, K J·+2 . > from 7.4. But by 7.20, Q2 , .. Q2(x) can
2 (1+1}-2

be assumed to be a 2-fold Massey product and hence a sum of decompos-

abies and this is a contradiction.

Matric Massey products are very closely tied to the suspension map

by theorems of Kraines and May [67], [83]. The result we need is

THEOREM 7.22 (May). The kernel of a* is exactly the set of all matric

Massey products in H*(OX; Z/2).

COROLLARY 7.23. K4i+2 € Image(a*) for all i under the suspension

map a*: H4i+3(B(G/TOP); Z/2) -+ H4i+2(G/TOP; Z/2) .

REMARK 7.24. The reader familiar with the Eilenberg-Moore spectral

sequence might check [72] for an alternative proof of 7.23. It uses the

fact that Dyer-Lashof operations act in the Eilenberg-Moore spectral

sequence
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where X is an infinite loop space and 7.4 to show that for X = B(G/TOP) :i:

the spectral sequence collapses.

c. The proof of Theorem 7.1

Consider a Postnikov decomposition of B(G/TOP)[2],

17*: HS+1(BEr;"s(B(G/TOP)[2]» ~ HS+ 1(B(G/TOP); "s (B(G/TOP)[2]»

It is completely determined by the k-invariants kr = 11;Ct2r+4) in

H*(BEr; 17*(G/TOP». Since G/TOP is an infinite loop space, the same

is true of each stage BEr. In particular kr must be in the image of the

suspension map and hence primitive.

is not injective. In our case the kernel mft be cyclic with a primitive

generator. '

If s = 4i+ 1, we require a primitive element kr of ~i+2(BEr;Z(2»

and from 7.9 either kr = 0 or it (kr) ~ 0 in H4i+2(BEr; Z/2). In the

latter case, consider a*(jl (kr». It is surely zero since G/TOP is a

product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. Hence jt (kr) = y2 for some primi

tive element y. This follows from the exact sequence (see [101])

K(Z/2,8)K(Z(2),lO)K(Z/2,12)

"I;

... --BEs ---... BE ---... BE ---•• BE2 --. K(Z/2,3) ',~

1:4 1:3 IU2 lUI!
:1

K(Z(2),6) .~

:;~
'I:~

'JI:'·I
i,'
~~

I:~

I
The prool 01 7.1 (i). The proof is by induction over the Postnikov decom- ,:1

positions above. Suppose that the r'th stage BEr has the homotopy type ~:,'

of a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. We must show that the

k-invariant in the next stage is zero. The k-invar.iant is d~termined by the :.;.
'.'

first dimension in which the projection 11: B(G/TOP) [2] -+ BEr is not a :~

homotopy equivalence, and is non-zero onlyif1

':~

1
~

:1
':~

, '~

Jl
, ~

}
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where ~ is the squaring map, indeed the suspension map from

QH*(BEr; Z/2) to PH*(Er; Z/2) is injective by the inductive assumption.

But y is odd dimensional, hence indecomposable, and thus o*(y) I: 0 in

H*(Er; Z/2). In this case we would have a class t 4 i in H*(G/TOP; Z/2)

with

(cf. 7.8). This contradicts the fact that H*(G/TOP; Z/2) is primitively

generated. (Cf. 4.,34.)

If s = 4i-l, then the possible k-invariant kr belongs to

H4i(BEr; Z/2). That this must be zero follows from 7.23. This completes

the proof.

Before we can give the proof of 7.1 (ii) we need a few preliminary re

marks on the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence

. when X is an infinite loop space. First, recall that the spectral

sequence is associated to a natural geometric filtration

of BX (~115], compare also the footnote to Theorem 1.5). In particular,

the spectral sequence admits an action of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra.

Second, a result of A. Clark [150] asserts that the spectral sequence ad

mits a Hopf algebra structure. Hence, the differential of a primitive ele

ment is again primitive.

The proof of Theorem 7.1 (ii). From 7.1 (i) and 7.2 H*(B(G/TOP); Z/2) is

a polynomial algebra on primitive generators. Thus "*(B(G/TOP); Z/2)

is an exterior algebra and

ExtH *(B(G/TOP);Z/2)(Z/2, Z/2) = PI[p] Ip€PH*(B(G/TOP), Z/2)}.
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The elements [p] of the E2 -term are primitive and have total degree

deg(p)+ 1.

We claim that all differentials vanish. Indeed, using the action of the

Steenrod operations in the spectral sequence it suffices to see that the

elements [£2S+1] are infinite..cycles where t 2s+1 denotes the fundamen

tal class of H2S+ 1(B(G/TOP); Z/2). But dr([l2S+1]) is a primitive

(since [t 28+1] is), it has odd total degree and filtration degree greater

than one, so it must be zero. The collapse of the spectral sequence im

plies that the suspension homomorphism

a*: QH*(B2(G/TOP); Z/2) -) PH*(B(G/TOP); Z/2)

is an isomorphism.

For B2(G/TOP) [2] the possible k-invariants occur in dimensions

4s+1 and 4s+3. Let B2Er denote the r'th stage in the Postnikov de

composition for B2(G/TOP) [2], and assume it is a product of Eil'enberg

MacLane spaces. Then the r'th k-invariant is a primitive element in

either H4s+3(B2E· Z ) or in H4s+1(B2E . Z/2) In the first case kr' (2) r'· r
is non-zero only if its mod 2 reduction j 1(kr) is non-zero (cf. 7.9). But

it (kr) is odd-dimensional and primitive, hence indecomposable, and

a*(jr(kr» = 0 then implies that it (kr) = O. In the second case a similar

remark applies. This completes the proof.

As mentioned earlier there are similar res,uIts for B(G/PL) and

B2(G/PL). Indeed, let E3 and BE3 be the fibers in the fibrations

fJ 1Sq2
BE3 -~) K(Z/2,4) ) K(Z(2)' 7) .

THEOREM 7.25. There are homotopy equivalences
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00

B(G/PL) [2] ~ E3 x II K(Z(2)' 4n+1) x K(Z/2,40-1)

n=2

00

B2(G/PL) [2] ~ BE3 x II K(Z(2)' 4n+2) x K(Z/2,4n) ·

n=2

Proof. Consider the fibration

K(Z/2, 4) ~ B(G/PL) ~ B(G/TOP) .
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It is a fibering in the category of infinite loop spaces and thus classified

by a stable mapping

B(G/TOP)~ K(Z/2, 5) .

In particular B(G/PL) is the fiber of A. But

PH5(B(G/TOP); Z/2) = Z/2E& Z/2

with generators Sq2(l3) and Pl (£5)' respectively. Moreover, in view of

the ~nown structure of G/PL (cf. 4.8) the only possibility for A*(1.) is

A*(L) = Sq2(t 3) + Pl (£5)' and the result on B(G/PL) easily follows. The

result for B2(G/PL) is shown in a similar fashion.



CHAPTER 8

THE TORSION FREE STRUCTURE pF THE
ORIENTED COBORDISM RINGS

In this chapter we begin our analysis of the oriented PL and topological

cobordism rings, n;L and OrOp
. The torsion structure of these groups is ex

ceedingly involved, and not completely known at odd primes. Torsion questions

are taken up in Chapter 14. But even the torsion free structure

O;LITor (=Orop
ITor) is complicated. For example, n;LI Tor is not a poly

nomial ring. Geometrically, one may for each prime p construct fair-Iy explicit

PL manifolds whose cobordism classes give a minimal set of generators for

O;LITor ~ Z(p)' but the manifolds will vary with p. This makes it difficult to

list a minimal set of generators for the integral ring, n;LITor. In this chapter

we give fairly explicit constructions of a sufficient set of manifolds to generate

O;LITor, but leave the questions of minimal generating set, the precise alge

braic structure and relation to characteristic classes to later chapters.

A. The map .,,: O*(G/PL) ~ O~L

Given a singular (smooth) manifold in G/PL, f: M ~ G/PL I there is

an associated degree 1 normal map

1T: M~·M, ":v- ~v -~M M

where e is th: PL-bundle representZ by the composition

f .
M~ G/PL~ BPL (cf. Chapter 2.C). Moreover, if (M, f) is bordant

to (M', g), then there is a normal bordism covering the bordism above

M ( W ) M'

158
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~ ,. -. ..
where aw = MUM', aw = MU M'. In general M is a PL-manifold which

is not even bordant to a differentiable one, and we set

8.1 111M, ft = IMI .

The class IMI depends only on the class of 1M, ff in O*(G/PL) and

hence defines the desired homomorphism

8.2

This is an 0* module m.ap since the surgery problem over the composite

map Mx N --> M~ G/PL is Nt x N~ Mx N. More generally, since

G/PL is an H-space there is a product O*(G/PL)eO*(G/PL)~ O*(G/PL)

and T/p,(a s (3) = TJ(a)· TJ(jJ) •

We can give a homotopy theoretic description of the homomorphism TJ

as follows. Consider the composition

(): BOO x G/PL~ BOO x G/PL ld BSPL x BSPL~ BSPL

where )( is the automorphism x -+ x-I (which exists for any loop space,

cf. Chapter 3.F) and J, j are the natural maps. If YSPL' Yso are the

universal bundles then

But YG/PL is fiber homotopy trivial so its associated Thorn spectrum is

just the suspension spectrum of G/PL+ = G/PL U 1+1 J and we have

Thus we can identify 17*(M(ys0 x- YG/P~» with O*(G/PL).

*)Here G.<X) denotes the smooth bordism of X, cf. Chapter l.C.
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LEMMA 8.3. On making the identification above the map ." is the

composite

M(O)* PL
O*(G/PL) --+ 17*(M(ys 0 x- YG/PL» ----+ "*(MSPL) = 0* ·

Proof. Let f: M -+ G/PL represent an element in O*(G/PL), then to

represent its homotopy class we take v x f: M -+ BSO x G/PL where v

classifies the normal bundle of M. By transversality and the Pontrjagin

Thorn construction this is equivalent to

L c M(vx f)
S --~~ M(vM) ) MSO A (G/PL+) .

Now, the normal bundle to M (associated to the map f: M -+ G/PL) is

17*(Y) - 17*f*(YG/PL). Thus the composite

O(v x f) 17: M-+ M -+ BSO x G/PL -+ BSPL

-classifies the normal bundle to M. On passing to Thorn spaces we have

the diagram

SL __c--.. M(v
M

) __... MSO A (G/PL+)

which is easily seen to be commutative. This completes the proof.

LEMMA 8.4. The only torsion in !.<G/PL) is 2-torsion. Moreover, the

Hurewicz homomorphism O*(G/PL) ~ H*(G/PL; Z) is onto.

REMARK 8.5. In particular 8.4 implies the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral

sequence with E2 term H*(G/PL,O*(pt» and converging to O*(G/PL)

has E2 = Eoo ' and also shows
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where as usual F*(G/PL) == "*(G/PL; Z)/Tor.

Proof of 8.4. We check first at the prime 2 where the result is clear

from 1.35. At odd primes O*(G/PL)8Z(p) ~ O*(BO)8Z(p) by 4.28 and

so it suffices to check for BO. Consider the map

r: au ~ 80

which pulls back the universal bundle to the universal complex bundle.

We know H*(BU) = Plb2 , b4, ••• , b2i ···1 and at odd primes "*(BO) =
PI f*(b4), r*(hs)'···' r*(b4i), · ··1. Moreover, the map

classifying the canonical line bundle satisfies "*[Cpn] = b2n . Thus,

(rH)*[Cp2n] = r*(b4n) and

This shows the Hurewicz map is onto at odd primes, implies the triviality

of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, and,since O*(pt) ~ Z[~] =

p{ x4, ... , x4n' ···1 has no torsion completes the proof of 8.4.

In 1.35 we reviewed Wall '8 result on the homotopy type of the smooth

2-1ocal Thom spectrum MSO[2]. The corresponding result. in the PL

category is due to Browder, Liulevicius and Peterson [29]. They prove

that MSPL[2] is again a wedge of suspensions of Eilenberg-MacLane

spectra. The summands which occur this time are ~rK(Z(2» and

I rK(Z/2s) (for all s > 0). The torsion free summands I rK(Z(2» are in

one-to-one correspondence with an additive basis for F*(BSPL)~ Z(2) ,

and we have
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LEMMA 8.6. The composition

is an isomorphism. Here h is the Hurewicz homomorphism and ~ the

Thorn isomorphism.

THEOREM 8.7. The map TJ: O*(G/PL)/Tor -+ O~L ITor is onto.

Proof. Using the identification in 8.3 the theorem follows from 5.21 at

odd ·primes. At the prime 2 the situatien is more complicated. In view

of 8.6 we must show that

is surjective. In Chapter 13 we will calculate the Bockstein spectral

sequence with initial term H*(BTOP; Z/2) which converges to

F*(BTOP)~Z/2. In particular we will show in Theorem 13.20 that

is onto (with ()' defined analogously to () above). This implies that

is also onto. Finally, note from 4.8 and 4.36 that the natural map

F*(G/PL; Z(2» -+ F*(G/TOP; Z(2») is an isomorphism. On the other hand

F*(BPL; Z(2» surely injects into F*(BTOP; Z(2») and since O~ is onto

FiBPL; Z(2» .... F*(BTOP; Z(2» is an isomorphism. This completes the

proof. r
The last part of the proof of 8.7 also shows

LEMMA 8.8. The natural map n~L ITor -+ O;opITor is an isomorphism.
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REMARK 8.9. The structure of the mod 2 Bockstein spectral sequence

of BTOP, used in the proof of 8.7 represents one of the main calcula

tional efforts of the book. We note for any finite r that it is definitely

false that

is onto. Thus the (2-primary) torsion structure of nrop and n~L are

far more complicated to describe (compare Chapter 14).

We call a PL manifold cp2n an exotic projective space if C'P2n

is homotopy equivalent to CP2n . There is precisely one oriented homo

topy equivalence 'CP2n -+ Cp2n so C'P2n determines an element of

(CP2n, G/PL] usually called its normal invariant (cf. 2.14 and 2.23). On

the other hand, any element y of [CP2n, G/PL] gives by transversality

a normal map with range Cp2n, and, if the associated surgery obstruc

tion vanishes, an exotic complex projective space. If the surgery obstruc

tion of y is not zero then, using 2.24 the surgery obstruction of

yv(k· (, )
y": Cp 2n ~) Cp2n v S2n 4n ) G/PL

is zero for a suitab~e integer k. 0 Thus the domain of the surgery problem

of y is of the form CP2ntt_k· M4n where M4n is the Milnor manifold of

index 8 (the domain of the surgery problem associated to 1.4n' cf. 2.16

and subchapter 8.B below).

THEOREM 8.10. A set of generators for O~LITor is contained in the

set consisting of the index 8 Milnor manifolds, the differentiable genera

tors and the exotic complex projective spaces.

Proof. At the prime 2 it is easy to see that O*(G/PL)/Tor<fOZ(2) is

generated over O*(pt) by generating sphere maps 1.4n: S4n -+ G/PL and
i+l

maps f: Cp2 n -+ G/PL which satisfy f*(K4n) = e2n . Indeed, the

i+l
images of the orientation classes [02n] , [Cp2 n] under these maps

form a basis for F*(G/PL) ~ Z2. The homomorphism 1/ associates to the
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sphere map the Milnor manifold of index 8, M4n , and to f a manifold of

--..' 2 i+1n 2 i+2n
the form CP It - kM

At odd primes G/PL[p] is H-equivalent to BO~[p] by 4.34 and

BO~tp] is H-equivalent to BOE&[p]. We have seen in the proof of 8.4

that a set of generators for O*(BO)E& Zep) over O*(pt) consists of the

maps rH: Cp2n ~ BO. Again °TJ associates to such a map a manifold of

the form C'P2n/l_ kM4n , and since 11 is a ring homomorphism this com

pletes the proof.

We now wish to elucidate 8.10 by constructing models for the torsion

free generators.

B. The Kervaire and Milnor manifolds (see also [27])

We can plumb together two or more copies of the tangent disk bundle

to Sn by the following device. Let On C Sn be a small disk, then

T(Sn) IOn is trivial so Tn. k(Sn) IOn =Dn x Deno b • Then we plumb
IS 1 er

TDiSk(Sn)l with TDiSk(Sn)2 on identifying (Dn x Dfiber)l to

(Dn x D~ber)2 by setting (x,y)l ~ (y,x)2

8.11

If 2 or more tangent disk bundles are to be plumbed to Tnisk(Sn) we take

disjoint disks Dr··· D~ C Sn, one for each bundle to be attached.

The resulting manifold with boundary (M, aM) can be concisely de

scribed. It has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres Sn v'" v Sn
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one for each tangent bundle, and the homology of aM which is n-2

connected is described in terms of the intersection matrix for M.*) For

n even, this matrix has 2's along the diagonal, (for n odd, zeros) and

± 1 in the (i, j) and (j, i) position if the i'th T is plumbed to the j'th.

More precisely, we have the exact sequence

8.12
Ao ---+ Hn(aM) ---+.Hn(M) ---+ Hn(M)~ "n-1 (aM)~ 0

where A is the intersection matrix and we have used duality to identify

Hn(M) with Hn(M, aM). In particular, Hn_1 (aM) = 0 if and only if

det(A) = ±1, and in this case Hn(dM) = 0 as well so aM has the

homology type of S2n-l.

In all cases it is easy to see that M is parallelizable, and if n ~ 3

then " 1(aM) = " 1(M) = 0, but this is not necessarily true when n = 2.

Summarizing

LEMMA 8.13. If det A = ± 1 and n > 3 then dM2n is PL homeomor

phic to S2n-l.

Proof. 2n- 1 ~ 5, M is a differentiable manifold having the homotopy

type of S2n-t, and so by the generalized Poincare conjecture is PL

homeomorphic to S2n-l.

In particular we can construct the closed PL-manifold Min by attach

ing the cone on aM to M.

EXAMPLE 8.14 (The Kervaire manifolds). For n odd (n~ 3) plumb

together 2 copies of TDiSk(Sn), then A = C~ ~), det(A) = + 1, and

the resulting PL manifold Min is called the Kervaire manifold. If

*)Strictly, this is only true if the graph of the plumbings is simply connected
(see e. g. 8. 15). However, we implicitly assume this throughout the remaining
discussion.



is seen directly to have determinant +1 and for n 2: 2 the resulting mani

fold M~n is the index 0/ Milnor manifold. It is never differentiable nor

even PL-bordant to a di~erentiable manifold [35].

We write
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EXAMPLE 8.15 (The index 8 Milnor manifold). Plumb together 8 copies

of T
DiSk

(S2n) according to the diagram Es :

• • I • • • • •

The resulting intersection matrix

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
B=

0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

:.:~
;'/

"~
:~

n = 1, Mi is easily seen to be the torus. However, if n ~ 3, then ',~

Min is more complex. In particular for n f, 2i - 1, Min is neither differ- ~~

entiable nor evrn PL-bordant to a differentiable manifold. (In [35] it is .~

sh<?wn that Mi -2 is at least PL-bordant to a differentiable manifold. '~
1 ,~

M2 -2 is differentiable if and only if there exists an element in 17
8 i (SO) ~'~

with Arf invariant 1 ([26]). At present this is known only for i ~ ~2, ~
so Mi, M~, M14 , MiD and M~2 are differentiable ([17]).) '.~

liJ

~
)j
'"ii

j
,;~

"l
~i

.~
'}ll

•.~
l
Ii
,~
"

,1
,,:J

j
·1
::~

;~
..~

1
, ;~

:~
'1.
,;'

':'~''it
'J
';1

}

to denote the connected sum of m copies of M~n.
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THEOREM 8.16 (Kervaire-Milnor, Quillen). mM~n is differentiable if and

only if m is a multiple of

a 22n-2(22n-1_1) Num(B /4n)
n 2n

(see e.g. [62]).

REMARK 8.17. A beautiful method for representing the M~n, Min in

terms of algebraic hypersurfaces with isolated singularities has been dis

covered by E. Brieskom (see e.g. [22], [99]).

The Kervaire and Milnor manifolds are 'espe~ially important as they

serve to describe normal maps associated to elements in 11'*(G/PL) .

This was used for example in the proofs of 2.24 and 8.10. Specifically,

the degree 1 map 1t: M~n -+ S4n is covered by a bundle map ": 11 ~ ,

to give a degree 1 normal map. The associated map l: S4n -+ G/PL

represents a generator of "4n(G/PL),. n > 1. Similarly for the Kervaire

manifolds (cf. 2.16).

C. Constructing the exotic complex projective spaces

We now construct the remaining generators for the torsion free parts

of the Top and PL oriented bordism rings.

Given a PL normal map f: M-+ M and an n-plane bundle e over M

we obtain a new normal map

extending f. Restricting to disk bundles we obtain a degree 1 normal

map of manifolds with boundary. Certainly, since f can be thought of as

a normal bordism of fla to the trivial normal problem, ita is bordant to

a homotopy equivalence. But it may not be possible to find a manifold

in the normal cobordism class of f la so f is a PL-homeomorphism,

this depends on more subtle questions.
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In the special case when ae is a sphere Sn, n ~ 5 then any

PL-manifold homotopic to ae is also PL-homeomorphic to it. In particu

lar we could start with CP4. There is a degree 1 normal map

8.18

Now, if H4 is the canonical line bundle over CP4 then aH4 :::: 59 and

on af*(H4) the degree 1 surgery problem is, as observed above, normal

ly bordant to a PL-homeomorphism. Let g: WIO
-+ Ix 59 be the bordism,

then with a little care we can choose W10 so

8.19

becomes a homotopy equivalence. (This is not a general argument, it de

pends on the special form of 8.18. The idea is to attach the minimum

number of handles necessary to kill the surgery kernel on af*(H4).)

Now cone off the common boundaries in 8.19 to obtain from

£*(H4) U aW10 an exotic CpS together with a homotopy equivalence

extending h

8.20

that is, a homotopy triangulation (cps, it) of Cps. This determines a

degree 1 normal map over CP S and hence an element

A(CPS, h) ( [CPS, G/PL] .

LEMMA 8.21. The normal invariant A = A(cp5, 11) is never trivial. In

fact,

where e is the 2-dimrnsional generator and Kg is the characteristic

class from 4.6. \

Proof. By construction h is transversal on Cp 4 with transversal image

Cp4 tI mM~; it is also transversal on Cp2 with transversal image CP2.
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Thus A\CP2 is trivial and AICp4 is the normal invariant of 8.18. But

8.18 has surgery obstruction equal to m and 8.21 follows from 4.9.

Combining 8.21 with 4.22 we can calculate the f-genus of cps,

8.22

In particular since the rational Pontrjagin classes are topological invari

ants so are the f-classes and this shows cpS is not homeomorphic to

CPS.

We now iterate the construction. Thus in the problem above, we

could consider the new normal map

8.23

Once more we can consider the normal problem f*(Hs) -+ Hs ' make it

a homotopy equivalence on the boundary by doing surgery so as to get a

normal bordism W12 between a(f*Hs) and Sll covering I x Sll, and

satisfying

is a homotopy equivalence of pairs. (To be explicit, note that the 5 and 6

dimensional surgery kernels are Z E9 Z, and the remaining ones are o.
Thus we can embed 2 disjoint copies of S5 x n6 in af*(Hs> representing

the 2 generators. Attaching handles over these embeddings constructs

W12 .)

As before we can cone off obtaining a normal map

which is a homotopy equivalence.

A second way of obtaining an exotic Cp 6 from cpS is to take

ii*(Hs)' (from 8.20); note that a(ii*(Hs» = S11 and cone off obtaining
CP6 ~ Cp6 .*)

*)The universal 5 1-bundle over cpS is S11 with a certain free Sl-action.

The join of this action with the standard action on 8 1 gives a free action on

8 13 -::: SII. SI whose orbit space is precisely CP6.
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LEMMA 8.24. Cj)6, Cp6 and f*(Hs) U W12 U 11 D12 , are topological
S

ly distinct homotopy projective spaces.

Prool. (3p6 and Cp6 are distinguished using the f class as in 8.22.

Unfortunately, Cp6 and f*(8s) U W12 U D12 both have the same f
class so to distinguish them we must use a further invariant. In [35], it

was shown that there is a primitive class KIO l H10(BTOP, Z/2) with

j*(K 10) = K10 l H10(G/PL, Z/2) being the Kervaire class. Clearly, by

the construction there is a degree 1 nonnal map

with h' transversal on cpS and (h')-I(cpS) = Cps tt M10. Thus there

is an associated map p: (3S6 ~ G/PL with P*{K 10) = eS . Now, as has

been noted v(f*(H5) U W12 U D12) = h'*v(cp6) - h'* p* (y) and thus

V*{K 10) = h'* K10(V(cp6» - h'*(eS). We see that K 10 of

v(f*(Hs)U W12 U D12 ) and K10(cp6) are necessarily distinct. Since KIO

is a TOP characteristic class the result follows.

Clearly, we may iterate this process in higher and higher dimensions.

Thus, suppose we are given an exotic Cpn , (call it cpn) and a homo

topy equivalence f: (3pn ~ Cpn.

We begin the construction of a new ~n+l by first considering the

surgery problems

8.25
f: cpn tI mM~n ~ Cpo It S2n = Cpo (n even)

where in the first cLse m = 0 or 1, in the second m f Z and where

O· M2n is to be intJrpreted as S2n.

Next, take f*(Hn) and do surgery to just kill the lowest dimensional

surgery kernel on the boundary. This gives us a bordism W2n between

af*(Hn} and S2n+l which satisfies the additional condition that
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8.26

is a homotopy ~quivalence of pairs. Cone off and continue.

THEOREM 8.27. Any M2n homotopy equivalent to Cpn for which a

homotopy equivalence

can be found so the transverse inverse image of CP2 is obtained via the

constructions above startin~ with CP3.

Proof. The assumptions imply the map associated to f, h: Cp°.-+ G/PL

is trivial on CP2. Thus, the map factors through the 5-connected cover

G/PL[6, ... ,00]. Now, the mapping set [Cpn, G/PL[6, ... ,00]] has a

spectral sequence converging to it with

Clearly E2 = Eoo since only even dimensions occur in both cohomology

and .~omotopy. Now the proof is a routine counting argument, using induc

tion on n.

REMARK 8.28. It is clear that 8.22 and 8.24 generalize to this gene~al

situation to show that all these exotic Cpn,s are topologically distinct,

except that in 8.24 we only know of the existence of the K 4 j-2 for j not

a power of 2. (Indeed, there is no associated K 4 j-2 when j is a power

of 2.) So, in these dimensions the arguments above do not tell us whether

modifying by M1i- 2 and doing the constructions above lead to topologi

cally distinct manifolds. However, note that the exotic Cpn from 8.27

determine distinct homotopy triangulations, i.e. distinct elements of

SpL(CPO), by the obvious generalization of 8.21. An (oriented) homotopy·

equivalence of Cpn is homotopic to the identity, so in a homotopy tri

angulation (cpn, h) the map h is redundant. It follows that distinct
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elements of SpL(Cpn) fall into distinct homeomorphism types (cf. Sulli

van [134]).

REMARK 8.29. The constructions of the exotic Cpn,s and related con

structions have been studied by several authors (e.g. [43], [141]). Note

in particular that Wall's construction of all normal invariants of Lens

spaces (giving exotic Lens spaces) is essentially the same procedure,

but generalized to the non-simply connected case. (Cf. [141], p. 213.)

REMARK 8.30. We may break the procedure above into steps in another way. Let
~n """"'n 2n"'--'-n '"*CPO be CP - D · Over CPO we induce I (Hn). The boundar;..;>f the result-

ing disk bundle now consists of two parts, the sphere bundle over cPg which is

the homotopy type of n2
X 82n- 1 and the disk bundle over a<CPg) which is

again 82n- 1 X D 2 •

'-"""n '-""n * IWe can write CP # M = CPO U iJMO' and note that f (Hn ) MO is trivial.

Moreover, and this is a key point, the handles needed to construct W can be

attached by maps of spheres into the part of the S1 bundle in f*(Hn) lying over

MO·

w cpn
o

After these handles have been attached we may regard the resulting manifold

as

Now, the space f>2 X MO U W is simply connected, has trivial homology and

dimension ? 6, \ hence is PL-homeomorphic to a disk. Thus, the manifold above

(which is another way of writing 8.26) is obtained by attaching a disk n2n+2 to

r*(H
n

) ICPg, by specifying an embedding of S2n-l X n 2 in an2n+2 = S2n+l ,

and the differen t homeomorphism types tha t result are due to the different knot

types of the crnbeddings.
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Specifically, we can take the Brieskorn varieties

{ 6m-l 3 2 2 I
V n,m = zl + z2 + z3 + ... + z2n+l = e for e> 0

sufficiently small and intersect with a small disk D4n+2. Then V(Vn,pt) is

trivial and intersecting wi th S4n+l we get ~4n-l X 0 2 , where, from ~l22] I is

an exotic sphere. Then, identifying this with S4n-l X 0 2 gives the desired

attaching above replacing 8.26. In the Arf invariant dimensions we can use

I 3 2 2 l n 4n-l
zl + z2 + •.. + z2n == Es S ·

The Cpn,s described above are on the one hand redundant to describe

the tors~on free generators of O~L(pt) (we do not need to use the Ker

vaire invariant constmction) and insufficient. In order to get sufficient

manifolds at odd primes we must modify CP2 as well. This provides no

real difficulty, though. Let N4 be an almost parallelizable manifold of

index 16, for example the Kummer surface.

This is given explicitly by blowing up singular points on the quotient of

T 4 =(Sl)4 by the action of Z/2 actingas T(zl,···,z4) = (zl,···,z4)· Ina

neighborhood of each of the 16 singular points T 4/Z/2 is a cone on Rp3. De

lete the interior of the cones and replace by copies of TD " (82), whose boundary
lSC

is also Rp3, glued along the boundaries. It may be checked tha t the resulting

manifold N4 is simp}y connected and that "2(N4; Z) is 22 copies of Z. Some'"

what less evident is the result that the generators may be chosen as embedded

8 2 ,s with normal bundle T(S2). The intersection pairing is rather complicated,

however, in this basis. See [105] for details.

There is a degree 1 nonnal map h: N4 ~ S4 and we may start our

construction using

When we have added these resulting spaces we have

THEOREM 8.31. The constructions above using only N4 , M~n jive us

sufficient exotic Cpn,s which together with the M~n and the differentia

ble generators contain a set of generators for the torsion free parts of

O~L and O;op.



CHAPTER 9

THE TORSION FREE COHOMOLOGY OF
G/TOP AND G/PL

We are going to use 4.28 to study the Hopf algebra F*(G/TOP) = F*(G/PL)

and in the next chapters we apply 5.12 to get essentially complete information on

F*(BTOP) = F*(BPL). In both cases we will need to have a solid grip on the

Hopf algebras F*(BSOfB) and F*(BSO~).

A. An important Hopi algebra

Consider the graded Hopf algebra Hd(A) over a unitary subring A

of Q.

9.1 n

t/Jehn) = I hi 4ll hn-i '
i=O

which occurs in particular as F*(BSO~) 8 A for d = 2.

Let h(x) be the power series

00

hex) = I e-l)i hixi

i=O

and define homogeneous polynomials sn = sn(hi' ... , hn) by

00

9.2

(
-x d~ log hex) = I

n=l

The elements sn (in degree 2nd) are the Newton polynomials. Specifi

cally, we view hn as the n'th elementary symmetric function in the

174
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variables t1 , t2 , .. 0, so formally we can write

hex) = n(1- tix) ,

then sn becomes the polynomial associated with I ti 0 Alternately, the

sn can be specified by the recursion formula

9.3

LEMMA 9.4. In each degree 2nd the module of primitive elements is a

single copy of A generated by sn.

Proof. In degrees less than 2dN we can consider Hd(A) as the subring

of invariant elements in pi t1 ' o. 0, tN I under the action of the permutation

group IN. Let t'I' ... , t'N be another set of indeterminates. Then

n

°n(tl'···,tN,t'l,···,t'N) = ~ °i(tl'···'~)·°n-i(t'l,···,t'N)'
i=O

where O'j denotes the j'th elementary symmetric function, and we have

the commutative diagram

I I2N IN , , INPt··· t__ t' ... t' I C~"""'I P{t ... t l 4ptt ... t l
l' '~'l"N l' 'N l

10' l' 'N l •

It follows that rjJ(x) = xe 1 + lex if and only if i2N(x):::; iN(x) + i'N(x).

I
But the only elements in pi t1 , •0., tN' t'I' ... , t'N I 2N with this property

are of the form a(Iti + ~t'in) I a ( A. This proves the lemma.
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Later in this chapter we are going to present various ways of con

structing a generating genus for Hopf algebras of the type Hd(A). It is

therefore useful to know the group Aut (Hd(A» of Hopf algebra automor

phisms of Hd(A). If f l Aut (Hd(A» then f will map primitive elements

to primitive elements, f(sn) = unsn ' where un is a unit in A. If A =Q

then each sequence lunl can be realized this way since the Newton ele

ments sn are algebra generators for Hd(Q). For an arbitrary unitary

subring A of Q, Hd(A) is torsion free and Aut(Hd(A» must be a sub-
00

group of II AX. In the basic case A = Z, A. Liulevicius pointed out to
1

us the following simple result

LEMMA 9.S. Aut(Hd(Z» ~ Z/2 ~ Z/2.

Proof. Let f: Hd{Z) ~ Hd(Z) be a Hopf algebra automorphism with

f(s1) = 81 and £(82) = s2. We show that f(bn) = hn for all n. Indeed,

assume inductively that f(hi) = hi for i < n. Then f(hn)- hn = A sn and

the coefficient of hn in f(hn) is 1- (_I)n An. This must be ±1 which

for n > 2 is only possible if A = o. But f(h1) = h1 and f(h2) = h2 by

assumption and f = Id.

On the other hand the canonical (anti) automorphism X defined by

maps sn to - 5 n . The automorphism tI>, (f)(hn) = (-l)nhn sends sl to

- 51 and s2 to 82 • Hence Aut(Hd(Z» = Z/2 E9 Z/2 with generators

c) and x.

The Hopf algebra Hd(A) is self dual. Indeed let Pn (Hd(A)* be the

element given by

( <Pn,h~> = 1
9.6
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where <, > denotes the evaluation pairing between Hd(A)* and Hd(A).

Then Pn is indecomposable since hr occurs in sn with coefficient 1,

and it is directly seen that 1/!(Pn) = I Pie Pn-i' It follows that

n

Hd(A)* = P1Pl,P2' ... 1. tfr(Pn) = It Pi~Pn-i·
i=O

(In topology this situation occurs with Hd(Z) = F*(BSO), hn = the gener

ator of Image(F4n(BS02» ~ F4n(BSO» and Pn the n'th Pontrjagin

class, cf. Chapter l.B.)

We next review results of Husemoller [58] on the structure of Hd(Z(p»'

First, note that Hd(Q) splits as a tensor product of monogenic Hopf algebras,

Indeed, the recursion formula 9.3 shows that the genera tors h n can be expressed

as polynomials in the sm' hn = - (_l)n sn/n +.... Formally, 9.2 may be rewritten

as

In order to get a splitting of Hd(Z(p» we must replace the series on the right by

a series with coefficients in Z(p)' To this end we consider the Artin-Hasse ex

ponential series

i .
L(l-x) = exp(-x-xp /p-'.'-xP /pl_ ... ) .

Let f.l(n) denote the Mobius function: f.l(l) = I, Il(n) = 0 if n is divisible by a

square and JL(PI ••• Pr) = (_l)f if PI' .•• , Pr are distinct primes. Then we have

9.7 log L(l-x) = IT (l_xnyt(n)/n.

(n,p) =1

Indeed, It fl.(n) = 0 if e> 1 so

niP.
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L(l-x) = I flog L(l-t
f) · I p.(n)

(d,p) == 1 nld

~ ~ /len) mn
~ ~ nm log L(l-x )

(n,p)== 1 (m,p)= I

~ p.(n) ~ (_ xnm _ xnmp _ .,. _ x
nmpi

)
~ n ~ m mp mpl

(n,p) = 1 (m,p)= 1

~ Il(n) n
~ --n- log (l-x ) •

(n,p) = 1

Note from 9.7 that L(l-x) has Z(p) integral coefficients. Hen~e we can define

elements hn,i € Hd(Z(p» for (n,p) = I and i ~ 0 of degree 2plnd by

9.8

00

I (_1)i hi xi = II
i=O (n,p) = 1

00

II i lIn
L(l-h . xP n)

n,l
i=O

i
It is straightforward to see that hpin =:= - «-l)P n In) hn,i + .•• so Ihn,i I is a

new system of algebra generators for Hd(Z(p»' which we call the Witt vector

basis. The main advantage of this basis is that the primitive elements sm of

Hd(Z(p» admit a very simple expression in terms of the hn,i'

9.9
. . 1 i.

s == P~ . + pl- hP . + ... + hP , m = pinm n,l n,l-l n,O

(apply -x ..!!. log to 9.8).
dx

For each n prime to p we define

This is a subalgebra of Hd(Z(p» and in fact a sub Hopf algebra (this is obvious

tv~r Q since HiQ) is primitively generated but then it follows over Z(p) as

,~Z(p» is torsion free). We have proved,

THEOREM 9.10 (Husemoller). Hd(Z(p» is Hopi algebra isomorphic to

® Wd,n(Z(p).
(n,p) ... 1
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REMARK. There are similar splitting results for Hd(Z[l/Pl' I/P2' ...])

where PI' P2' ... is any set of primes. E.g. for Hd(Z[~]) one uses the

power series

G(l-x) = exp(_x_x3/3_ ... _x2n+I /2n+l_···)

2 -%
= (I-x) (l-x )

and defines new generators k · of degree 2i+1(2q+1) d by
2J,2q+l

00 00

nn
j =0 q=O

Then

00

is a sub Hopf algebra of Hd(Z[~]) and Hd(Z[~]) = ® Wd,j(Z[~]).

j=O

The convenience of the Witt vector basis is illustrated in our next

result-the integrality lemma. Let (f = 1+ Al + A2 + .. · be a genus in the

dual Hopf algebra Hd(Q)*. (An is an indecomposable element in degree

2nd and ¢(An) = I Ai ~ An_ i (cf. Chapter 1. E).) Let PI' P2' ... be the

(integral) generators of Hd(Z)* constructed in 9.6 and let

00

p(d) = I (_l)n 11n zn f. Q[[z]]

n=O

be the primitive series associated to {I: 7Tn is the coefficient of Pn in

An (cf. 1.37).

LEMMA 9.11. A necessary and sufficient condition that (f be

.Z(p)-integral «(1 € Hd{Z(p)*) is that
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(i) the coefficients 11n in P({1) belong to Z(P).

(ii)

Proof. Let {hn,i l be the Witt vector basis in Hd(Z(p) constructed in

9.8. Then (f is Z(P) integral if and only if <ct, hn,i > l Z(P) for all

hn,i. For i = 0, we obtain (i) since the coefficient of hr in sn(=hn,o)

is 1. But, for example with n prime to p

or

(mod p)

since AP == A(mod p) for A € Z(P)' In general for A f Z(P) ,

i i-I .
Ap == AP (mod pI) so that

. i
<(t,s i > = pl<<!,hni>+···+<ct,hno>P

P n ' ,

== <(I, s . 1 >
pl- n

and the result follows.

Finally, we recall a 'striking result due to Ravenel and Wilson [114]

on bipolynomial Hopf algebras (where H is a bipolynomial Hopf algebra

if both H and its dual are polynomial algebras), which will be useful

later.

THEOREM 9.12. If a bipolynomial Hopi algebra over A is isomorphic to

Hd(A) as an algebra then it is isomorphic to Hd(A) as a Hopf algebra,

where A = Z, Z(P) (or Z[~]).

B. The Hopi algebras F*(BSO~) and F*(G/PL)~Z[~]

At each prime separately Atiyah and Segal in [14] exhibited an

H-equivalence
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whose properties will be basic to our further discussion; we recall its

definition.

There are natural operations (k2: 0)

Ak : KO(X) ~ KO(X)

yk: KO(X) ~ KO(X)

where, on an actual vector bundle, Ak is the k'th exterior power opera

tion and yk(x) = Ak(x+k-l) ([9], [12]). If k = 0 Ak(x) = 1, yk(x) = 1

and yl(x) = A1(x) = x. The associated "total" operations

00

At(X) = I Ak(x) tk ,

k=O

give exponential maps

00

Yt(x) = I Y~X) tk

k=O

Yt,A t : .KO(X) -+ KO(X) [[t]]

and they are related by the formulae Yt = At/ 1- t and As = Ys/l+S. If X

is a 4n-dimensional complex then yk vanishes identically on K6(X)

when, k > 40. In particular for each t l Z we have an exponential

mapping

where X is finite dimensional, and we get a unique induced H-mapping

Yt: B50$ -+ BSO~

(compare 4~29).

The Adams operations correspond to the Newton polynomials in the A

Now, it is well known that
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is multiplication with k2r so ,\,k is multiplication by (_1)k-1k2r- 1 .

Since yk(x) = Ak(x+k-l) we see that

is mul tiplication by

9.13

LEMMA 9.14 (Atiyah-Segal). Let p be an odd prime. For each

1 < i < p-l there exis ts at=: t(i) such that- - 2

is an isomorphism whenever r'" i (mOd ~1)-

Prool. It suffices to pick a number t so that

is an isomorphism when r '" i (mod ~1). Let x 4r be the generator of KO<S4r).

Then

2r

and we must show that I, c(k, r)tk is not identically zero in ZIp. But from

k=1
9.13 we have that c(k, r) =: c(k, i) in Zip. Hence in Zip [t],

*)c(k,r)=:O if k>2r. This follows e.g. by using the realification r: K(S4r)~
KO(S4r). It commutes with yk (since it commutes with ¢Jk). The generator of

K(S4r) is represented by the stable class of a 2r-dimensional complex bundle, so

yk vanishes on K(S4r) for k > 2r.
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2r 2i

I c(k. r) tk '" I c(k, i) tk

k=1 k=l

is a polynomial of degree less than p. It is not constant as c(l, i) = 1 and con

sequently there is a t{i) so ~c(k, i) t(i)k /:. 0 in Z/p. Any t l Z representing

this t(i) will do in 9.14.

For p an odd prime we have the H...splitting (cf. 5.9)

p-1
m=-

2

where 174r(BSO(i» = Z(p) when r == i(mod m) and 174r(BSO(i» == 0 otherwise. Let

e i : BSO
E9 [p] ... BSO

E9 [p] be the idempotent associated to BSO(i)' i.e. e i is the

composition of the projection onto BSO<'i) and the inclusion BSO(i) C BSO(P].

Then

9.15

m

l>p '" II Yt(i)oei : BSO$(P] -> BSO@(P]

i== 1

is the H-eqtiivalence constructed by Atiyah and Segal.

If p = 2 we must proceed a little differently. The coefficient c(k, r) is
2r

zero if k> 2 so the polynomial I c(k. r)tk becomes t+t2 • and

k=l

is multiplication by t + t2 which is zero in Z/2 for every t l Z. Now, adjoin

to K6(X) a 1"oot a of t 2-t+ 1/3 = O. Then

...............
Since Yt(x) =Yl-t(x) on the subgroup KSO(X) and the conjugate of a is I-a
one has

~ ~ .-.....]
Ya : KSO(X) ~ 1+KSO(X) C 1 +KO(X) [a

and the argument above shows that Ya induces an isomorphism on m(S4r)

when tensored with Z/2. Hence
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9.16

is an H-equivalence.

THE CLASSIFYING SPACES

REMARK 9.. 17. The map Ya is equal to the m~p pi considered in Chapter 5. B.

Indeed, let L be a complex line bundle and L its conjugate. Then

ya (L+L-2) = (1 +a(L-1»(1 +a(L-1» = 1/3(L+L+ 1) so ph(ya ) is the genus

with characteris tic formal power series

6/ _I 3/2-Vz -3/2Vz
1/3(evz +e-:'"'"Vz+l) = e -e .

3(eY2Vz _ e-lhVz)

Hence ph(ya) = Ph(Pi) (cf. p. 104) and 4.29 implies that Ya =pi as claimed.

The total Pontrjagin character ph = 1 + ph4 + phs + ... is multiplica

tive and hence represents a genus for F*(BSO~; Q).

COROLLARY 9.18. (i) F*(BSO~) = P{Q4,qs,···,C4n,···1 where

~ = 1+ q4 +qs + ... is a Aenus

(ii) For any ~ in (i) one has for each n

Proof. For each prime p, F*(BSO~)~ Z(P) is a bipolynomial Hopf

algebra according to 9.15 and 9.16. Hence F*(BS08
) is a bipolynomial

Hopf algebra and (i) follows from 9.12. To prove (ii) we evaluate both

sides on a homotopy generator l4n l "4n(BSO). First,

where c is the complexification and an is 1 for n even and 2 for

n odd. Hence <(2n-l)!sn{Ph4, ... , ph4n), t 4n> = (_l)n-l (2~2! an'

Second, again from 9.15 and 9.16 it follows for each prime p' that
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where Ap(n) is a p-local unit and P4i is the i'th Pontrjagin class. But

S (p . .. p ) - (2n)! ph
n 4' , 4n - 2 4n

and we see that

where A(n) is a p-Iocal unit for each p, hence An = ± 1.

According to 9.5 the genus ~ above is specified by sl and s2'

that is, there is ~ unique generating genus ~ f F*(BSOQ) so that

sl (~) = sl (ph), s2(~) = 3 !s2(ph) or equivalently

Sign change on the primitive elements is a complicated operation on the

associated (rational) genus, and does not preserve integrality. For our

applications it is important to know the rational reduction of a generating

genus ~ for F*(BSOs ). We have the following strengthening of 9.18.

THEOREM 9.19. The genus ~ f F*(BSO~; Q) defined by

Theorem 9.19 is a statement about polynomial rings: solving the equa

tion one finds q4n as a rational polynomial in the Pontrjagin classes and

we claim that the coefficients in this polynomial are integers. Our proof,

however is. based on 9.15, 9.16 and properties of F*(BSOEB
).

Prool. It is sufficient to check that yt(~) is Z(P) integral for t f Z

and that y:(~) is Z(2) integral. We calculate the primitive series of

Y~(~) or equivalently the coefficient of P4r in y;(q4r). Let
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l.4r £ " 4r(B50) be the standard generator, then

and

<Y:(~)' t 4r> = <~, Yt*(l.4J>

(_I)r-1
= r <sr(Q4' ... , Q4r)' Yt*(t.4r»

(_1)r-1
= (2r-1)! r <sr(ph4 , ... , ph4r), Yt*(t4r»

= (2r-l)! <ph4r, Yt*(L4r)>

2r

(2r-l)! ar ~ c(k, r) tk .

k=1

We can then read off the coefficient TTr of P4r in yt@.),

2r

77r = (_l)r-l ~ c(k, r)tk .

k=l

From 9.13 it is easily seen that

thus 11 i ~ 11 i-l and 9.11 applies.
rp rp

The argument that y;(~) is a Z(2)-integral genus is essentially the

same; we leave the details to the reader.

REMARK 9.20. Consider the H-map P~: BSOe -. BSO~[l/k] also used

in Chapter 5.B.. From [2, II, p. 166] we get that P~ induces multiplication

by br = (k2r_l) B2r/4rk2r on 114r(BSO) where B2r is the 2r'th Bernoulli

number (with the convention that B2i+1 = 0 for i > 0, cf. 11.11 below).

If (k, p) = 1 then (P~)*(~) is Z(P) integral and we have from 9.11
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b · == b i-I (mod pi) .
'n pI np

Suppose 2n ~ o(p-1) and that k generates (Z/p2)X and hence (Z/pi)x
i-I .

for all i. Then k2np 1= 1 (mod pI) and

i i-l · i i-I .
(k2np _1)/(k2np -1) == 1 (mod pi), k2np /t<2 np == 1 (mod pi) ,

so we get

These are the so-called Kummer congruences (see e.g. [21]).

The genus ~ in 9.19 is complicated when viewed in terms of

Pontrjagin classes,

q4 :::: P4

qa :::: - (ps + 2p~)

q12 :::: P12 + 18P4P8 + 28p~

q16 :::: - P16 - 4OP4P12 - 69p~ + 552p~P8 - 839P: ·

In general q4n:::: (_1)n-l p4n + ... where the dots indicate decomposable

terms.

In Chapter 4E we defined an H-equivalence

1+80-: G/PL[~] -+ BSO@ [~]

with the property that ph(l+8a) = j*(f) where j: G/PL -+ BPL is the

natural map and ~ is the PL Hirzebruch class. The results on

F*(BSO~) then translate to F*(G/PL)~Z[~].

THEOREM 9.21. There is a genus m for F*(G/PL)~Z[~] such that
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and <m, £4n> = 8· (2n-1)! where L4n l"4n(G/PL) represents the

generator with surgery obstruction 1 (cf. 2.25 and 4.9).

Proof. The homomorphism

takes the generator £4r with surgery obstruction 1 into 8/an times the

standard generator £4r of 1T4r(BSOS)@Z[~]. This is clear from 4.9, 4.22

and the fact that ph evaluated on the standard generator is an.

We set m= (l+8a)*(~) where ~ is the genus from 9.19. Then

<m,i4r> = <~,(1+8a)*(L4r»

= 8/ar <~, L4r>

= 8· (2r-1)! .

COROLLARY 9.22. A sufficient condition that a genus (i l F*(G/PL; Q)

be Z[~] integral is that

1 ~ -
"r = 8· (2r-l)! <u,t4r>

be Z[~] integral and satisfy the congruences TT .:= TT • 1 (mod pi) for
rpl rpl-

every odd prime p.

Proof. Let hn be the dual basis to m= (m4 , ms ' ...) as in 9.6. Then

8 · (2n-l)! sn(h l , ... , hn) is the Hurewicz image of t4n and 9.22 follows

from 9.11.

C. The 2-local and integral structure of F*(G/PL) and F*(G/TOP)

In Chapter 4A we constructed the classes K4n in F4n(G/PL; Z(2»

and used them to calculate the 2-10cal homotopy type of G/PL [2]. From

4.8 and 4.9 we obtain the Hopf algebra F*(G/PL; Z(2». Indeed
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n-l

l/!CK4n) = 1~K4n + K4n~1 + 8 ~ K4i~K4(n-i) ·
i= 1

From 4.36 we have the natural isomorphism

so 9.23 remains valid upon substituting G/TOP for G/PL.

The total class 1 + I, K4i is not a genus but 1 + I8Ki is, and the

elements

are primitive generators of F 4n(G/PL; Z(2»' where sn denotes the

Newton polynomial (cf. 9.2). Thus, F*(G/TOP; Z(2» is a primitively

generated polynomial algebra, and dually F *(G/TOP; Z(2» is a divided

power algebra,

9.24

(see below for the definition of r).
The element k4n (or K4n) of F 4n(G/TOP; Z(2» is 'spherical' in

that <k4n,l4n> = 1 for the generator I4n l1T4n(G/TOP), cf. 4.37. Thus

we can take x4n in 9.24 to be the Hurewicz image of i4n . For G/PL

we again have

but x4 is no longer spherical; the generator of 174 (G/PL) maps onto 2x4

The divided power algebra r is the universal free unitary, graded and com

muta tive algebra over Z(2) on a set of genera tors y l' y2' ... subj eet to the

existence of an operator

y: r ~ r

satisfying 2y(y) = y2 for all y l r. r can be constructed as follows
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LEMMA 9.25. (a) rlY2i+1 J= EIY2i+1 J the exterior al~ebra on an odd dimension

al ~eneratorand y == O.

(b)

subject to the relations

r{Y2 01 = plY2·'Y4·'···'Y . , •.. J
1 1 1 ~i

and

(c) rlYt""'Yr'Yr+ll = rlYl'···'Yrlsr{Yr+1 J ·

Note that ,in case (b) rlY2iJ2ij is a single copy of Z(4} and r{Y2i Ik = 0

for other values of k. Moreover, the generator Y.(Y2') of i{Y2.1 can be so
J 1 1 2ij

chosen that

where YO(Y2i) = 1 and Yl(Y2i) = Y2i ·

One can give r{Y2i I the structure of a Hopf algebra by specifying

k

I/J(Yk(Y2) = ~ Yj(Y2i) ~ Yk--j(Y2i) •

j=O

Then rlY2i I is dual to the Hopf algebra P{Y~iI with Y~i primitive. If we con

sider r{x4, xg, •.. , x4n' ···1 as the tensor product of the Hopf algebras r{x4i I
then 9.24 above is an iso~orphism of Hopf alg&bras.

We have described F*(G/TOP)0Z[~] and F*(G/TOP)~Z(2) and we

next want to obtain a description of the integral structure. To this end

we need some fairly straightforward algebraic notions which we now

develop.

Let A and B be non-trivial unitary subrings of the rationals Q and

set C = A n B. Let M be a free graded A-algebra, N a free graded

B-algebra, and let
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be a homomorphism of algebras for which ¢(x 81) = x ~ 1. To begin we

are interested in specifying the kernel K of ¢. For example, M and N

could be the polynomial algebras M= A[x] , N = B[x] in a variable x of

degree 2 and ¢(x e 1) = ¢(18 x) = x. Then K(¢) is the ideal generated

by xel- l~x in M&cN.

In our usual application A = Z [l/Pl' 1/P2 ~ ...] for some set

SA = IP1 ' P2' ... } of primes in Z, and B, C have similar representations.

In fact SA n Sa = Sc. Clearly we have D = A8C B is again a unitary

subring of Q and Sn = SA USa ·

Let n1 ,···, nt generate N as an algebra over B. Then tensoring

with Q we see that

and we have

DEFINITION 9.26. The equalizer of ¢ is the intersection

K(cP) n (M €oc 1 + 1ec N) which we write E(<I».

Thus, in our example above

E(cP) = EB C(xi s 1- Ie xi) .
i

The following lemma is again clear.

LEMMA 9.27. E(¢) is a free C module and (under projection) a sub

algebra of 1o)c N .

We find it helpful to think of E(<!» heuristically as the intersection

of M and N.

In Chapter 4 we saw that G/PL is the fiber in
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G/PL--~)G/PL[2] X G/PL[~] 8Kx (-ph~ nK(Q, 4i)

and similarly for G/TOP. Using the notation above we have

COROLLARY 9.28. F*(G/PL) = E[(8Kx (-ph»*] with a similar result

holding for G/TOP.

Here recall that F*(X[2]) = F*(X)~Z(2) and F*(X[~]).= F*(X)~Z[*]

and that F*(XxY) = F*(x)eF*(Y) so tl1at 9.28 makes sense.



CHAPTER 10

THE TORSION FREE COHOMOLOGY OF
BTOP AND BPL

In this and the next chapter we examine the torsion free universal character

istic classes for topological and PL bundles. Each of the two natural maps

j: BO 4 BTOP and j: G/TOP -+ BTOP defines a rational equivalence, since

their fibers TOP/O and G have finite homotopy groups by results due essen

tially to Kervaire-Milnor [61], Hirsch-Mazur [53] and Serre [122]. Thus we have

two independent calculations of F*(BTOP; Q>, and we will want to refine the

considerations to p-local coefficients. 'It wi!l turn o~t that F*(BTOP; Z(p)} is

multiplicatively genera ted by the images of i* and i*, and much of our work in

this chapter will be to specify which genera tors come from BO and which come

from G/TOP. For p = 2 the two types of generators are different in nature: the

generators from BO are polynomial generators but the generators from G/TOP

are divided polynomial generators (ef. Chapter 9.C). We shall see that the torsion

free cohomology ring F*(BTOP) is a polynomial ring with one generator in each

degree 4n, but the coalgebra structures at 2 and away from 2 are quite differ

ent (as one would expect from the above remarks). In the description of F*:(BTOP)

as a subring of H*(BTOP; Q> it is thus convenient to separate the two cases: we

treat the embedding F*(BTOP; Z(2» C H*(BTOP; Q) in 10.B below but defer the

embedding F*~BTOP;Z[~]) C H*(BTOP; Q> to Chapter 11.

A. The map i*: F*{BO) ~ F*(G/TOP) -+ F*{BTOP)

The usual maps j: BO -+ BTOP and j: G/TOP -+ BTOP are infinite

loop maps by results of Boardman and Vogt, and so too are the maps

11: BTOP -+ BG

p:BG -+ B(G/O) .

THEOREM 10.1. The fiber of the composite

p : BTOP -+ BG -+ B(G/O)

lQ~
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~

is BO x G/TOP and the inclusion of the fiber is the composite

- ""
j : BO x G/TOP~ BTOP x BTOP~ BTOP

where u is the Whitney sum map_

Proof. Consider the diagram

G/O G/O

1 I
G/TOP • E

'IT • BO
"

1 ~

,
I10.2 ~,,

G/TOP • BTOP • BG

I p17 1P
B(G/O) • B(G/O) .

The vertical and horizontal lines are fiberings and E -+ BTOP is induced

from BO -+ BG or from BTOP -+ BG. Now BO is the fiber of p and the

fact that BO -+ BG factors through BTOP implies the existence of a one

sided homotopy inverse to ;r, (J: BO -+ E. On the other hand the fibering

G/TOP -+ E -+ BO is a fibering of loop spaces so the lifting (J induces

G/TOPx BO -+ Ex E~ E and it is direct to see that this induces isomor

phisms in homotopy. Since all the spaces in question are the homotopy

types of CW complexes 10.1 now follows.

COROLLARY 10.3. The composite

G/Q~ BO x G/TOP~ BTOP

is a fibering where cP is the composite

GjO __!l~) G/Ox G/O rx X s) BOx G/TOP

and r, s are the usual inclusions while X is the anti-automorphism

x 4 x-I.
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An exactly similar argument works for BPL and we have

COROLLARY 10.4. There is an infinitely deloopable diagram of fiberings

cPl ·
---- G/Q ---.. ao x G/PL .....l... BPL ----. B(G/O)---..

1= ¢ 1 · 1 1=
--... G/O-:'BOx G/TOP--L.BTOP......-. B(G/O)---.

where the vertical arrows are the usual inclusions.

In particular the maps from BPL and BTOP to B(G/O) are classi

fied by maps

10.5
84>1 : B(G/O) ~ B20 x B(G/PL)

84>2 : B(G/O) ~ B20 x B(G/TOP)

where for example 84>2 is the composite

10.6 B(G/O) --~-~J B(G/O)xB(G/O) BrxXBs) B20xB(G/TOP).

Our next object in this section is to calculate the image of j*. The

main result of Chapter 13 shows that this image is exactly F*(BTOP)

(cf. Chapter 8.A). With G/TOP replaced by G/PL the same result will

also be verified for F*(BPL).

We have F*(BOx G/TOP) = F*(BO)~F*(G/TOP) and we note that in

each dimension 4n in F*(BO) or F*(G/TOP) the set of primitives is a

single copy of Z. Let s4n(G/TOP) be a generator in F*(G/TOP) and

s4n(BO) a generator in F*(BO).

THEOREM 10.7. Let K be the kernel of j*, then K has rational

generators

Yn ::: ~(n)-a(n)-l(22n-l_1) Num(B2n/4n) 1~ s4n(G/TOP)

_23-O'{n) O(n) sA"(BO)~1
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where O'(n) = max(3,a(n)-1) *) and O(n) denotes the odd part of

Denom (B2n/4n) ·

Proof. It suffices to show Yn belongs to K since rationally the primi

tives must generate F*(BTOP)8Q. The Hurewicz image of a generator

in "4n(BO) is 8 n(2n-1)! s4n(80) I cf. the proof of 9.18. Since G/TOP

is 2-local1y a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, the Hurewicz image

of the generator of " 4n(G/TOP) is an odd multiple of s4n(G/TOP), in

fact odd [(2n-1)!ls4n(G/TOP) by 9.21. On the other hand from Chapter

S. E we see that

where

N = a 22D-2(22n-l - 1) Num (B /4n)n n 2n

On = Denom (B2n/ 4n) ·

Now ))2(n1) = n-a(n) and from ([2], II, p. 139) ))2(Dn) = ))2 (n) + 3, so

10.7 follows from 10.8 when we cancel out the common factor
))2(n)+0'(n)

an(2n-l) ! 2 .

Having in this way specified K in principle we can calculate the

image of i*. It seems best, however, to do the calculation separately at

the various primes.

We begin with the prime 2.

Let x4n £ F4n(G/TOP) be the spherical generator and let

y4n £ F4n(BO) be the generator of F*(BO) given by

*)Here a(n) is the number of non-zero terms in the dyadic expansion of n.
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where P4' Ps' ... are the Pontrjagin classes, cf. Chapter 9.A. Then Y4n

generates the image of F4n(BS02) ~ F4n(BSO).

THEOREM 10.9. Im(j*)~Z(2) = PIY4n Ia(n) - 4 < 112 (n)1 ~

r{X4n Ia(n) - 4 ~ v 2 (n)1

where x4n ' Y4n are the images in F*(BTOP)~Z(2) of the generators de

fined above.

Proof. In the proof we use the Witt vector basis Ihm i 1m == 1 (mod 2), i 2: 0 I,
for. F*(BO)~Z(2) described in Chapter 9.A. The degree of hm,i is

4(21m) and it is inductively determined by the formulae

10.10

where s i+2 is the Newton polynomial in the classes y4' Ys' .... We
2 m

divide the proof into three cases according to the sign of a(n) - 4.

Case 1. (a(n) < 4). Then the element Yn in 10.7 is

Thus in F*(BTOP)8Z(2)' x4n is a multiple of s4n'

X
4n

~ 24--a(n) e s *)
4n '

and we may suppress x4n from Im(j*). Note also that

or using the divided power

*>We use the notation x,...., y here to mean x = U'y for some unit U l Z2 .
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and we can suppress y(x4n) as well. This can be iterated so that we

can suppress all of

Case 2. (a(n) = 4). Here s4n = hn,o for n odd and hn,o -., x4n . *)

However, on applying y, h~ 0 -., 2y(x4n), h~ 0 -., 8y(x4n) etc., so we, ,
may suppress P{hn,ol replacing it by rlx4n l.

Case 3. (a(n) > 4). Then 21(n)-4 x4n -., s4n and inductively applying

10.10 gives

(a) If j:S a(n)- 4 then there is a y f rt x4n, .. ", x J"+l I so that
2 n

ZI(n)-4- j [x. + y] -., hn,J.' n odd"
2.1+2 n

(b) If j > a(n)- 4 then

x. '" 2j-a(n)+4 [h . + z]
2J+2n n,]

It follows that the subalgebra

maps onto Im(j*). There are no further relations since any such would

imply relations on tensoring with Q, but after tensoring with Q this be

comes a polynomial algebra and 10.9 follows.

On localizing at an odd prime p we have

THEOREM 10.11 (Sullivan). The image of F*(BO;Z(p»~F*(G/TOP;Z(p»

in F*(BTOP;Z(p» is
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P{Y2(p-l)m1m> OJ ~ Plx4n In prime to p-11

where Y4i is the polynomial generator from F*(BO)@Z(p) while x4n
comes from F*(G/TOP)tlZ(P).

Proof. The result follows from the splitting

BTOP[p] ~ BO[p] x BcokJp

discussed in Chapter S.A. Alternately, using the Witt vector basis and

facts which follow from the von Staudt theorem

10.12
vp(Denom(B2n/4n» = 0,

(see [2], II), the result follows from 10.7.

2n ~ 0 (mod p-1)

THEOREM 10.13. The map i* is onto F*(BTOP).

Proof. The space BcokJp has finite homotopy groups in each dimension.

Hence FiBcokJp) = 0 and the splitting of BTOP[p] implies that j* is

onto at odd primes. At the prime 2 we show in Chapter 13 that in the

Bockstein spectral sequence converging to F*(BTOP) ~ Z/2 the

Eoo-term consists of a polynomial algebra in the stated dimension coming

from BO together with divided power algebras in the remaining dimensions

coming from G/TOP. This together with 10.9 implies the result at 2

and an easy fitting tog~~her argument gives the result over the integers.

The natural map F*(BPL) ~ F*(BTOP) is an isomorphism (cf. the

proof of 8.7), so we also have that

10.14

is surjective.
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COROLLARY 10.15. F*(BPL) ~ F*(BTOP) is a polynomial alsebra

with one ~enerator in each dimension 4n.

B. The embedding of F*(BTOP; Z(2» in H*(BTOP; Q)

From 10.15 we know that F*(BTOP; Z(2» is a polynomial algebra

with one generator in each dimension 4n. The Pontrjagin classes

P4n f H4I1(BTOP; Q) are not in general Z(2)-integtal. Instead we exhibit

polynomials T4n in the P4i which give polynomial generators for the

subring F*(BTOP; Z(2»)' but the procedure is involved and the answer

relatively unilluminating so we shall be brief. The basic reason for this

is that since the dual algebra F*(BTOP; Z(2») is not polynomial it is not

possible to choose the T4n so that the total class j' = I+T4 +T8 +···

is multiplicative.

We begin by calculating the Pontrjagin classes of the index 8 Milnor

manifold (cf. 2.16 and Chapter 8.B). Its tangent bundle r(M4n) is fiber

homotopy trivial so its tangent bundle map

r: M4n ~ BPL

factors through a map r: M4n ~ G/PL. Indeed there is a commutative

diagram

'~

j

, ~

,..
j

BPL

f'

-
l4n

S4n ---....... G/PL

~,
T;',,

~

, TM4n -...

-where f has degree 1 and L4n represents the generator of 174n(G/PL).

Thus r[M4n] = x4n, n > 1.

LEMMA 10.16. The total Pontrjagin class of M4n
IS
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where u is a Z(2) unit and <e, [M4n] > = 1. (Actually,

u = odd [(2n-1) ! Denom(B2n/4n)/(22n-l_1) Num(B2n/4n)] .)

Proof. The coefficient of P4n in the Hirzebruch class L4n is

(22n+1(22n-l_l)/(2n-l) !)B2n/4n and this is a 2-local integer with

2-adic valuation equal to tz(n)-1. Thus we have (cf. Chapter 4.C)

8 = Index(M4n) = <T*(f), [M40 ]>

'="*(()== <J (~), x4n>

= «220+1(220-1_1)/(20_1)!). (B2n/4n)P4n' j*(x4n)>

= <?l(n)-l u P4n' [M4n] >

and 10.16 follows.

COROLLARY 10.17.

== 0 if there is any s so n does not divide is

= 22i(3-a(n» +a(i1> + .•. +a(ir) if i
l

= 4i
l

n, .. ",i
r

= 4i
r
n .

-i i ·
Proof. T*[(M4n)2] = 22 -1 yl(X4n) so it suffices to calculate

4n 2 i ]<Pi
l
··· Pir' [(M ) >.

i
The total Pontrjagin class p«M4n)2) is calculated as

p«M4n)2
i
) = (1+ 24-a(n)ue

l
)(1+ 24-a(n)ue

2
)··· (1+ 24-a(n)ue i)

2

=1+0"+···+0.
1 21

. i ~

where O"j € H4nJ«M4n)2 , Q). Note that up to multiplication by a unit in Z2
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for r+ i < 2i . Hence
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The multinomial coefficient satisfies

so that 10.17 follows.

EXAMPLE 10.18. For n < 15 all the Pontrjagin numbers on elements in

rlx4 , ••• ,xS6 J evaluate as 2-adic integers. However, for n = 15 we have

Likewise for y 2(x60> we have 5 numbers, 4 of which are not Z(2)

integral.

4 2( ) 3 4 2 2() 3 4<P60'Y X60 > = u , <P60P120'Y ~o >:: 2' u ,

<P180P60'Y(X60»:: ~u4, <P~20,y2(x60»::: 3/4 u4

2( ) 1 4
<P240'Y x60 > = 8 u ·

REMARK 10.19. In view of 10.9 and 10.13 if we wish to find out which

Z(2) linear combinations of the Pontrjagin classes are Z(2) integral we

need only evaluate them on r = rl X4 j Ia(j) - 4 ~ v2(j)l; they belong to

F*(BTOP) ~ Z(2) if and only if they ~valuate as 2-adic integers on each

element in r.

The next lemma gives us further information on the structure of the

primitives in F*(BTOP; Z(2».

LEMMA 10.20. Let S J·+2 be the primitive generator in dimension
2 n

2j+2n in F*(BO; Z(2»)' then



(a)

(b)

(c)
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- r "...
j *(s )·+2 ) = 2 IL· i*(x J-+2 ) where r = a(n)-4 and

2 n 2 n

Il is a unit in Z(2.).

For a(n) 2: 4, ~1*(x4n) f F*(BTOP; Z(2» if

112(n) > a(n) - 4 .

1*(x4n) is a senerator il 112(n)::; a(n) - 4 .

Moreover, the result in (b) is best possible in that ~jix4nHF*(BTOP;Z(2):

Proof. (a) and (c) are immediate from 10.16 and 10.9. We prove (b).

Neglecting units and suppressing J*,j* we have in F*(BTOP; Z(2»

r i 2 i
2 x -=2h -+-··+hn,l n,l n,O

where thn,i} is the Witt vector basis for F*(BO; Z(2» and xn i = x i+2 ·
, 2 n

In particular 2rx4n = hn,o and by induction for i ~ r we have

(this implies h . =: 2r- i x . (mod. 22r+2-2i) andn,l n,l

h2 " == 22(r-i)+~y(x .) (mod. ~r+2-2i) hence 2ih2
n ,1" == o(mod. 22r+2-(i+l».n,l n,l

From this the induction follows directly).

In particular hn r == xn r (mod. 4). Now 2hn r+l + h~ r == xn r+l (mod. 4)

and since x~ r = 2y(Xn r) 'it follows that xn fCLI' is div{sible by 2. In" ,-,-
general, we have

. 1 i 2 2 i
2

1
+ hn,r+i+l + 2 hn,r+i + ... + 2hn,r+l == xn,r+i+l (mod. 4)

and (b) follows. Since hn,r+l is a polynomial generator of

F*(BTOP)eZ(2) by 10.9, ~xn,r+i+l will not be Z(2) integral. This

completes the proof_

We are now ready to construct the polynomial generators T 4n. We begin with

a given odd n. Then associated to n J if S2 i f-2
n

represents a primitive
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generator in F*(BO), we can construct new elements

t ." l F*(BO) ~ Z(2)n,l,J

according to the formula

10.21 (i ~j) •

In particular t ." = S '+2 . By induction we see that the t "", i > j for a
n,J,J 2J n n,l,J -

fixed j generate a sub-Hopf algebra of F*(BO; Z(2»' We identify H*(BTOP; Q)

with H*(BO; Q) as usual and consider t ". as an element in H*(BTOP; Q).
n,l,J

Then we have

LEMMA 10.22.

(a) <t .", x "+2 >n,l,J 21 n
2 j -a(n)+4 e

(b)

if i- t ~ j and is zero otherwise. Here E, e' are 2-1ocal units.

Proof. From the Newton fonnula 9.3 and 10.20 (a)

and (a) follows. Now,

2t
o = <8 '+2 ' (x . t+2) >

21 n 21- n

[
t ]i-j 2t f 2 t-f 2f

==2 <t. ",x >+~ (2-1)! En<t .0 "x >n,l,J ~ L n,l-L,J
f== 1

t t
and since x 2 = 22 -1 yt(x), (b) follows directly.

2 i+2n :
THEOREM 10.23. Let n be an odd number and let T

2i
+

2n
== Tn,i l H (BTOP;Q)

be ~iven by
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Tn,i = tn,i,O if a(n) - 4 < 0

T . = 2a(n}-4-i S . if is a(n) - 4
n,l 2l+2n

Tn, i = tn, i,a(n}-3 if i >a(n) - 4

then these Tn,i are a set of ~enerators for F*(BTOP; Z(2».

Proof. From 10.22a in case (ii)

<T " y(x . ~2» = 0 if r > 0n,l 21- fT n
= E if r = 0 •

Thus Tn,i is integral. Similarly, from 10.22 (b)

and satisfies

T . is integral in case (iii)n,l

t ~
<T " Y (x . t+2 » = 2e for i-t 2: a(n)-3

n,l 21- n

and is zero otherwise.

These calculations imply that the T i generate a polynomial sub-Hopf* n,
algebra of F (BTOP; Z(2». On the other hand, 10.20 implies the reverse con-

tainment and completes the proof.

c. The structure of O:L/Tor~Z(2)

The tangent bundle map rM : M -+ BPL induces a homomorphism

After tensoring with Z(2)' r becomes an isomorphism. Indeed,

r = X*oW 0 h where h is the cobordism Hurewicz map from 8.6, and ~

is the Thorn isomorphism (8.6).

THEOREM 10.24. Let M4n denote the index 8 Milnor manifold of

dimension 4n and Cp2n the complex projective space. Then



Let g(z) = v'z/tanh '\/Z = ~ bizi be the characteristic series for f.
It may also be interpreted as f(H) where z = e2 and H is the canoni

cal line bundle on Cpoo
•

The generators in 10.24 are not really explicit, since the divided

power operation y is not a cobordism construction. We now construct a

minimal. set of generators for O~L/Tor. Z(2). First, we recall a result

from [11], see also [54], p. 13.

LEMMA 10.25. The k'th class L k in the f-genus can be written as an

intesral polynomial with coprime coefficients in the Pontrjagin classes

divided by #L(k) = nq[2k/q-l] where the product is taken over all primes

q with 3 S q ~ 2k+ 1 .
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Proof. From the paragraph preceding 10.. 16, T*{M4n l = j*(x4n) where

x4n is the spherical generator of H4n(G/PL; Z(2» and j: G/PL -+ BPL

the natural map.

Next, the stable tangent bundle of Cp2 n is (2n + 1) H where H is

the canonical complex line bundle. The first Chern class of H is a

generator of H2 (Cp2n) so the first Pontrjagin class of its realification

r(H) is a generator of H4(Cp2n). Since the coefficient of p~ in the

Newton polynomial sn f H4n(BSO; Z(2» is 1, <1*(Sn)' [Cp2n]> = 1 and

dually 1 *{CP2n l is indecomposable in H4n(BSO; Z(2». With these re

marks 10.24 is direct from 10.9.

DEFINITION 10.26. Let 0 ~ k S m and define for a given n the numbers

Nm(n,k) by the formula

Nm(n, k) = p.(m)(kth coefficient of g(z)2(n+k)+1).

LEMMA 10.27. Nm(n, k) is an inteRet.

Proof. By our remark above the kth coefficient of g(z)2(n+k)+1 can be

interpreted as l/,.t(k) Pk(P4' .. ', P4 k) evaluated on the bundle
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(2(n+k)+ 1) H, where the P4i are the Pontrjagin classes, hence integral

and P k has integer coefficients. But ",(m)/IL(k) is an integer since

k < m and 10.27 follows.

We now construct exotic projective spaces Cp2n+2k as follows. We

start with the degree one normal map

and do the construction of Chapter S.C to get C'P2n+l and induce directly

cp2n+2. Then we vary cp2n+2 by cp2n+2 It Nm(n, 1). M~n+4 ~

cp2n+2 It S4n+4 to get cp2n+3. Proceed as above and vary the result

ing cp2n+4 by the obvious normal map with domain

CJi2n+4 II Nm(n, 2) M~n+8 etc. ~ until we arrive at cp2(n+m). Finally, we

set

10.28 E = cp2(n+m) It N (n m)M4o+4m
n,m m' B ·

By construction there is a degree one normal map (Tfm, "m)

(17m : En,m ~ Cp2(n+m), and for each i, 17m is transverse to Cp2(n+i)

with inverse image 17;1(Cp2(ll+i» = En,i' Let

f: Cp2(n+m) -+ G/PL

be the map classifying (17rm,"m). Its restriction to Cp2(n+i) classifies
\.

( 1Ti' "i~ which has surgery obstruction Nm(n, i). An inductive application

of 4.9 now gives

10.29

f*(K4j) = 0 for j I- n

f*(K4n} = ",(m) e2n

f*(K4,i+2} = 0 ·

COROLLARY 10.30. A (multiplicative) basis for n~L/ToreZ(2) is

given by the Cp2n for v2 (n} > a(n)- 4, and the differences

2 i+1nE i 11-- CP for v 2(n) <a(n)- 4, where i ~ 0 and n is odd.
n,(2 -1)n --
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Proof. The tangent bundle to En m is classified by the composition,

En,m~ Cp2(n+m)~ BOx G/PL --l- BPL

so r({E 1_{Cp2(n+m)}) l F (BPL) has the form j f [Cp2(n+m)]+D
n,m * * * '

where D is a decomposable element from F*(BO)~F*(G/PL). But 10.

allows us to calculate f* on the examples in question. We have

but Il(m) is odd for all m; hence in Z(2) is a unit and so can be

ignored. Thus

where D is decomposable, and 10.30 follows from 10.29 and 10.24.



CHAPTER 11

INTEGRALITY THEOREMS

The first integrality question we consider is to characterize the image of

F*(BTOP) in H*(BTOP; Q>, where as usual we identify the rings H*(B'rOP; Q>
and H*(BO; Q). In Chapter 10. B we trea ted the 2-local question so it remains to

evaluate F*(BTOP; Z[yJ) C H*(BTOP; Q).

Given any topological manifold M4n , let T: M4n -+'BTOP be the classifying

map of its stable tangent bundle. For any a f F 4n(BTOP) ~ Q we can evaluate

a on T*[M4n] to obtain a non-singular pairing

n;oP(pt) OlD F*(BTOP; Q> -+ Q.

The second integrality question is to find conditions on a so that a actually

takes integral values on every manifold.

In part A of this chapter we consider the first question. In part B we consider

the second.

A. The inclusion F*(BTOP; Z[~]) C H*(BTOP; Q)

We identify -H*(BTOP; Q) with H*(BO; Q) using j: BO -+ BTOP,

and then can give a genus in H*(BTOP; Q) by specifying its primitive

power series as in Chapter 1.E.

From Chapter 10 we have that both F*(BTOP; Z[~]) and

F*(BTOP; Z[~]) are polynomial rings, and by 9.12 there is a generating

genus for F*(BTOP; Z[~]) .

We will show, in fact, in 11.14 that an explicit generating genus is

given by ~ = (R4 ,Rs' ...) with primitive series

11.1

where B2n is the Bernoulli number (which, we recall, is defined via the

209
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power series expansion

11.2

THE CLASSIFYING SPACES

t
~ ::: ~ B tn/n!;

t ~ 0
e -1 n>O

in 11.2, Bo = 1, B1 = 1/2, 8 2 = 1/6 and for i ~ 1 B2i+1 = 0).

Let j: BOx G/TOP -+ BTOP be the map in 10.1. The induced

homomorphism

is surjective for every prime p. Moreover, its image was characterized

in 10.9, 10.11. Thus a f F*(BTOP; Q) is integral if and only if j*(a)

and j*(a) are both integral.

First we show that j*(R4n) is Z(P) integral for all odd primes p.

LEMMA 11.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that 1*CR) be Z(P)

inte~ral is that

Denom(B i /4npi) == Denom(B i-II4npi-l)
2np 2np

modulo pi for all nand i.

Proof. We first calculate <j*(~),t4n> where ~40 f 174n(G/TOP) is the

generator with surgery invariant +1. Set

11.4
On = Denom(B2n/4n)

No = 22n-2(22n-l_l)Num(B2n/4n)an

and consider the diagram

G/O __8--.. G/TOP

Ir _ Ij
BO _ .....J......... BTOP
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which was evaluated in homotopy in Chapter S.E. Let 1.4n(G/O) be a

generator of 174n(G/O)/Tor and suppose it is so chosen that

r*(L4n(G/O» = On · t 4n where 1.4n is the standard generator of 174n(BO).

Using 4.22 a short calculation gives

Moreover, since the primitive series for the ~-genus is

and since the Pontrjagin class evaluates as (_I)n-l an(2n-l)! on 1.4n

we have

Hence, from 11.1 and the commutative square above

<j*(~), i
4n

> = (-l)n-I Dn/ Nn < j*('.K), L4n >

= (_I)n-IDn/22n-2 an· <P4n' l4n >

Now, 11.3 follows from 9.22 since the On satisfy the required con

gruences if and only if the Dn/22n+l do.

LEMMA 11.5. The con~ruence of 11.3 is valid for all n, i.

Proof. The denominator On of B2n/4n was given in 10.12. If

2n == 0 (mod(p-l» the congruence holds trivially. If. 2n.t 0 (mod (p-l» ,

suppose IIq(D ) t 0 while IIq{D i-I) = 0, then q--l divides 2npi
. np . np

but not 2pI-ln. Hence pI divides q-l and q == 1 (mod pi), which com-

pletes the proof.
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LEMMA 11.6. A sufficient condition that j*(9{) be Z(P) integral is that

modulo pi for all nand i.

ii-I .
Proof. Note first that 2np == 2np (mod pI), so if the congruences

above are satisfied, then the numbers (22 n-l_l) Num(B2n/4n) satisfy

the congruences of 9.11, and j*(9{) is Z(P) 'integral.

The Kummer congruences of 9.20 together with 11.5 imply the con

gruences of 11.6 in the case 2n i: 0 (mod (p-l». Before we give the

number-theoretic proof that the congruences are also satisfied when

2n == 0 (mod (p-l» we digress and prove

LEMMA 11.7. Suppose A4n l F*(BTOP; Z[~]) is an element with

A4n = fln · P4n +.... Then A4n is a polynomial generator if and only if

P n is divisible by precisely (22n- 1_1) Num(B2n/4n) in Z[~].

Proof. Let k be a positive number which generates (Z/p2)X. The

composition
~ pk

G/TOP[r2] -L BTOP[~] --S BSO@[~, 11k]

induces multiplication by (k2n_l) on the homotopy group in dimension

4n (cf. 5.7). Now,

(P~)*: F*(BSO~; Z(P) -> F*(BTOP; Z(P)

is an isomorphism, and neglecting Z(P) units we have

11.8

if A4n is a generator. On the other hand (as in Chapter S.E)
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8 = <f, f*(l4n»

_ 22n+l(22n-l_l) . -1 -:"-
- (2n-I)! (B2n/4n) /In <A4n, J*( t4n» ·
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But k2n _ I/Denom(B2n/4n) is integral and not divisible by p (see [2] II,

p. 139), so substituting in 11.8 we see that Il n is precisely divisible by

(22n-l_l)Num(B2n/4n) in Z(P)' This is true for all odd primes, and so

gives the result in Z[~]. The reverse implication is proved in a similar

fashion.

Our original proof of the validity of the congruence in 11.6 was based

on topological considerations. We thank Larry Washington for showing us

the elementary proof we give below.

LEMMA 11.9. The congruence of 11.6 is valid for all n, i with p--l

dividing 2n.

Proof. The Berno~lli polynomials are defined via the power series

11.10 t (l+x) t Ie = B (x)tn/n! .
t n

e-l n>O

In particular, on expanding out we have

n

11.11 I n'B (x) = (.) B.xn-Jn J J
j=O

where Bj is the jth Bernoulli number.

LEMMA 11.12. p

pBn = (_p)n I Bn(-a/p), n > 1 .

a=1
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Proof. Consider the series

p

= pl ~ L e(l-a/p)pt
~ ept_l
8=1

= te:
t (i e-a~

eP -l a=1 )

and 11.12 follows.

Expanding 11.12 by using 11.11 we have

p n

11.13 pBn = (_l)n ~ ~ (j> PBj(-a)Q-j pj-l .

a=1 j=O

Note from the proof of 11.5 that pBn l Z(P). Now, from 11.13 we have,

since P ~ 3

p .

n ~ n 1 °+1pB . == (-1) (-a) P (mod pi ).
npl

a=1
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i ·
On the other hand, since p-l divides n, anp == 1 (mod pl+1) and we

have
pB i == p-l (mod pi+l) .

np

In particular, pB i == pB i+l (mod pi+l) and 11.9 follows since
np np

pDenom(B i/2npi)
_____n_p__-~ _ 1 (mod pi+l).
Denom(B i+1 ;2npi+l) =

np

THEOREM 11.14. F*(BTOP; Z[~]) = PIR4 , Rs ' ... , R4n, ···1 where ~ lS

the genus from 11.1.

Proof. We have seen above that ~ is Z(P) integral for every odd prime

hence Z[~] integral and 11. 14 follows from 11.7.

The genus ~ is not Z integral except on low dimensional classes.

If one wants a genuinely integral genus which generates F*(BTOP) €OZ[~]

one may for example take

Also, note that 11.14 remain true with BTOP replaced by BPL.

We end this section by pointing out the conditions under which a

genus (f is Z(2) integral 'on all PL manifolds.

LEMMA 11.15. (t is Z(2) integral on all PL manifolds if and only if

for the primitive series p(Ci) = I (_I)i 17i zi the conditions i) and ii) in

9.11 are satisfied and for i such that a{i)- 4 ~ v
2
(i) then tz(i)-3

divides 17i.

Proof. Since



induces a monomorphism

B. Piecewise linear Hattori-5tong theorems

We now turn to the second integrality question. To begin we recall

the smooth Hattori-Stong theorem. The stable tangent bundl~ TM: M~ BSO
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~!i

'I
:~

is onto, 11.15 follows from 9.11, 10.9 and 10.20 (a) when we note that if '~
«1, X4i > is not divisible by 2 then «1, Y(X4 i)> = ~<(1, x~i> does not t
belong to Z(2). On the other hand, if <(1, x4i > f 2Z(2) then < ff, Y(X4 i» ',1

,j

l 2Z(2) as well so we can iterate. :;

l
"j
.;~

oo:!

;~

1
;~

1
J
'i
:~

defining a sublattice B = ImT C "*(BSO; Q) completely described by its

dual lattice B*. In describing B or B* it is convenient to separate

the two cases: at 2 and away from 2. That is, we will give a descrip

tion of B* as

11.16 B* = B[~]* n B[2]*

where B[~]*, B[2]* are the sets of homomorphisms f: "*(BSO) ~ Q
with fiB f Z[~] or f t B f Z(2)' and B* is the set of homomorphisms

which take integral values on B.

Recall the KO orientation of MSO[~] from 4.14,

~ : MSO[~] -+ BSO[~]

with p~ = r 1
· U. To each x f KO(BSO)QS)Z[~] and each class

{M4n l f n~O ITor there is associated a characteristic number xlMI ( Z[~]

as follows: Let

f . S4n+4k -.. M(v ) ---... MSO
M· M 4k

u u
M4n v ... BSO4k

be a classifying diagram for the cobordism class of M4n (cf. Chapter I.C).
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where a f 1<O(S4) e Z[~] is the generator with ph4(a) l H4(S4; Z) the

standard generator. We can take the Pontrjagin character on 11.17 and

use the fact that p~ = f-1
· U to obtain the equivalent cohomological

expression

where X: BSOED
-+ BSOE9 is the H-space inverse. The K-theoretic defini

tion of xtMJ shows that xlM} (Z[~] and thus that ph(KO(BSO)@Z[~]).~

is contained in B[~]*. The opposite containment is due to Hattori and

Stong (see e.g. [133], p. 207).

THEOREM 11.19 (Hattori-Stong). B[~]* = ph(KO(BSO; Z[~]»· 5? •

To get further information on the suhring B[~]* of H*(BSO; Q) we

must compute ph KO(BSO; Z[~]). To this end consider

Yt: KO(X) -+ KO(X) [[t]]

and define

'ITs: KO(X) -+ KO(X) [[s]]

by 'lTs(') = Yt(e- dim g) where s = t-t2 • The coefficients in "s(') are

the KO-theoretic Pontrjagin classes of e, 1Ts<e) = ~ l1
k(e) sk, and

KO(BSO; Z[~]) = Z[~] [[TTl, 172 , •••]]

where 'lT
i = 17

i (universal class) [5], [13]. Hence, to compute the suhring

ph KO(BSO; Z[~]) C H*(BSO; Q) it suffices to calculate ph 1T
i(e) in

terms of the Pontrjagin classes of e.
If g = L1 + ... + Lu is a sum of complex line bundles then
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C 017 0 r(L1 + ... + L ) = Yt~(L. + L.- 2» = n(l+ teL. - 1» (1+ t(L. -1» =s U \... 1 1 1 1

= n(l+ s(L. + C. - 2)
1 1

where c, r denote complexification and realification respectively. So

Thus if we formally write pee) = 0(1+ xI) then the Pontrjagin character

of rrk(e) is the k'th elementary symmetric function in the exi+e-
x

i_2,

and ph KO(BSO; Z[~]) is the power series ring over Z[~] generated by

these elements.

The Z(2) dual lattice of B is much simpler to describe: MSO[2] is

a wedge of suspensions of the Eilenberg-MacLane spectra K(Z(2» and

K(Z/2) with a single copy of K(Z(2» for each additive generator of

F*(BSO). From 1.18(s) we get

THEOREM 11.20. B[2]* = Z(2)[P4' PS' ...].

We make 11.16 explicit with

COROLLARY 11.21 (Hattori-Stong). The sublattice B = n~O /Tor in

H*(BSOj Q) consists of the classes a such that

(i) <g, a> (Z[~] for g l B[~]*

and

(ii) < g, a> l Z(2) lor g l 8[2]*

where B[~]* and B[2]* are described in 11.19 and 11.20.
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There are results analogous to 11.19 and 11.20 for the topological and

PL cobordism rings.*> Again the stable tangent bundle induces a

monomorphism

whose image C is a sublattice of H*(BPL; Q). At each odd prime p

we have the splitting from 5.20

MSPL[p] ~ MSO[p] A M cok Jp .

Let Yp : BSO[p] -+ BSPL[p] be the exotic map defined in 5.11. The

associated map of Thorn spectra Yp : MSO[p] -+ MSPL[p] is the inclusion

in the splitting of MSPL[p]. We now restate and prove Theorem 5.21,

THEOREM 11.22. Yp*: 17:(MSO[p])/Tor -+ 17:<MSPL[p])/Tor is an

isomorphism.

Proof. We identify 1T:(MSO[p]), 1T:<MSPL[p]) with O~O@ Z(P) and

O~L ~ Z(P) and consider the diagram

r r

where both vertical maps are monomorphisms with images B ~ Z(P) and

C@Z(P)' respectively. Let ~PL (KO(MSPL[p]) be the Thorn class

from 5.2. Then Y;<L\pL) is a KO-theoretic Thom class for MSO[p] and

hence Y;(~PL) = y-l · ~sO' where ~so was characterized in 4.14, and

y is a unit of KO(BSO[p]). Taking Pontrjagin characters we get

*)The two cases are identical as the natural map O;L/Tor ~ GlOP/Tor is
an isomorphism.
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11.23
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where ~ is the Hirzebruch class in either H*(BSO; Q) or H*(BSPL; Q).

Consider an element IMJ (O~L/Tor~Z(p). The argument used in

11.18 above gives

for all ~ ( KO~(BSPL[p]). Now, Yp : BSO[p] ~ BSPL[p] induces isomor

phisms in both ordinary rational cohomology and in KO-cohomology by 5.12,

5.18, 5.24. Let b f H*(BSO; Q) be the unique element with (Yp)*(b) =

r{MJ. We have Y:(~· ph(~» = f· ph(y· (Yp)*(e» and hence

<~. ph(7J), b> f Z(P)

for all TJ f KO(MSO[p]). But then 11.19 shows that b (B~Z(p) so

b = rlNJ, and IMI = Gp)*INI. This proves that (Yp)* is surjective, and 1
'.;~

since the injectivity is obvious, proves the theorem. ~

,l
As a direct consequence of 11.19 we have ~

'j
'j

COROLLARY 11.24. The lattice C[~] = Im{O~LITor~Z[~] ~ H*(BSPL:Q)I';'
.j

is characterized by

C[~]* = ph(KO(BSPL; Z[~]»· f .

At the prime ,2 we have in analogy with 11.20 (see also the paragraph

preceding Lemma 8.6).

THEOREM 11.25. C(2) = Z(2)[T4 , TSI .•• ] where the T4i are the gener

ators of F*(BSPL) ~ Z(2) given in 10.23.

COROLLARY 11.26 (PL Hattori-Stong Theorem). The lattice

C = T(n~L ITor) C "*(BSPL; Q) has dual lattice C* = C[~]* n C~2) ,

where C[~]* and C(2) are described in 11.24, 11.25.
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REMARK 11.27. In analogy with the smooth case (see the paragraphs following

11. 9) one would like to have a more explicit calculation of o[~]*. In particular

one would like to know ph KO(BSPL; Z[~] C H*(BSPL; Q) in terms of the genus

~ introduced in 11.1. The most satisfactory answer would perhaps be that

ph KO(BSPLi Z{~]) arises from ph KO(BSO; Z[~]) by substituting R4i for P4i.

This would happen if there is an element ,( KO(BSPL; Z[1h]) such that
~

Using the inclusion aso -+ BSPL one wonders if

I (22n-l_l)Num(B2n/4n) · (2~)! Sn(P4' ... , P4n) f ph KO(BSO; Z[*])
n~l

or equivalently if one can show

11.28 ~ (22n-l-l)Num(B
2

/4n) _2_ x 2n l ph K(Cpoo
; Z[Jh]) .

~ n (2n)!
n>l

This is a purely number theoretic ques tion as

In a similar fashion one can use the inclusion G/PL -+ BSPL and the equivalence

(away from 2) between G/PL and BO to get a second condition, analogous to

11. 28, but involving the denominator of B2n/4n rather than the numerator. We

leave the details to the reader.

c. Milnor's criteria for PL manifolds

Recall that a smooth manifold M4n defines an indecomposable

cobordism class !M4n l in the ring O~O/TorG~Z(p) if and only if the

following criteria (due to Milnor) are satisfied:

11.29
<sn,[M4n] > f Z~)

<sn' [M4n] > f pZ~) if 211+1 = pa



THEOREM 11.30. Let p be an odd prime. A necessary and sufficient

(a) j*(sn(:R») = (22n- 1_1) Num(B2n/4n)· sn

(b) j*(sn~») = 1/22n+1 Denom(B2n/4n). sn<'R)
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There is an analogous statement for PL (or topological) manifolds.

Let sn~) i F 4nCBSPL; Z[~]) denote the Newton polynomial in the

classes R4 , Rg , ... ·
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where sn is the Newton polynomial in the Pontrjagin classes and < , >
denotes the usual pairing

(see e. g. [133]).

REMARK 11.31. Note as a consequence of 11.30 that in dimensions con

gruent to zero modulo (p-l) a smooth manifold W2n which is indecom

posable in 0* @ Z(P) is also indecomposable in O~L@ Z(P). The

remaining generators are less explicit: Let Cp2n L G/PL[~] be a

map so that 0'0£: Cp2n ~ BS~[~] classifies the canonical (complex)

line bundle. For a sufficiently large power of 2, 2e . f becomes integral

(i.e. maps into G/PL) and 771Cp2n,2e .fl_ICP2n l is indecomposable

in O~~~ Z(P) when 2n i= O(p-l) .

where mis the genus for F*(G/PL) from 9.21 (cf. p. 211). The coeffi

cient of sn in (a) is a unit in Z(P) when 20 == O(p-l) and the coefficient o~

in (b) of sn<'R) is a unit when 2n 1= O(p-l), (cf. 10.12). The proof is ~'

now direct from 11.22. :t
",~.l..~

'{j
i~
~I

!~
.~
1



CHAPTER 12*)

THE SMOOT" SURGERY CLASSES AND "*(BTOP; Z/2)

In this chapter we use the fibrations

12.1
BO x G/TOP~ BTOP~ B(G/O)

BTOP -+ B(G/O) -+ B20 x B(G/TOP)

of Chapter IO.A and their Leray-Serre spectral sequences to obtain a description

of H.(BTOP; Z/2). Effective calculations in the spectral sequences of 12.1 re

quire information on the mapping Bs: B(G/O) -+ B(G/TOP). Specifically, the

calcula tion of H.(BTOP; Z/2) requires knowledge of the induced map (Bs). in

mod 2 homology. However, for the calculation of the mod 2 Bockstein spectral

sequence of BTOP in the next chapter we will need Z(2) integral infonnation

as well. In part A below we review the results from [35] and [78] which complete

ly characterize the map Bs: B(G/D) -+ B(G/TOP) [2] •

In part B we obtain H*(BTOPi Z/2). This gives a (non-geometric) description

of the unoriented topological cobordism ring in dimensions ~ 4 since

12.2

and H.(B{TOP/0); Z/2) =H.(BTOP; Z/2)#H*(BO; Z/2). (If there exists an

almost parallelizable topological 4-manifold of index 8, then 12.2 also holds in

dimension 4.)

A. The map B(rxs): B(G/O) -+ B20x B(G/TOP)

To begin we recall the structure of "*(G/O; Z/2) and

"*(B(G/O); Z/2) .

*)This chapter and the next are highly technical in nature, and the reader is
advised to first glance through them to see if there is a pressing need to learn
the techniques ou tUned here',

223
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THEOREM 12.3. H*(G/O;Z/2)=P{e2 ,e4 ,···,e2i,···ls

Plx(i ... i ) I0 < i l :5 i2 S ... S ir , r 2: 2}, where deg(e2 i) = 2i and
l' , r

d . 2· 2r- 1 ·eg xCi . '. i ) = 11 + 12 + ... + I r ·
l' I r

Indeed, in 12.3 xI is the image in H*(G/O; Z/2) of the element

Qi ... Qi (Qi Qi [1] *[-3]) from 6.25 under the natural map SG -+ G/O
1 r-2 r-1 r

and e2 i is the image of QoQi[l] *[-3]. Theorem 12.. 3 follows easily

from 6 .. 25 using the Leray-Serre spectral sequence of the fibering

SO -it SG -+ G/O .

The Leray-Serre spectral sequence passing from G/O to B(G/O) is

totally transgressive and after taking account of the Dyer-Lashof opera

tion 01 in H*(G/O; Z/2) ,

01(X(i
1

•••.•i~) = X(l. i
1

•· ... ir)

Q1(e2 i) = 0

we have

THEOREM 12.4. H*(B(G/O); Z/2) = Elf3 , £5' ... , f2i+l , ···1 e

PIYi,j 11 ~ i ~ H@ PIY(i
1

•...• i
r
>I r > 2, 1 < i 1 ~ ~ ~ ... ~ irl, where

deg(YI) = 1 + i l + 2i2 + ... + 2r- 1 ir and each YI is the suspension of the

corresponding xI in 12.3 as are the f2i+1 of e2 i.

(Alternately, the structure of H*(B(G/O); Z/2) follows from 6.26

upon using the Ler~y-Serre spectral sequence of BO -+ BG -+ B(G/O).)

The suspension

u*: H*(G/O; Z/2) -+ H*(B(G/O); Z/2)

maps onto the generators of H*(B(G/O); Z/2). The image of u* consists

of primitive elements, so, as a Hopf algebra H*(B(G/O); Z/2) is primi

tively generated.
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The subpolynomial algebra PIYI If(l) > 21, where f(1) is the number

of entries in I, will play only a minor and isolated role in our calcula

tions. It is annihilated by the map

B(rxs): B(G/O) ~ B20x B(G/TOP)

and survives as a polynomial algebra in H*(BTOP; Z/2). The non-trivial

phenomena take place in the subalgebra pl···, £2 i+l ' ···1 s pl··· ,Yi,i' ... ·1.
This is closed under the action of the Steenrod algebra by 6.. 11 and

because the suspension 0'* commutes with the Sq~. In particular we

note that

12.5
Sq;a+l(£2i+l) = 0

Sq:~f2i+l) =: (i-;a)f2i_2a+l ·

Let <P2i+l l H2 i+l (B(G/O); Z/2) be dual to f2i+1 in the monomial

basis given in 12.4. From 12.5 we have

LEMMA 12.6. The cP2i+l are contained in the submodule over the Steen

rod algebra with generators cP i . Moreover,
2 -1

and the <P 4i+l are contained in the submodule over the Steenrod algebra

with generators cP J" •
2 -3 .

REMARK 12.7. Recall from Chapter 3.D the detecting subgroup V2~ I 4

and consider the composition

BI ()4 11
BV2~B~4 ----+ SG~ G/O

where 04 = i4 * [-3]. We note that 17* is injective on the image of

(04°tB1)* and that its image is the subgroup spanned by the elements e2 i
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and Xi,j. So, the most interesting part of H*(G/O; Z/2) is detected on

BV2 *

We now review the necessary Z(2) intejral information.

Rationally, the space B(G/TOP) is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane

spaces and its rational cohomology is an exterior algebra on generators of

dimension 4i+ 1. Since TOP/O has finite homotopy groups

B(G/O) -. B(G/TOP) is a rational equivalence, so

12.8

where each <P 4i+l i~ a primitive generator. The suspension a* passing

from th'e rational cohomology of B(G/O) to the rational cohomology of

G/O maps the primitive generators monomorphically.

Let a: BSO -. G/O[2] be a solution of the Adams conjecture as in

5.13 (with k= 3, say) and let y4n f F*(BSO; Z(2» be the generator in

the image of the canonical line bundle H: Cpoo -. BSO, that is, the

generator dual to p~. We now fix the primitive generators ~4i+l of 12.8

by requiring

LEMMA 12.. 10. (a) Reduction gives a monomorphism

In [74, p. 62 and p. 72] it was shown that primitive elements of

H4i+1(B(G/O); Z(2» are detected by their rational and Z/2 reductions.

Moreover, from [74, p. 74] we have

12.9

12.11
"

P(¢4i+l) = ¢4i+l ED ¢4i+l ·
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In Chapter 7 we proved that B2(G/TOP)[2] splits as a product of

Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. In particular there are primitive fundamental

classes

12.12 k4i- 1 l PH4i- 1(B(G/TOP); Z/2), k4i+1 f PH4i+1(B(G/TOP); Z(2»

but there are many possible choices for such classes. We must specify

the k4i- 1 and k4i+1 so that they are properly connected to the universal

surgery classes of H4i- 2(G/TOP; Z/2) and H4i(G/TOP; Z(2»' cf. 4.9

and 4.32.

This is easy for the k4 i-l' Since G/TOP[2] is a product of

Eilenberg-MacLane spaces it follows from 7.2 that

0*: PH4i- 1(B(G/TOP); Z/2) ~ PH4i- 2(G/TOP; Z/2)

is an isomorphism. We choose k4i- 1 to be the unique class with

0*(k4i_ 1) == K4i- 2 , where K4i- 2 is the class defined in 4.9.

For k4i+ 1 things are harder, since the suspension homomorphism

is not surjective. Let K4i f H4i(G/TOP; Z(2» be the universal surgery

class from [91], and let

12.13

be its primitive form (see Chapter 9.e). It is an open question if k4i
itself desuspends. However, in [78" p. 299] wOe proved that the image

of the composition

s*
Torsion PH*(G/TOP; Z(2» ~ PH*(G/TOP; Z/2) --+ PH*(G/O; Z/2)

is contained in Sql Image(s*).

The double suspensions

a*oa*: QH4i+2(B2(G/TOP); Q) ~ PH4i(G/TOP; Q)

a*oa*: QH4i+2(B2(G/TOP); Z/2) + PH4i(G/TOP; Z/2)
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are isomorphisms, and it follows that there exists a fundamental class

k4i+2 (H4i+2(B2(G/TOP), Z(2) with a*oa*(k4i+2) ~ Q = k4i O?JQ and

such that the Z/2 reduction of a* 0 a*(k4i+2) - k4i maps to zero in

H*(G/O; Z/2). We then set k4i+1 = a*(k4i+2). Note from 12.4 and 12.10

that (Bs)*(k4i+1) is a well-def.ined element of~ PH4i+1(B(G/O); Z(2».

With these choices of k4i- 1 , k4i+1 and <P4i+l we have the follow

ing main result

THEOREM 12.14. The map Bs: B(G/O) ~ B(G/TOP)[2] is characterized

by the properties:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(Bs)*(k4i+1 ) = tz(i)-l Ui;4i+l

(Bs)*(k4i_ 1) = 0 if a(i) > 1

(Bs)*(k4i_ 1 ) = cP4i-l if a(i) = 1

where a(i) is the number of non-zero terms in the dyadic expansion of

and ui a unit of Z(2).

(The actual multiple of ¢4i+l in (i) above is

_1_ 22i-l(22i-l_l)(32i_l)B ./4i which has 2-adic valuation equal to
(2i)! 21

a(i}-I.)

Proof. By 12.10 it suffices to check with rational coefficients and with

Z/2 coefficients. The rational calculation follows from 4.22 and 5.13

since the primitive series for the f-genus is

P(~) = ~ (_1)n r~n+l(22n-l_1>lB /4n zn
~ l (2n-l)! J 2n

and since the suspension passing from PH4i+1(B(G/O); Q) to

PH4i(G/O; Q) is injective.

With Z/2 coefficient the resu~t essentially follows from [35, p. 134].

(The only difficulty is to see that [35, (9.1) (iii)] implies that s*(k . 1 )
2J+ -2
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is dual to e .1.+1 . But this follows since in H*(QSO; Z/2) we have for
2 -2 .

all s, t ~ 1 with s+ t = 21+1_2 the equation

(modulo decomposable elements in the composition product). The equation

(*) is a (non-trivial) exercise in mod.2 binomial arithmetic, using 6.8,

6.11 and 6.18, but we leave the details to the reader.

Finally, we must calculate the induced map

First, recall that

with Bockstein relations Sql(v2 i) = v2 i+l' Therefore, in the Bockstein

spectral sequence we have

The 2-torsion is all of order 2 and the free part F*(B20; Z(2» is an ex

terior algebra in primitive classes h4i+1 . The next result completely

specifies (Br)*.

THEOREM 12.15. (Br)* is zero with Z/2 coefficients and

(Br)*(h4i+1) = (32i_l)¢4i+l ·

Proof. Consider the fibration sequence

BO~ BG~ B(G/O)~ B20 .

Since p* is surjective with Z/2 coefficients (Br)* is the zero map,

and we are left with the rational calculation. But here one uses (as in the

proof of 12.14) that the composition
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BO~ G/O[2]~ BO

* * -a s (K4n) = ph1,n-l ·

For a particular solution of the Adams conjecture it was proved in [34] that

where K4n- 2 is the class in 4.9. It is surprising that i*S*(K4n) 1= 0 in
4n * * -H (cok J2; Z(2) when a(n) = 2. In contrast i s (K4n) = 0 for all n ~ 1 and

in fact from [77, p. 191], we have

is t/J3-1. This completes the proof.

REMARK 12.16. In 5.18 we gave the splitting of G/0[2],

aXi: B80[2] x cok J 2~ 0/0[2]

where cok J2 is the fiber of e: G/O [2] ~ BSO~[2] and BSO [2] is mapped into

G/O [2] by a solu tion of the Adams conjecture, cf. 5.13. It is of interes t to com

pare the natural map s: G/O [2] ~ G/TOP [2] with this splitting.

_ As above, let K 4n ( H 4n(G/TOP; Z(2» be the class from [91] and let

K4n ( H4n(G/TOP; Z(2)} be the class from [103]. Their difference was calculated

in [34],

: ~

.~;

·1

*(-) * (-1*) ;j12.17 s K4n = e 0 Ya ) (ph1,n-l i~

where Ya : Bsd
ll

[2] -+ BSO~[2] is the H-equiva1ence also considered in Chapter 'I
9. B, and ph1,n-l ( 8 4n

(B80; Z(2» is the class whose rational redt1ction is :l
2 2 4n-4 ;"

2 n- ph4n and whose Z/2 reduction is X(Sq )(P4)' Note also from 12.17 thatl

I~

~~
:'J

'I
',1

where we consider H*(BO; Z/2) as the symmetric functions in the variables

t 1, t2, "', cf. Chapter 1.B. Finally we remark that i*s*(K ) /:. 0 in
2r_2
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H*(cok J 2; Z/2) , and is spherical if and only if there is a stable homotopy class

in 'ITs (SO) with Arf invariant one.
2r_2

B. The Leray-Serre spectral sequence for BTOP

We consider 3 elementary model spectral sequences

12.18
E; *= Etfl~Elzl, deg(f)= 211+1, deg(z) = 2n,

d2 ll+1(f) = z ·

Then E2n+2 = Eoo = E{fzl and the picture of 12.18 is

f

The next model is

12.19
E; * = Plyl~Elzl, deg(y) = i+2j+l, deg(z) = i+2j,

with picture

z ",_Zy
y

Here E2j+i+2 = Eoo = EI yz I~pi y2 J. Finally we have
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12.20

THE CLASSIFYING SPACES

E;*=rlyl4!.'E{zl, deg(y)=r, deg(z)=r-l,

Here E; * = 0 and the picture is,

THEOREM 12.21. The Leray-Serre spectral sequence for the fibering

BO x G/TOP -+ BTOP -+ B(G/O) is a tensor product of the two models

12.18, 12.19 above and models with no differentials. Hence its EOQ-term

has the form

EOO
= HiBO; Z/2) ~ PI~,j I0 < is jI ~ PlyI I length I 2: 31

~ EI···, £2 i+ld(f2i+1), ... , Yi,jd(Yi,j)' ···1 ~L

where L is the quotient of H*(G/TOP; Z/2),

Proof. (E~ *' dl) is a spectral sequence of Hopf algebras and the trans

gressive differentials are determined by dr(YI) = cP*(X-r) where cP is the

composition
lxX

cP : G/O ----+ 80 x G/TOP ----+ BO x G/TOP .

This follows upon comparison with the spectral sequence passing from

H*(G/O; Z/2) to H*(B(G/O); Z/2). Now the lowest differential dr
certainly has a primitive image and so must be transgressive. Moreover,

since Im(cP*) C H*(G/TOP) the the image of the differential is an exterior
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generator. Thus we obtain one or the other of our two models and can

write Er = M8 P where P has trivial differential and M is a tensor

product of these models. But now note for filtration reasons that zy or

zf must be ail infinite cycle and no differentials can hit it, again for

filtration reasons so it survives to Eoo and we can write

Er+1= Etzf_···I~Q where Q is a tensor product E{ ... ,f,···I~P{···'YI,···1

from the base with H*(BO; Z/2)eGr+1 from the fiber. We can now repeat

the argument above and 12.21 follows.

The above result gives the additive structure of "*(BTOP; Z/2) and

most of the ring structure. However, to obtain the full ring structure we

must argue that the elements f2i+ld(f2i+l) and Yi,jd(Yi,j) which are

exterior in Eoo can be represented by exterior elements in H*(BTOP;Z/2).

To this end it is more convenient to look at the Leray-Serre spectral

sequence of the second fibering in 12.1,

BTOP ~ B(G/O) -+ B(G/TOP) x B20 .

In fact, we can disregard the factor B20 and instead look at the fibering

12.22 B(TOP/0) -+ B(G/O) -+ B(G/TOP)

since it is easily seen that

But B(G/TOP)[2] is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces so

H*(B(G/TOP); Z/2) is a polynomial algebra on primitive generators.

Dually, H*(B(G/TOP); Z/2) is a divided power algebra,

Among the generators in 12.23 we have the elements y«~s*(f2i+l» and

y(Bs*{Yi,j» and these transgress in the Leray-Serre spectral sequence of

12.22 to e~ements "f2i+1df2i+1 " and t'Yi,jdYi,j" in H*(B(TOP/O);Z/2)

which represent £2 i+l df2 i+l and Yi,jdYi,j' But then, using the coalgebra
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structure, or equivalently, by dualizing to the cohomology spectral

sequence of 12.22,

12.24
d4i+2 (y2 «Bs)*(f2i+1») = "£2 i+l df2i+l" · y(Bs*(f2i+1»

d2i+4j(y2«Bs)*(Yi,j») = C(Yi,j· dYi,j" · y(Bs*(Yi,j» ·

In particular we have

and hence

( H d ,,)2 0y.. y.. = .
1,.1 1,)

We have proved (see also [35]).

THEOREM 12.25. H*(BTOP; Z/2) is isomorphic as an algebra to the EO()

described in 12.21.

REMARK 12.26. It is not hard to carry the discussion further so as to

show that the Leray-Serre spectral sequence of 12.22 is a tensor product

of the models 12.20 and models with no differentials.

REMARK 12.27. The description of H*(BPL; Z/2) is analogous but )

slightly more complicated. The difference arises since H*(G/PL; 'Z/2) '~
]

is no longer an exterior algebra. Indeed, we have s*(e2)2 1= 0 as one can .:1

see from the footnote to Theorem 4.32. The action of the Steenrod algebra ~j
I~

generates further exotic products of the form ~ie2i)2 1= 0 and :~

S*(xi,j)2 1= 0 but all 4'th powers vanish. For such exotic products the '

associated terms fdf and ydy in 12.21 would not appear for BPL.

Further, of course, the L-factor would be smaller. We leave the details

to the reader, who might also consult [35].



CHAPTER 13

THE BOCKSTEIN SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR BTOP

In this chapter we complete the 2-1ocal analysis of BTOP by calculating its

mod.2 Bockstein spectral sequence. The results imply a calculation of

F*(BTOP)eZ(2) and olOP/Tor as described in Chapter 8 and Chapter to.C. In

principle, they also give the 2-torsion structure of the topological (and PL)
cobordism groups in dimensions 1= 4. This is exploited in Chapter 14.

The calculation is based on various 'universal Bockstein relations,' the proof

of which are given in the Appendix.

We refer the reader to [23], [74] for the definition and standa.rd properties of

the Bockstein spectral sequence. Here it will be denoted (E~,ar) to avoid con

fusions with the Leray-Serre sequence. The E I-term is H*(X; Z/2) and the

EOO-term is F*(X)~Z/2.

A. The Bockstein spectral sequences lor BO, G/TOP and B(G/O)

To give the Bockstein sequence for G/TOP we need two models. The

first we write

13.2

where deg x is odd, deg y is even and ar(y) = x. Here r{yl is the

divided power algebra on y tensored with Z/2, that is, the Hopf algebra

dual to Ply*t. Consequently, as an algebra

The differentials are given by

235
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. · 1a (yJ(y» = xy. y(y) ... yJ- (y) .r

So E~+1 = E; = Z/2.

The second model we write

13.3 (rlxI8Elyl, r)

where deg x is even, deg y is odd and ar(y) = x. Then E~+1 =

(f'ly(x)} ~ Et xyl, r+l) and the model keeps replicating itself,

We have the following well-known lemma (see e.g. [23])

LEMMA 13.4. a) The B.S.S. for K(Z,2n) is

for suitable indexing sets I, J .
b) The B.S.S. for K(Z/2,2n) is

® (ElxIl~rlYII, 1)~ ®(rlxJI~EIYJI, 1) ·
I J

In the first case E; = rll.2nl and in the second ca.se E; = Z/2.

To give the Bockstein sequence for B(G/O) we need 3 types of

models. The first is

13.5
Mi = E{f4i+3 18 PIY1,2i+l J

al (Yl,2i+l) = f4i+3 ·

Then E;=ElfyI8P{y21 and a2(y2)=fy. In general E~=

r-l r-l r-l
Elfy2 -11*Ply2r- 11 with a

r
(y2 )= fy2 -1.
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The second model is

13.6

with al (YI
l

) = YI' al (Y(2,l
l

» = Y~l' al (Y(2,2 ,11» = Y~2,ll) etc. Then

E; == E; = Z/2.
Here we take the sequences I == (it, ... , i r) with

13.7 i 1 == 1 (mod 2) and i 2 == 0 (mod 2) ,

and we have 11 == I + (1, 0, ... , 0) .

The third model is

r r r-t
and in general E~l == Elzy2r-tl~p{y2 J with ar+ t (y2) = zy2

where Z = zI ; y == YI · Here the conditions on I are
1 t

13.9 i 1 ==. 0 (mod 2) and i 2 == 1 (mod 2)

The final model we need is simply E{f4i+1 1 with trivial differentials.

From [74, p. 72] we have

THEOREM 13.10.

where i ~ 1, I, and J run over sequences satisfying 13.7 and 13.9, and

the differentials are as described above.
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B. The spectral sequence for BTOP

The starting term of the spectral sequence is given in Theorems 12.21

and 12.25. For convenience we let ho,i l H4i+3 (BTOP; Z/2) and

hi,i ( H2i+4j+3(BTOP; Z/2) be exterior generators which reduce to

13.11

in the Eoo term given in 12.21. (This, of course, does not completely

specify the elements; the indeterminacy consists of exterior terms of

lower filtration in the Leray-Serre spectral sequence used in 12.21.)

We first determine the at differential. On most of H*(BTOP; Z/2)

it is determined by what happens in BOx G/TOP or B(G/O). The

places where things change involve the hi,j and the Yf,j'

LEMMA 13.12. a) Let i be odd and even. Then

a1(yf .) = h. ·I,J 1,.1 and al (h. 1 .) = J. ·1+ ,J I,J

where Ji,j ( ImO*: H*(G/TOP; Z/2) .... H*(BTOP; Z/2», say

Ji,j = l*ui,j)' and aIUi,j) is a non-primitive decomposable in the ideal

generated by the elements s*(e2 i) and s*(xi,j)'

b) Let i be even and j odd. Then

al(h..)::= L· · if i > 0I,J I,J

where Li,j = J*<Li,j) and t/J(Li,j) = SiXi,j)411s*(xi} with Li,j survivin~
to E;.

LEMMA 13.13. a l (ho j) = 0 if j ~ 2i and at (h i ) = K i+2' where
, (0,2 ) 2

K i+2 is the image of the spherical generator of H i+2(G/TOP; Z/2).
2 2

We defer the proofs of 13.12 and 13.13 to the Appendix.
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COROLLARY 13.14.*)

E2*(BTOP) = ® Ply~ ·1~Eth. ·y~·1. 1,] I,J I,J
1 odd

4) pi y~ I it ,i2 odd, length I ~ 31 ~ ElzI I i l ,i2 odd, length I ~ 31

s rt y(Li,j) Ii> 0, even, j oddl e E( Li,j hi,i Ii> 0 even, j oddI

~rlYOi,j) I i odd, j evenl3EIJi,j hi+t,j I i odd, j even}

srly(K r+2)!r>OI4)EIK r+2 h r1r>OI
2 - 2 0,2 -

e ®rtvRleE{WRI
R

Q) Plx~, ... , x~i' ···IQ)rl K4i I i ;i 2rt~ El hO,j 1j 1= 2r} .

In 13.14 the VR come from H*(G/TOP; Z/2) and have dimensions

== 0(4). Also the WR come from H*(G/TOP; Z/2) and a2(WR ) = VR •

The elements x~i and K4i come from E;(BOx G/TOP) where they

represent infinite cycles surviving to E;. Hence, the same must be true

of the images, which, though there may be differentials hitting them, can

not themselves have any non-zero differentials. Also, the zI above are

merely shorthand ways of writing the Yl-(~tO,... >" Y1 +Y(2,I-(1,O,.oo» as

in 13.8.

As far as the Hopf algebra structure of E2 is concerned the Yi,
yt,j' y(Li,j)' y(Ji,j)' VR , y(K2r+2) , and K4i can be assumed primi

tive. We may also assume all the exterior generators are primitive for

dimensional reasons. But the yr(VR), yr+l(Li,j)' yr+l0i,j), yr+l(K
2i

+2

and yr(K4j) are not primitive when r ~ 1.

We now turn to the higher differentials in the B.S.S. First, note that

most of the higher differentials for BTOP are determined for simple uni

versal reasons (compare with the models 13.3, and 13.8). Indeed the

only problem left is to determine the higher differentials on the hO,j with

j 1= 2r .

The proof of the next lemma is given in the Appendix.
-_._ - ..

·)1110 ChUJHt'M Yl,j xr hotc Mrc not tu bu confUtH.1d with the cloMseR on pUKe
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a(j)- 4 < v2(j)

a(j)- 4 > v
2
(j)

if a(j)- 4 = v 2(j) ,

LEMMA 13.15. There is a space Y4j for j not a power of 2 and a

mapping

as(Aj*(hO,j» = 0 if s < min(4,a(j»

ar (A .*(ho J.» = A.*(K4j·) if
J' )

= \*(N4j) if

= A
j
*(K4j + N4j)

where r = min(a(j), 1120)+4) and N4j f. Pl~, "', x~i' .. ·1. Moreover,

y 4j is the total space of a fibering, the map Ai extends to a map of the

first fibering in 12.1 and in the map of Serre spectral sequences the image

of hO,j is non-trivial.

So far the classes hO,j have not been specified completely. We have,

COROLLARY 13.16. The elements ho, q can be so chosen that ar(ho,q)

belongs to.the quotient of r{ ... ,K4i,···I~PI···,x~i,···1 in E~(BTOP).

Proof. Since ho,q is primitive,

28
e· · y. · .1,) I,J

i odd

s
(The remaining y; all map nontrivially to Er(B(G/O» where either a

differential is non-trivial on them or they survive to E~+l(B(G/O».) But
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ar(WRVR yr-3(VR» = yr-2(VR)

a(h.. L yr-2(L..» = yr-l(L..)
r I,J I,J I,J I,J

a(h.. J.. ... yr-2(J . .» = yr-l(J . .)
r I,J I,J I,J I,J

so .changing ho,q by

13.·17

reduces us to

13.18 ar(ho,q) = 8K4q + 8N'4q + ~ e ij yr,~ ·
i odd

(Note that the term 13.17 has strictly smaller filtration in the Leray-Serre

sequence for 12.1 and so lies in the indeterminancy of ho,q' Thus it

does not affect 13.15.

Now, assume 13.16 is not true. Then there is a smallest j so it fails

and we consider this differential. If in 13.18 (J or 1J is non-zero, then

r = a(q) or v2 (q) + 4 whichever is smaller. If r = v2 (q) + 4 then all

powers of the Yf,j will have been used in lower differentials except

v2 (q)+4 v (q)+S
y~ . which have degree divisible by 2 2 contradicting thatI,J

deg(ar(ho,q»= 4q.

Hence we can assume r = a(q) < v 2 (q)+ 4. In this case f) 1= 0, fj = 0

and

13.19
2 ~ 2 I+1+A(i,j)o = [a (ho )] = s .. y. .r ,q 1J I,J

in E r+1 since K2
4q = O. As '\(i, j) _> 1 for all e· . 1= 0 we may write* I,J

13.19 as
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where at least one A(i, j) = s and V is an indecomposable in E~l. Now

we follow the spectral sequence s steps to E~+S+l. Here we have the
s-1

primitive element ar+1(V) . V · V2 ••• V2 , which for dimensional

reasons must be an infinite cycle and only K4i or N4i can ~it it.. But

these are known to be infinite cycles also, so it survives to E; non

trivially. But this is a contradiction since H*(BTOP; Z)/Tor has no odd

dimensional components.

It remains to consider the case where 0 = (j = o. But here we obtain

as in 13.19

where A(i,j) ~ 1 for all i, j and s = A(i,j) for at least one pair, and here

again the a~gument proceeds as above. This completes the proof.

We now state the main result of this section

THEOREM 13.20. In the Bockstein spectral sequence for BTOP (at the

prime 2) the map

is a surjection.

Proof. From 13.16, 13.14 and the remarks following 13.14 we see that

form a sub-spectral sequence converging to Z/2 and

13.21 ® r{K4il~Plx~il~ElhO,jl

forms a second sub-spectral sequence converging to H*(BTOP)/Tor ~Z/2 ..

Moreover, 13.15 implies that each hO,j ultimately has a differential on it
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which is non-trivial. (This statement will be verified in detail in part C

below.) Hence Eoo crt···, K4i , ···I~pl···, x~i' ···1 which is the theorem.

c. The differentials in the subsequence 13.21

It is useful for studying the torsion in O;OP(pt) to exactly determine

the differentials in 13.21. The calculation is (not surprisingly) very close

to that in the proof of 10.9.

DEFINITION 13.22. Let An for n odd be the DG-algebra over Z(2)

with derivation inductively determined by

a( ) '1tZ(n) K 24(2i 2i )En,i = ~-- n,i - qn,i + ... + qn,o ·

(Here qn,i and Kn,i both have dimension 2i+2n.)

We calculate the Bockstein spectral sequence for An as follows

PROPOSITION 13.23. If a(n) < 4 then

where

Proof. We can write

but the elements in the brackets can be taken as new divided power

generators replacing the Kn,i.
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PROPOSITION 13.24. If a(n) ~ 4 then

a) il s+4 ~ a(n):

b) if s+4> a(n):

Es+4
= rlKn,o' ... , Kn,a(n)-41~P{qn,a(n)-3' qn,a(n)-2' ... J~

~rlys+4-a(n)(K ) yS+4-a(n)(K ) ... l~
n,a(n}-3 ' n,a(n}-2 '

Etc(S) e(s) .·.1
~n,a(n)-3' n,a(n)-2' ·

Moreover, in case (a) as+4(en,s) = qn,s and aa(n)(en,a(n)-4+j) =

K- I (b) a «S) ) - s+4-a(n)(K- )
n,a(n)-4+j · n case 8+4 en,a(n)+i - Y n,a(n)+i .

Proof. Note first

aSn,o = ?l(n)Kn,o- 24Qn,o

a(Sn, l-Qn,O Sn,o) = 1Z(n)(Kn,1-Qn,O Kn,o)- 25Qn,

a(Sn,2- Qn, 1(en, t-qn,O Sn,o)-q~,oEn,O) =

2'l(n)(Kn,2-<In, 1Kn,1 + (qn, 1 Qn,o-q~,o) Kn,o)- 2
6

qn, 2

and by induction for i ~ a(n)-4 we can find a polynomial

i-I

Pi = En,i + I Aj(qn,o'···' qn,i-l)En,j
j =0

with

i - 1

O(Pi) = 2'1(n)(Kn,i + I Aj(qn,o' ···,qn,i_l)Kn,j)-2
4+iqn,i ·
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For i > a{n)-4 we can find polynomials

a(n)-4

qi = En,i + I. Bj(qn, 0 , ... , qn,a(n)-4)en,j
j=O

with

a(qi) = ~(n) [Kn'i +I Bj(qn,0 ••• qn,a(n)-4) Kn,r 2P(qn,a(n)-3' ... , qn,i)] ·

Now an easy change of basis gives the proposition.

Finally, we point out that similar calculations can be given for the

subspectral sequence 13.21 using 13.15 and we have

THEOREM 13.25. The subspectral sequence 13.21 is isomorphic to

® E:<An) when the structure of E~(An) is as given in 13.23 and 13.24.
n odd



CHAPTER 14

THE TYPES OF TORSION GENERATORS

In this chapter we summarize briefly the consbuctions of various types of

torsion generators for O~L. Those discussed in Section B coming from relations

involving the Milnor manifolds seem intriguing. Next, we apply these construc

tions to obtain information about the unoriented bordism rings 1l;n and n;L.
Finally, in Section D we summarize some work- of Ligaard, Mann, May and Milgram

on the structure of odd torsion in OPL*(pt).

A. Torsion generators, suspension, and the map TJ

In 8.1, 8.2 we defined the map

which restricts to define

We note the naturality property of 11. which follows from 8.3

LEMMA 14.1. The diagram below commutes

o*(G/O) I.l
• 0*

i* Ij

O*(G/PL)
11 • nPL

*

where i* is induced by the natural map of spaces and

inclusion.

is the usual
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We have already pointed out in Chapter 8 that the only torsion in

O*(G/PL) is 2-torsion, and that TJ is a module map (where n~L be

comes an 0* module under j) and so also is 11.. The next lemma com

putes IJ. on Tor O*(G/O).

LEMMA 14.2. Let 1M, £1 f Tor O*(G/O) then IMI- IlIM, fJ = O.

Proof. Since Il is a homomorphism #LIM, fl is torsion in 0*. If 1M, fl

is odd torsion, then, since there is no odd torsion in 0* we have IMI=O

and 1M}::: 0 in 0* so the theorem is true. If 1M, fl represents

2-torsion, we show the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of M, M are equal. Indeed,

v<M) = IT*(v(M)) - IT*f*<yG10 )' But YG/O = j*(y) where j: G/O -+ BO

is the usual map. However, in mod.2 cohomology j* == 0 in positive

degrees, hence W(j*(-y» == j*(W(y» = 1. Thus

W(II(M» = 17*W(lI(M»

-
and since 11 has degree 1, the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of M, Mare

equal. But the map

where 11* is the unoriented cobordism ring, is an injection [142] and it is

well known that elements in n* are distinguished by their Stiefel-Whitney

numbers (cf. Chapter I.C).

COROLLARY 14.3. If 1M, fl f Tor O*(G/O) and IMl == 0 in 0* then

any representative M for ,.tlM, fl is also a differentiable boundary.

Now suppose a f Tor O*(G/O) and in 14.1 i*(a) = Il(a) = 0, then if

(M, f) represents a and 17: M-+ M is the associated degree I normal

map, on the one hand M is differentiably the boundary of some differentia

ble manifold Wand on the other hand (M, f) is PL normally bordant to

O. That is, there is a differentiable manifold W' with aw':;: M and a map
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-
F: W' ~ G/PL extending f, so W" is covered by a normal boroism W'

- -of M to o. (Here W' is a PL manifold and probably not differentiable.)

DEFINITION 14.4. Let a f Tor O*(G/O) satisfy i*(a) = #l*(a) = 0, then

the 'suspension' a(a) of a contained in O~L(pt) is the bordism class

of the PL manifold W' U - (-W). It is well defined as a coset of_ M
im(j) + im(TJ).

LEMMA 14.5. Let a = 1M, ft satisfy the conditions above, suppose also

that f*([M]) is an indecomposable in H*(G/O, Zip) and in the Serre

spectral sequence of the fiberin~

14.6 G/O~ BOx G/PL~ BPL

there is an element b f H*(BPL, Zip»~ with deb) = f*([M]) then

v*([o(a)]) = b + y

where y is in im(1T*) .

Proof. The PL-normal bundle of W"'U~(-W) is 11*(vw,-F*<'» U vw_ M
where 11: W' ~ W' is the normal map associated with the extension

F: W' 4 G/PL of f. Thus we have a commutative diagram

W'uM<-W)-_v-.... BPL

_J_ I
W'/M F I B(PL/O) .

The rest is now formal from the definitions.

REMARK 14.7. So far we have considered torsion arising from

l1(Tor(O*(G/PL»), which is only 2-torsion since Tor O*(G/PL) is only

2-torsion and torsion coming from a. Modulo its indeterminacy a (a) is

also torsion (since the indeterminacy contains the torsion free parts), but
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here we obtain odd primary torsion as well and 14.5 shows that a large

number of odd torsion generators can be constructed in this way.

The third type of element arises in case a l O*(G/O) is odd dimen

sional but i*(a) = (31: 0 in O*(G/PL). If (32 = 0 in O*(G/PL) we

obtain the diagram of degree 1 normal maps

14.8

- -MxM C W

1 1
MxM C W

-... -
where Mx M = aw, Mx M = aw. Of course, for G/TOP the same diagram

14.8 holds in dimensions ? 5 as well. As in 14.3 we can assume M is

differentiably a boundary, M = aN so we can construct the oriented

manifold

14.9
- - -
MxNU- -(-W)

MxM

and the bordism class of this manifold is well defined up to an element

in im(l1).

REMARK 14.10. The manifold construction 14.9 corresponds to the

homology construction hi,j(i odd) in 13.11, and it is not hard to see that

the Hurewicz images correspond as well.

There are two other types of generators in the 2 primary part of n;L(Pt)

obtained by considering the torsion part of the diagram in 14.1. They correspond

to the classes Jij , L ij in 13.12. Since the chain descriptions of these classes

are quite involved, we don't attempt the construction here.

B. Torsion coming from relations involving the Milnor manifolds

The remaining torsion generators which we are about to discuss occur

only at the prime 2 and occur because in dimensions of the form 4n for

which a(n) - 4 < 1/2(0) the Milnor manifold M4n and its divided powers

can rationally be expressed as polynomials in the differentiable torsion
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free generators, and decomposable expressions involving lower dimension

al M4n,s and their divided powers (cf. Chapter 8.B, and Chapter lO.C).

What this means is that for a(n)- 4 < v2(n) there is a polynomial P

in torsion free generators so that M4n - P represents torsion in the PL

bordism ring. We use the results in Chapter 13 in particular 13.24 to

determine the order of M- P by looking at its Hurewicz image in

H*(BTOP, Z/2) which is clearly the image of K4n , and the torsion

order of this element is tz(n) so we have

THEOREM 14.11. There is a polynomial of the form (eM4n - Pn) with

E odd and Pn involving only the torsion free generators so that modulo

decomposable torsion the order of (eM4n _ Pn) is l1(n) in O;OP(pt) for

a(n)- 4 < v2(n).

Moreover, in O~L(pt) the same expression has order

21(n) for a(n) > 1

4 for a(n) = 1 .

(The first statement follows from 13.24. The second from the fibering

BPL ~ BTOP ~ K(Z/2, 4) when we calculate the resulting Serre spectral sequence

and compare it to the Bockstein spectral sequence.)

Here are two specific examples to illustrate 14.11. Rationally, 7M8

has the same PontrJagin numbers as 200(CP2 x CP2)_ 144 Cp4 =

8(25(Cp2 x CP2)_ 18 CP4). (Notice that the Hurewitz image of

(25 Cp2 x Cp2 - 18 CP4) is the smallest multiple of the integral primitive

s8 in Hs(BO, Z)/Tor which is represented by the normal map of a differ

entiable manifold, then check indexes).

Also, since the group of homotopy 7-spheres r7 == Z/28 , 28M8 is

differentiable, so

14.12

is cobordant to 0 in O~L. In fact, from [143] we know this is best
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possible. However, in O;op we have

251

14.13

In dimension 12 the torsion class is found by the same method and

has order 4 in both O~L and O;op. Its explicit expression is

31M12 -1620 Cp6 + 5292(CP4 x CP2) + 3920(Cp2)3 .

C. Application to the structure 01 the unoriented bordism rit;Jg :n~D, n~L

The "suspension" of singular manifolds used above also gives infor

mation on the geometric structure of the unoriented cobordism theories

n~D and n~L of Poincare duality spaces and PL-manifolds.

First, recall that geometrically 11*(MG) is the cobordism theory of

normal spaces (Quinn [113]) and from [29] that

14.14 17*(MG) = n~iff ~ "*(B(G/O); Z/2) .

Let f: Mn
-+ SG be a smooth singular manifold in SG and let 11: Mn

-+ Mn

denote its associated surgery problem. Suppose also that Mn and hence

Mn are smooth boundaries, M= aw, M= aw. Then WU
17

W is a normal

space and its normal fibration

represents the suspension of f*([Mn]) at least in the quotient

H*(B(G/O); Z/2) = "*(BGi Z/2)//"*(BO; Z/2). But this ring is generated

by the image under the homology suspension of "*(G/O; Z/2) . Thus

"*(MG) is generated by the normal spaces Iw u
17

WI.
When 11': Mn

-+ Mn above is cobordant to a homotopy equivalence then

the class of {W u1TWI of course represents an element of n~D C 11'*(MG).

Let

be the Kervaire invariant. Every element of H*(SG; Z/2) of degree 1= 2
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is represented by an element in the kernel of sK and in dimensions at

least 5 the associated suspension lW U
17

W} belongs to n~D. The

elements IW u
17

WI with 17: air ~ aw a homotopy equivalence thus gener

ate a large part of n~D but not all as e.g. the product of such an element

with the 3-dimensional normal space D2 x Sl U
17

D3 , where 'TT: Sl x S1 -+ S2

is the non-trivial surgery problem, is not necessarily of this form.

We next tum to the PL-case. We have

14.15 j{~L = j{~ iff 0 H*(B(PL/O);. Z/2)

but this time the suspension

u: H*(PL/O; Z/2) ~ QH*(B(PL/O); Z/2)

is not surjective. However, the remaining generators are in the image of

the natural map

Using smoothing theory instead of surgery theory one sees that ele-
-" -

ments of Im(a) are represented by compo.sites

-
where Wand Ware smooth manifolds, 1T: aw ~ aw a PL-homeomorphism

and v denotes the PL-normal bundle of WU
1T

W•

Every element of H*(G/PL; Z/2) (of degree at least 5) can be

represented by a smooth singular manifold f: Mn ~ G/PL whose associ

ated surgery problem 17: !YIn ~ Mn is a homotopy equivalence. In fact, the

non-spherical classes can be represented by products of real projective

spaces. But

1\1n~ BPL~ B(PL/O)

is exactly j *(f*[Mn]) and we therefore have
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THEOREM 14.16. n~L is multiplicatively generated by manifolds of the

followin~ two types

a) Homotopy triangulations of products of real Projective spaces.
~ -

b) WU
7T

W, with Wand W smooth and 7T: aw ~ aw a

PL-homeomorphism.

D. p-torsion in n~L for p odd

In recent work [158], [159], [160], much progress has been made in studying

the structure of the odd torsion in the PL-bordism rings. Work in this area was

initiated primarily by F. Peterson [110].

The basic step is to obtain the structure of H*(MSPL, ZIp) as a module

over the Steenrod algebra Ltp• In order to do this, note the formula,

This implies, by Sullivan's splitting results 5.12, and 5.20; (since we can assume

the structure of H*(B cokJ, Zip) over ffp by [86], [139]) that it suffices to know

the action of Lt on U in H*(M cokJ, ZIp).
p

Preliminary work on this problem was carried out in [140] where Tsuchiya

proved a conjecture of F. Peterson.

THEOREM 14.17 (Tsuchiya). Let Q={JPI-Pt{3, and QO =/3 in (fp then the

map

a : (f -+ H*(MSPL, ZIp)
p

defined by a(pI) = pIU has kernel precisely the. left ideal ~enerated by QO' Q1 •

Unfortuna tely, this is not quite sharp enough since we need to actually know

precisely which elements occur as pI(U) , not merely that they are non-zero.

To sharpen this result the first step is to consider the map

MSPL ~ MSG

and to evaluate the action of if in H*(MSG, ZIp) as far as possible.
p

Nex t we consider the map

M(IG) ~ MSG
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where the bundle on 2G is induced from the universal bundle on BG by the

usual inclusion a: 2G -+ BG. The map ,\: «(1 )i -+ Hi-I(G, Zip) defined by

,\,(pI) = a*[(pIU) n U] is now analyzed, and it~ image is shown to lie in the set

of elements primitive under both loop sum and composition. This set is very small

and effective calculations can be carried out. Finally, the desired information on

a is obtained by using the Hopf algebra structure of H*(BG, Zip), and the rela

tion of algebra generators to H*(G, Zip) by a*.

The main technical result of [158], [159] is

THEOREM 14.18. There exists a sub-Hopi al~ebra

in H*(B cokJ, Zip) so that

(i) QO(QI (V2) = W2

(ii) 2 ~j-2 .QO(!j) = Q 1(Y!j-l) =Q2(Y (!j-2» = •.• =Qj-l (y- QO(V2» = Wf J ~ 3

(iii) Ql(yr (QO(V2») = (y-l(QO(V2»)p-l ••• (Y(QO(V2»)p-l. QO(V2)P-l. (QIQO(V
2

)

• ...;! r-l(W )p-l ( ) p-l p-l .
(lV) QO(Y ~j» = (Y -j) ... Y(!j ) ~j) Wi' J ~ 2 and !2 = Q1V2

(v) Q1(yr(!j» = 0 r ~ j

(vi) QO(Y(QO(V2») = 0 r ~ 0

and in H*(McokJ, Zip), Q.(U) = W.UU j> 2 •
J J -

i-I i-1
Note that inductively Q. = Q. IPf> - PI' Q. l' and r lXI' x 2, •··1 is the

1 1- I 1- P

divided power algebra over Zip (that is, its dual is a primitively generated poly

nomial algebra).

This theorem is sufficient to obta!n the E 2 term of the Adams spectral

sequence converging to 17*(MSPL) ~ Zp. Unfortunately, there are many differen

tials, and vastly complex systems of generators. There also appears to be

p ..torsion of all orders. However, in low dimensions calculations can be made.

As an example, the 3.. torsion in n;L is given through dimension 50 by the

table
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Dimension

11

23

27

34

35

38

39

43

46

47

50

3 ..Torsion in O;L
Z/3

(Z/3)2

Z/3 + Z/9
Z/3

(Z/3)2 + Z/9

Z/3
(Z/3)3 + Z/27

(Z/3)2 + Z/St

(Z/3)2
(Z/3)6

Z/3.



APPENDIX

THE PROOFS OF 13.12, 13.13 AND 13.15

We begin by constructing s,ome universal models.

DEFINITION A.1. Let B2S+1 be the fiber of the map

2Sq2S t
B2 S+1 ) K(Z/2,25+1) ) K(Z/4,4s+1) .

Note that (2Sq2St)*(J32 (48+1) = Sq2S+1 £ since Sq1(Sq2S t) = Sq2&+1 L ={2

so 8(Sq2S t) = 2(£2) on the cochain level and 0 2(Sq2S t) = 4{(2), but

(32 £4S+1 goes to !S(2 Sq2S £).

Now consider the fibration

A.2
'"

K(Z/4, 4s) -L B28+1 -L K(Z/2, 28+1) .

Let y be the fundamental class on the fiber. Then y is an infinite

cycle modulo 2 and we have

LEMMA A.3. There is a cohomology c?ass y' f H4S(B2s+1, Z/2) so

~*( ') d S 1( ') .*(S 2S )J Y = Y an q Y = j q l2s+1 •

Proof. There is a cocycle representative for y' with o(y')= j*(2(Sq2Sl »+ 4V

where i*(V) represents 132y. But 2(Sq2St )+ 4V = 2«Sq2St )+ 2V).

COROLLARY A.4. In H2S+1(B2S+1; Z/2) the fundamental class j*(l)

satisfies (j*£)2 = o. In particular (j*(a»2 = 0 for all

a f H*(K(Z/2, 2s+1); Z/2).

256
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This follows since (SqI t )2 = Sq2I(t2) in K(Z/2, 2s+1), and with

mod. 2 coefficients x ~ x2 is a homomorphism. Also, since

Sql Sq2S t. = £2 and Sq2Sj *(t) = Sql(~') we obtain the first statement.

Next, we construct a space which is considerably better known (see

e. g. [1], [93]).

DEFINITION A.5. E28 is the fiber in the map

j 1.
2

E2s~ K(Z/2, 2s)~ K(Z/2, 4s) .

It has the property that in the fibering

A.6

~

K(Z/2, 4s-1) -L E2S -L K(Z/2, 2s)

Now consider the fibering

A.8
a

"28+1~ 8 2S+ 1 --.:,. K(Z/2, 2s+1) x K(Z/2,4s)

with K-invariants t,y'. In homotopy a* is an isomorphism in dimension

28+1, and in dimension 4s,a*: Z/4 ~ Z/2 is onto, hence H2S+1 is the

Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z/2, 4s). On the other hand, the cohomology

Leray-Serre spectral sequence for the £ibering

A.9 K(Z/2, 2s) x K(Z/'2, 48-1) ~ H2S+1 ~ B2S+1

is highly non-trivial. Let 82S ' 84S- 1 be the fundamental classes on the

fiber. Then from A.3

are the two lowest dimensional surviving cycles. (Note that £28+1 ~ 028
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occurs in the middle of the grid and Sql°48- 1 + Sq2S 02S occurs on the

vertical edge corresponding to the fiber.) Since "2S+1 = K(Z/2,4s) it

follows that

LEMMA A.I0. Let F -+ E-+ B be any fibering. Suppose x l H2 S+ 1(B; Z/2)

is in the transgressive image f (x = d2S+1(y» in the Leary-5erre spectral

sequence for E. Suppose also that

with y = d4S(z) I then Sql z + Sq2Sy , XSy are infinite cycles and repre

sent classes A, B in H*(E; Z/2) with Sql (A) := B.

Proof. The situation above in A.9 is universal for these properties.

We now apply a similar procedure using E2s. Consider the fibering

A.1I F2S -+ E2S -+ K(Z/2,2s)

with K-invariant £2 S • Clearly, F2 s is K(Z/2, 4s--1). On the other hand,

continuing A.11 to the left we have the fibration

A.12 K(Z/2, 2s-1) -+ F2 s -+ E2 s

with Leray-Serre spectral sequence having as its lowest degree survivors

(2S 8028-1 and g (where g is discussed after A.6). Also 028-1 is

the fundamental class on the fiber. Thus Sql{t2s~82S_11= g and we

have

LEMMA A.13. Let F -+ E -+ B be any /ibering. Suppose x l H2S(B; Z/2)

is d2S(Y) in the Leray-Serre spectral sequence. Also, suppose x2 = 0 so

x Sql x ~ Sq2SSql X ::: Sql(g)

;n H*lS). Th~n x Q) y and g llrtJ infinito cycles lind Sql Jx~ yl - g.
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The proof of 13.12

The classes Yi,j and f2i+1 in 12.4 are dual to primitive cohomology

classes Vi•i and <P2i+l(=VO)' and Vf,i=O forall O~i~i since

H*(B(G/O); Z/2) is primitively generated. In particular when i is odd

deg(Yi,j) is even and we may apply A.13 to the fibering

G/TOP x ao ~ BTOP ~ B(G/O)

and the class Yi,j and we obtain the first statement of 13.12 (a) and the

second statement of 13.12 (b) on using the formula

in A.13 to show that yti is dual to g and reversing arrows on going

from cohomology to homology.

Similarly, if i is even, then

and the conditions for applying A.tO are satisfied. This gives the second

part of 13.12 (a) and the first part of 13.12 (b).

We need further models before proving 13.13 and 13.15.

DEFINITION A.14. Let M2S+ 1 be the fiber in the fibration

Then M2s+1 is universal for the property that Sq2S(L) be the reduction

of an integral class. We let Isq2S(t)1 denote the universal integral class

in H4S+1(M2S+1; Z). It restricts to twice the fundamental class on the

fiber in
K(Z, 48+1) ~ M2S+1 ~ K(Z/2,2s+1)

as one sees directly from the diagram
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K(Z, 4s+ 1) ----+ M2S+1 ----.. K(Z/2, 2s+1) ---.. K(Z, 4s+2)

A.1S Id jlSQ2Sd SQ2SL Id

K(Z, 4s+1) -2... K(Z, 48+ 1) - K(Z/2, 48+1) ..LK(Z, 48+2)

Dually, the Hurewicz image z of the generator of " 48+1 (M2s+1) is

divisible by 2 and ~z is dual to ISq2 St J. Consider the fibration

A.16

where the first projection of rP s is the map 11 from A.14 and

A.17

Here 11' 12 are the fundamental classes of K(Z (B Z, 4s+ 1) =
K(Z, 4s+1) x K(Z, 48+1).

LEMMA A.18. F2S+1 = K(ZIB Z/i':<S), 4s) where '\(s) = min(a(s), 4+v2(s))

Proof. We check in homotopy using A.IS: (cP s)* is an isomorphism in

dimension 2s+1 while in dimension 4,s+1

. . (s) v 2 (s)+4 .
IS gIven by (cPs)*(e) = 'P gl 6) 2 g2 and so "i(F2S+1) = 0, 1 1= 4s

while "4s(F2S+1) ~ coker(¢s)* = Z$ z/r(S) and A.18 follows.

Now, consider the Serre spectral sequence for the fibering

A.19 K(Z/2, 28) x K(ZEDZ, 48) ~ F2s+1 ~ M2S+1 ·

Let Jl'.J 2 be the 4s dimensional fundamental classes of the fiber (with

Z/2 coefficients).
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LEMMA A.20. If a(s) > 1, then in the Serre spectral sequence for A.19

11' 12 are infinite cycles on the fiber as is £2s+1 ~ L2s in the middle of

the grid. Moreover '2S+1 @ l2S represents the image of {3s(lt ) if

a(s):s 4+v2 (s) , or (3s(J2) if 4+v2 (s) ~ a(s), where f3 s in each case

is the z\<S) Bockstein.

Proof. Certainly £2s+1 e l2s is an infinite cycle and we easily check

that Eoo has the form

------e t2s+1 ~ t2s
I
I
I
I
I

in total dimensions ~ 4s+1 with all other positions zero. Hence

'2s+1* '2S must be the mod.2 reduction of the 'l!'-<S) Bockstein and

A.20 follows.

LEMMA A.21. For each s there are maps

Ws : B20xB(G/TOP) -+ K(Z/2,2s+1)x K(ZEDZ,4s+1)

Ls : B(G/O) -+ M2 S+ 1

so that the diagram

B(G/O)---... B20x B(G/TOP)

cPs
M2S+1 --..K(Z/2, 2s+1) x K(Ze Z, 4s+1)



.J

commutes. Moreover, we may assume L~(L2S+t) = <l>2s+1 and W;(It ) =

k4S+1 ' W:(I2 ) = h4S+t ' in the notation of Chapter 12.6.

Proof. From 12.5 it follows that Sq2S
<P2S+1 = <P4S+t and <l>4S+1 is the

reduction of the integral class ¢4s+1 uniquely characterized in 12.10.

The classes <I> j are in the image of (Bs)* and 12.6 then shows that
2 -1

the same is true for all the cP2S+1. Now, A.21 follows from A.17, 12.14(i)

and 12.15 once we note that v 2 (32S-1) = v 2(s)+3.

The proofs of 13.13 and 13.15

The proof of 13.15 is direct from A.20 and A.21 as we can take the

space Y4S in 13.15 to be the fiber F2S+1 of ¢s: M2 S+1 ~ K(Z/2,2s+1)x

K(Z ED Z, 4s+1) and consider the map As: BTOP ~ F2S+1 induced from

the diagram in A.21.

It remains to prove at (hO,j) = 0 for j ~ 2s . First, note that hO,j is

primitive, hence at (hO,j) is primitive and for dimensional reasons must

project non-trivially"to H*(B(G/O); Z/2) or be in the image of -

H*(BOx G/TOP; Z/2). If at (hO,j) projects to H*(B(G/O); Z/2) then so

does hO,j which contradicts the fact that it is represented by an interior

grid point. Now, if a1(hO,j) 1= 0 and belong.s to ImH*(BOxG/TOP; Z/2)

then either at (hO,j) == at (a) with a ( ImH*(BOx G/TOP) and we change

hO,j to hO,j + a or a1(ho,j) == at (A) for some A at the same grid point as

hO,j. Using the models A.9 and ~.12 above and the maps constructed in

A.IO, A.13 ho•j goes to zero under all of them so at hO,j = 0 or

at hO,j = eK4j + rh4j . But the map

¢: BTOP ~ F2S+1

THE CLASSIFYING SPACES262

constructed in A.21 has cP*hO,j' ¢*(K4j) and <p*(a4 j) all non-zero and

at¢*(hO,j) == o. Thus a1hO,j = 0 and 13.13 follows.
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almost complex manifold, 20
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Atiyah-Segal exponential isomorphism

104, 182
Atiyah-Segal, KO-theory of BG,94
Aut (IT), automorphism group of a

group 17, 51
Aut (X), group of homotopy classes
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f3, Bockstein operator, 96
fJp ' splitting map G/O[p] ~ BSO[p] ,

107-108
Bn , n'th Bernoulli number, 209-210
Barratt-Priddy-Quillen theorem, 50
BcokJp ,102
Becker-Gottlieb transfer, 120-121
Bernoulli numbers, 117, 167, 186,

209-210
Bernoulli polynomials, 213
BG, classifying space for spherical

fibrations, 45

bipolynomial Hopf algebra, 180

BO, classifying space for real
vector bundles, 8
- cohomology and homology

mod 2, 13
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homology, 13, 235
- BO[~], 23

Bockstein spectral sequence, 146
Bn, classifying space for

n-bundles, 4
- construction, 5-7

BPL, classifying space for PL
Rn-bundles, see BTOP

Brieskorn varieties, 167, 173
Browder-Novikov theorem, 37
BSG, classifying space for

oriented spherical fibrations, 45
- cohomology mod 2, 70
- Pontrjagin ring ml>d 2, 139

BSO, classifying space for
oriented real vector bundles, 8
- cohomology mod 2, 14
- KO-theory, 94 ,
- splitting at p, 104
- free integral cohomology, 185

BSO(l)' BSOd), 105
BSpin, classifying space for

Spin-bundles, 10tl
BTOP, classifying space for

R-bundles (with O-section), 9
- free integral homology and

cohomology, 197-200
- generators for free homology

at 2, 205

274
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- ·generators for free homology
away from 2, 215

- homology mod 2, 232, 234
- higher 2-torsion, 238-245

BU, classifying space for com
plex vector bundles, 8
- integral homology and

cohomology, 11, 12
(see also Hd(Z»

x, canonical antiautomorphism, 67
ci' i'th Chern class, 10-11
Cannibalistic class pk, 102
Ced theorem on Diff (S3) , 33, 43
ch, Chern character, 84
characteristic power series, 24-25
Chern character, 84
Chern class, 10-11
classifying space, 3
cobordism, 16
cokJp ' 108-109
connected sum (along boundary) # ,39
'Conner-Floyd theorem, 85

0, transformation 0* -+ KO*[~] ,
84-85, 100

&, orientation of a Thorn spectrum,
82

11 A' aO-orientation of MSpin, 108
&pL' BO[~]-orientationof MSPL,

100
~SO' BO[~]-orientation of MSO,84
d2 , structure map for infinite loop

spaces, 126-127
d2 , multIplicative structure map

for QSo, 130
dn , structure map for infinite loop

spaces, 119
detecting family of subgroups, 54
divided power algebra, 189
Dold-Thom theorem, 62
Dyer-Lashof algebra, 132
Dyer-Lashof operations, 127

TJ, map n*(G/PLI-+O~L, 159
eA' characteristic class for fiber

homotopy trivial bundles, 108
eL , characteristic class for fiber

homotopy trivial bundles, 107
E, spectrum, 18
E(¢) , equalizer, 191

E(i
1

, ... , in)' generator for

H*(QSO; Z/2), 61-62, 64
En m' divided power generator for,

nPL/Tor3 Z(2) , 207
Eilenberg-Maclane spectrum, 20,82
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, ·

7,155
E-orientation, 82
E1T, universal free Tf-space, 3
equalizer, 191
excess, 142
exotic complex projective space,

163, 167, 173

'"
¢4i+l' primitive classes in

H*(B(G/O); Z(2)' 26-27
Fn , based homotopy equivalences

of Sn, 46
(F, D)-bundle, 3
F*(X; A), free homology tensored

with A, 24
F*(X; A), free cohomology tensored

with A, 24

y n' n'th divided power, 189-190

y~, universal n-plane bundle
over BHn , 15

yp' mapping BSOlil[p] .... BSPL[p] ,
105

y-operations, 181
r, divided power algebra, 189
r\H, wreath product of groups

r,H,53
J~, quadratic construction, 125

- higher analogue in cohomology,
70-71
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Gn , homotopy equivalences of
Sn-l , 8-9, 45

generalized (co)homology theory, 18
genus, 24-25
G/O, classifying space for smooth

nonnal invariants, 41
- Sullivan splitting, 108
- homology mod 2 , 224

G/PL, classifying space for PL
normal invariants, 41-42
- homotopy groups, 43-44
- homotopy type at 2 and away

from 2, 79, 93
- H-spacetype, 97
- homotopy type of first two de-

loopings at 2, 156-157
- free cohomology at 2 and

away from 2, 187-188
- free homology, 189, 191-192

Group completion, 12, 126
G/TOP, 44

- homotopy groups, 44
- homotopy type, 98-99
- homotopy type of first two

deloopings at 2, 41
- homology operations Qo'

Q1 ' Q2 ' 144-145
- free cohomology at 2 and

away from 2, 188-189
- free homology, 189, 192

h, (generalized) Hurewicz map,
26-27, 77

hn,i' Witt rector basis for

Hd(Z(p»)' 178
Hd(A), model Hopf algebra, 174

- automorphisms of "d(Z), 176
- dual, 176-;177
- splitting theorem, 178

Hattori-Stong theorem, 218
- PL version, 220

h-cobordism theorem, 38

Hirzebruch index theorem, 26
- PL version, 88

Hodgkin-Snaith theorem, 115
homology operations, 127
homotopy F-bundle, 5
homotopy smoothing, 40
homotopy triangulation, 40
Hurewicz map, 26, 77
Husemoller splitting theorem, 178

in' inclusion BIn ~ Q(SO) , 50
index, 26, 108
Ind~, induction homomorphism, 12:

induction, 122
infinite loop space, 21, 119, 124
1nt(I1), group of inner automor-

phisms of fi, S2
inverse limit, 90
IO(G), augmentation ideal of

RO(G),94

j, map BO x G/TOP ~ BTOP, 194
J fi,m' homomorphism

~ In\Im.... I nm , 53

J 2 ,m' homomorphism

I 2\}2m ~ I 2' 133
~ m

Jp ' Jp ' 109-110

J-homomorphism, 47

k4n , primitive -fundamental class

in H*(<;i/PL; Z(2»)' 95

k4i+1 , primitive fundamental

class in H*(B(G/TOP); Z(2» ,
228_

K4n , K4n 1 fundamental class in

H*(G/PL; Z(2») , 78, 96

K4n-2' primitive fundamental
class in H*(G/PL; Z/2), 78

K(A), Eilenberg-MacLane
spectrum, 20, 82
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K(A, i), Eilenberg-MacLane
space, 20

Kervaire manifold, 37, 165-166
KO[~], real K-theory localized

away from 2, 136, 82
- universal coefficient theorem,

85
Kummer congruences, 187
Kummer surface, 38, 173
K(Z/2, n) and K(Z(2)' n),

Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, 20
- cohomology mod 2, 143
- homology operations, 143
- Bockstein spectral sequence,

146

A-operations, 181
f-genus, 26
f pL-genus, 88

lim, inverse limit, 90
~

lim(l), derived functor of lim, 90
~ ~

localization, 21
localized at p I 22
localized away from p, 22
loop space, 46

Min, Kervaire manifold, 165

M~n, index 8 Milnor manifold,
166

Massey product, 149
matric Massey product, 151
May formula, 135
May-Kraines suspension theorem,

153
Mcok Jp' Thorn spectrum for

B cok J~' 113, 116
m-genus, 187-188
MH, Thorn spectrum for

H-bundles, 18-19

Milnor criteria for indecom
posables in O~OITor, 221

Milnor lim(l)-sequence, 91
~

Milnor manifold, 37, 166
- Pontrjagin numbers, 200...201

mixed Adem relation,
mixed Cartan formula, 132
MO, Thorn spectrum for real

vector bundles, 20
Moore space, 21
MSO, Thorn spectrum for oriented

real vector bundles, 23-24
MSPL, Thorn spectrum for

oriented PL-bundles, 20
- Sullivan splitting, 114

multiplicative characteristic
class, 24

multiplicative E-orientation, 83

11 2 , 2-adic valuation, 54

j{*, unoriented smooth cobordism,
19-20

Nishida relations, 129
Nm(n, k), 206

NMo(X), smooth normal invariants
of X, 36-37, 42

NMpL(X), PL normal invariants

of X, 36-37, 42
normal cobordism, 36
normal invariant, 34
normal map, 35
Novikov classification theorem, 39

j{~L, unoriented piecewise linear
cobordism, 19-20, 252

j{rop
, unoriented topological

cobordism, 19-20, 223, 252-253

ox, loop space of X, 46
0*, oriented smooth cobordism,

19,23
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nnx, n'th loop space of X, 47
n~x, path component of OnX, 47

O~L, oriented piecewise linear
cobordism, 19-20

- O;LITor, set of generators,
163, 173

- n~LITor, 2-1ocal structure,
206,207

- n~L ITor, p-local structure,
219

- criteria for indecomposability,
222

- 2-torsion, 246-253
O;op, oriented topological

cobordism, see O~L

c/J n m' homomorphism,
InxIm -+ I nm , 50

P4i' Pontrjagin class in degree
4i,88-89

Pn , simply connected surgery
obstruction group, 40

ph, Pontrjagin character, 84
phantom map, 91
piecewise linear Pontrjagin

classes, 88-89
PLn , simplicial group of

piecewise linear homomor
phisms of Rn , 9

PLIO classifying space for
smoothings, 33, 88-89

plumbing, 164
Poincare duality space, 29
polyhedral path lifting property, 46
Pontrjagin character, 84-85
Pontrjagin classes, 13, 88, 217
Pontrjagin-Thom map, 19, 30-31
primitive generators for

H4n(G/PL; Z(2», 96
primitive series, 25-26
principal n-bundle, 3-4

Q, free infinite loop space
functor, 48-49

Qi, Dyer-Lashof operation, 128
2i' Dyer-Lashof operation, 127

Qj' multiplicative Dyer-Lashof
operation, 132

Q(SO), stable self maps of
spheres, 48
- homology mod 2 , 64, 137
- cohomology mod 2 , 65

quadratic construction, 54

p~, mapping BSOE9[p] -+ BSO~ [p] ,

103

pt, mapping BSPL -+Bd~[~ ,k],
102

9{, Dyer-Lashof algebra, 138-139
Ravenel-Wilson theorem, 180
~-genus, 209
ring spectrum, 82
RO(G), real representation ring

of G, 94

In' symmetric group of degree n,
49
- homology mod 2, 63

sl' index surgery obstruction, 76
sK' Kervaire surgery obstruction,

76
sn' Newton polynomial, 174

So(X), homotopy smoothings of
X,40

SpL(X), homotopy triangulations

of X, 40
S-duality, 31-32
Serre fibration, 46
SFn' oriented based homotopy

equivalences of Sn, 47
SG, stable homotopy equivalences

of spheres, 45
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- homology mod 2, 54, 138
- Sullivan splitting, 110

SGn , oriented homotopy equiva-
lences of Sil-l , 45

singular manifold, 16
Spanier~Whitehead duality, 32
spectrum, 18
spherical fibration, 9, 30
Spivak normal bundle, 30
Spn, n-fold symmetric product

functor, 62
Sqn, n'th Steenrod square, 56
Steenrod recognition principle, 4
Steenrod squares, 56
Stiefel-Whitney classes, 10, 59
structure maps for infinite loop

spaces, 119, 126
Sullivan orientation of PL-bundles

away from 2, 99
Sullivan splitting of BSPL, 105
Sullivan splitting of G/O and

SG, 110
Sullivan splitting of MSPL, 114
Sullivan's analysis of G/PL, 79,

93,97
Sullivan's surgery formula, 80
surgery exact sequence, 40
surgery problem, 35
surgery obstruction groups, 40

(J, mapping BSO x G/PL ~ BSPL ,
159

T4n , generators of F*(BTOP;Z(2»)'
205

Thorn class, 27, 30-31
Thorn isomorphism, 31, 83

Thorn space, spectrum, 18, 30, 113
TOPn , based homeomorphisms of

Rn ,8
TOP/PL,44
transfer, 53, 20
transversality, 17

u, retraction Q(X) ~ X of
infinite loop spaces, 125

U, Thorn class, 27, 31
UpL , Thorn class, 102

unit of a spectrum, 82

V, total Wu class, 80
Vn I elementary abelian subgroup

of ~ tt' 56
2

Wi' Stiefel-Whitney class, 10-11

Witt vector basis, 178

Wd,n(Z(p))' 178
Wreath product, 53
Wu-class, 80
Wu-formula, 59-60

X[p], localization of X at p, 22
X[l/p], localization of X away

from p, 22
X[Ql, rational localization of X,

23

Z(P)' integers localized at p, 22
Z[l/p], integers localized away

from p, 22
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